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Abstract
This thesis describes the engineering tasks associated with production of Design

Squad, a reality-based television program on WGBH. In Design Squad a client gives two
teams of high school students an engineering design task for them to complete over two
days of building. In order to facilitate production of this program an extensive amount of
engineering preparation work is required. Tasks for each episode include concept
brainstorming, prototyping of challenge solutions, material procurement, and on-set
mentoring. These development and preparation activities require creative brainstorming,
teamwork, and communication across a multi-disciplinary team. The MIT based engineering
support team has created methods and guidelines to ensure efficient knowledge generation
during prototyping that utilize sample builds, proofs of concept, and sketching. Techniques
have also been developed for mentoring and guiding the cast members on set. Additionally,
a wiki-based communication, tracking, and documentation tool was created to aid in the
development process.
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1 Background and Purpose

1.1 Overview of Design Squad

This section will provide the reader with a brief background of Design Squad,

specifically in regards to the history, main goals, and basic structure of the series. The text in

this section is based largely on a paper by Frey, Wallace and Wolksy'. See said paper for a

more complete and analytical background on the show if the information herein is not

adequate.

1.1.1 Motivation for the Show

Design Squad was created largely in response to a growing discrepancy between

engineering jobs available and the number of students in the engineering education pipeline.

Both the National Science Foundation and the National Academy of Engineering have cited

this as a topic that needs intensive effort by the engineering community. One of the reasons

that younger people not going into engineering professions is general misconceptions about

what it means to be an engineer. The image of the engineer as an introverted white male

with taped glasses and a pocket protector sitting alone in a cubicle is very pervasive in

society. People do not envision engineering as a creative, social and dynamic occupation.

Additionally, young girls often have a desire for their future occupation to be one that can

have a positive impact on the world. Despite the fact that engineering jobs very often have

such an impact, the perception of most young girls is that engineering will not provide the

type of fulfillment they are looking for in a career.

As the number of advanced, focused classes offered in high schools around the

country grows, students are increasingly becoming somewhat locked into a career track very

early in their educational experience. Thus a change in a person's perception of engineering

after middle school has a lower chance of changing that person's career choice. The change

in viewpoint is still important in regards to general public perception, but it will not likely

' Frey, D. D., D. R. Wallace, and M. Wolsky, 2007, "Design Squad: Using Popular Media to

Improve the Future of the Engineering Profession," American SocietyforQuality World Congress

on Qua/ity and Improvement, Orlando, FL, April 30-May 2



change that person's career path. Therefore the age where it is most important to affect a

change in attitude toward the engineering profession is during early middle-school, or the

"'tween" years: roughly 9-12 years old.

An additional trend that aided in the conception of Design Squad was the prevalence

of television in the lives of young people. Specifically, reality television was seen as having a

strong following among the 'tweens. Shows like Project Runway and Top Design were very

popular and showed some process elements that are similar to the design process that

engineers follow. Reality television seemed to be something that young people were already

watching that could be used to change their perceptions on engineering.

1.1.2 Concept Development

The concept and development effort for Design Squad originated at WGBH,

Boston's public television station. Development efforts within WGBH were led by Kate

Taylor and Marisa Wolsky, Senior Executive Producer and Executive Producer, respectively.

After funding was secured for the development of the show, Kate and Marisa selected Dan

Frey, an Associate Professor at MIT (at that time a professor at Olin College of

Engineering), as a Content Director to aid in the development efforts. The core team listed

above completed the bulk of the initial work on the show. Starting with the filming of

Season 1 extensive development work was also provided by Dorothy Dickie as

Director/Producer and David Wallace, an Associate Professor at MIT, as a Content

Director.

The basic concept for the show was that each episode would be a competition. The

contestants would be divided into two teams and would then be presented with an

engineering task to complete. Whichever team came up with the superior solution to the

task would win the challenge. The reality nature of the show meant that the contestants

themselves did all of the work. Additionally the entire process would be filmed. With the

general concept for the show decided, it was necessary to decide the exact details of how the

challenges would be presented, what the story line of the show would be, and other such

questions. In order to fill in the gaps the development team used an approach similar to any

engineering process - starting with prototypes.

The first prototype episode was titled "Lazybones". There were two hosts in

Lazybones: a technically competent straight-man and a wise-cracking, disheveled, and lazy



sidekick. The teams were challenged to create a machine to take in raw eggs (complete with

shells) and make scrambled eggs. The cast members were a mix of late high school and early

college students and were diverse in race and gender.

After the episode was filmed and edited, it was shown to kids of the target audience

age group to assess how well it was received and what aspects of the show worked or did not

work. Overall it was found that the show strongly appealed to target viewers of both

genders. The viewers picked up on engineering concepts that were illustrated in the show,

and were generally engaged in what went on in the episode. However, some areas for

improvement were also found. For example, viewers in the target age group felt that it was

hard to relate to college students. They also were looking for a more competitive aspect

between the two teams and a better description of what the winning team would get.

A second prototype episode was filmed that incorporated some of the feedback

from the focus group. This episode was titled 'Gizmo'. In Gizmo the host was a woman

who was chief engineer and all-around boss of an engineering design company. She

presented the teams with the challenge of building a water-balloon filling machine. Two of

her 'workers' served as mentors to the teams (one mentor per team). In this episode the cast

members were also younger - aged 15-17 instead of 17-20.

Again the focus groups showed that the episode was generally well received by the

viewers. Concepts such as fluid resistance were picked up during the viewing and the

physical humor that comes from working (and playing) with water balloons was greatly

enjoyed by the viewers. The focus groups again showed areas with room for improvement,

though. For instance, the viewers did not respond well to the fictional premise of the host's

company. They seemed to prefer the challenge to have a more realistic feel to it. The

viewers also expressed a desire to be given more detail in regards to the components the

teams used and where those components came from.

A third and final prototype episode was created incorporating all of the feedback

obtained on the first two attempts. The title of this prototype was "Design Squad" and it

contained several changes from the prior versions of the show. First, most of the fictional

aspects of the show were dropped. The hosts became two adults with engineering

background who would give the teams their challenge and then monitor their progress -

occasionally providing on-camera guidance. Additionally, the teams were given less 'kit'



components and were instead given a budget and allowed to go on a shopping trip to obtain

supplies. This prototype is a close approximation to the final embodiment of the show.

1.1.3 Final Embodiment and Goals of the Series

As the reader might have already gathered, the title "Design Squad" was retained for

the final embodiment of the program. The development team would have liked to keep the

"Gizmo" title, but another party had copyrighted that name. The cast consists of eight

members who were all either juniors or seniors in high school. The cast was split half girls

and half boys, and was made up of a variety of ethnicities. The hosts were trained in

engineering and were in their mid-twenties. One host was male and the other female. For

each episode of the series the cast would be divided up into two teams of four. A "real-

world" client would present the teams with their challenge and would serve as the judge who

determined the winning team. The clients would change for each episode and would come

from a variety of backgrounds. As in the final prototype episode, each team was given a

budget and allowed to shop for supplies. However, as will be discussed in following

sections, the shopping portion of the show was eventually dropped for season 2.

In addition to the television show itself, the development and planning for Design

Squad also included a corresponding website and outreach program. These additional

materials will not be discussed in this thesis, despite its importance in achieving the

overarching goals of the Design Squad series. A brief comment regarding the website and

the outreach program, along with contact persons for further information, is included in

Chapter 8.

Throughout the initial development effort, as well as during all planning for future

seasons of the series, it was important to keep in mind what the program is trying to

accomplish. The primary goals of the show and outreach program are illustrated in the

following list. This list is taken verbatim from Frey, Wallace and Wolsky, including citations

listed:

* Fosters a positive public image of engineering, especially among girls and minorities

* Emphasizes the inherent rewards and enjoyment of creative, technical work

* Illustrates physical principles behind the engineering solutions



* Presents role models exhibiting intelligence, persistence, teamwork, and competition

(although we aim to present a far more gracious style of competition than featured in

most reality programs)

* Illustrates effective skills for design such as convergent and divergent questioning,

estimation, planning and analysis of experiments, and coordination of diverse teams2

* Accommodates the variety of learning styles that are likely to be reflected in the

viewing audience3

1.2 Description of Engineering Support Team

The technical and free-form (reality) nature of Design Squad made it necessary for an

engineering team to be assembled to support the development and production of the show.

There are several reasons why such a team is necessary.

First of all, the cast members have little or no prior knowledge of the process, tools

and technologies used in engineering design when they first come to the show. Thus it is

necessary for the engineering team to train them on the basics of the design process, teach

them safe practices with the shop tools and inform them of what technologies they could

use to complete their challenges. Additionally, given the time-restricted nature of their

training, the engineers can provide on-set guidance and mentoring during the filming

process.

It also required that the engineering team review the shop setup prior to each season.

It must be ensured that the necessary machines and tools are setup and that there are

adequate materials to provide the cast members with general building supplies. Aside from

general material supplies, the engineers also determine the requirements for challenge-

specific materials and tools, and need to monitor the procurement of such supplies.

As was described above, Dan Frey assisted the WGBH team with initial content

direction of the series, and David Wallace joined the team to assist in content direction after

2 Dym, C. L., A. M. Agogino, O. Eris, D. D. Frey, and L. J. Leifer, "Engineering Design

Thinking, Teaching, and Learning," ASEE Journal ofEngineering Education Vol. 94, No. 1,

2005, pp. 103-120.

3 Felder, R. M., and R. Brent, "Understanding Student Differences," ASEE Journal of

Engineering Education, Vol. 94, No. 1, 2005, pp. 57-72.



the beginning of season 1. However, there were many additional members of the

engineering team, most of whom were drawn from the MIT graduate and undergaduate

Mechanical Engineering programs.

1.3 Purpose of this Thesis

Design Squad has now progressed from idea, through prototyping and on through

two seasons of actual production. At the time of this writing, editing and other post-

processing activities are occurring for the season 2 episodes. A large and diverse team has

put in a great amount of time and effort in bringing the show through this process. On the

production side, that team has included a host of people from WGBH; including editors,

directors, producers and more. From an engineering perspective the team included MIT

professors, graduate students, and undergraduates (as part of the UROP program).

Through their work on the program the team members gained experience and insight

as to how the show was produced and what practices and methods made the production

process easiest and ensured that the resulting show would be of highest quality (as measured

against the list of goals above). Up to this point the majority of that knowledge has been

tacit and existed only in the heads of the team members who personally gained the

experience. In fact, until the institution of the Design Squad Wiki in season 2 (see Chapter

3) the entirety of the production knowledge gained was tacit. Reports were written

documenting the process of prototyping challenge solutions (see section 4.1), but nothing

was written regarding the engineering efforts during actual production of the season 1

episodes.

The engineering team, by nature, was rather transient. Mostly this was due to the fact

that students who were working on the program either graduated or moved on to other

projects. As team members moved on any tacit knowledge that they carried was lost to the

rest of the team, and to future team members. Certainly the vast majority of those who had

moved on from Design Squad were willing to answer questions from new team members.

However, there was still no central knowledge base that summarized the show and included

lessons that had been learned through the development process. Additionally, without the

proper experience it was difficult for new team members to even know which questions

should be asked of prior members.



Clearly, then, there was a need for a knowledge base to capture some of the insight

gained during development and first two seasons of Design Squad. This thesis is meant to

serve as that knowledge base and it should serve as a road map to the Design Squad

engineering process. It describes the various aspects of the program that relate to

engineering. For each of the engineering tasks there is an attempt to describe the thought

process that led the team to do things in such a manner, including description of failed

methods and examples from the first two seasons of production.

As a graduate student, the author has worked on Design Squad during the filming of

both season 1 and 2, and has had the pleasure of working with a large number of other

engineers involved with the program. Throughout that time he has gained extensive

personal experience on the workings of the show, and has also been able to glean

information and advice from the other team members. This thesis is an attempt to capture

all of the experiential information that he was able to gather during his time working on

Design Squad.

No document can replace the hands-on experiences that a new team member will get

from actually working on the show. However, this document will hopefully serve as a field

guide to help new engineers hit the ground running when they first begin to work on the

program, and will also serve as a reference manual when questions arise during production.

As it is almost certain that some information has been omitted from this thesis, the reader is

invited to contact the author with any questions that he or she might have. The author can

be contacted at any time at bpowers@alum.mit.edu.

A further hope is that this document might prove useful beyond the realm of Design

Squad itself. The author and his advisor feel that the lessons learned by the Design Squad

engineering team could be just as applicable to any hands-on engineering program for young

people - whether that program is a television series, a school curriculum or an after-school

club. The reader is invited to think creatively as to what potential applications there might

be for the information contained within this thesis.

1.4 Document Layout

This thesis is laid out so as to walk the reader through the Design Squad production

process, as seen by an engineer. It begins with the process of generating challenge ideas for

the cast members to complete, and concludes with a description of activities that the



engineering team must perform during the filming of episodes. As the production process is

not necessarily linear, this ordering is by no means rigid, but serves as a reasonable

approximation for the flow of events.

Additionally, a summary has been included of each of the episodes of season 2. This is

meant to provide examples of challenge ideas, materials required for those challenges, and

some very brief thoughts on the results.

2 Concept Generation for Challenges
In order for the show to be a success the episodes have to be interesting, exciting and

educational for the viewers. Therefore, one of the first aspects of preparing for a season of

Design Squad is to come up with challenge ideas for the episodes. This chapter discusses

criteria that the challenges must meet and methods that have been used to generate challenge

concepts.

2.1 Criteria for Judging Challenge Concepts

2.1.1 Watch-ability

The first and foremost criterion for Design Squad challenges is that they will result in

an episode that is interesting to watch. An entertaining episode supports the goal of making

design fun. It also increases the viewer base for Design Squad, correspondingly increasing

the impact of the show.

One of the aspects of a challenge that makes an episode fun to watch is action. It is

not surprising at all that when there is a lot of action occurring in an episode it makes

viewing more interesting. Another aspect that increases interest is when exciting conclusions

are drawn during the testing phase, especially when those conclusion lead to last-minute

design changes. When a team enters into the testing phase and an unexpected result occurs,

that is essentially the reality television equivalent of a surprise ending. Along the lines of

surprise endings, finales with surprises or gimmicks also lead to episodes that are interesting

to watch.

An example of when this criterion wasn't achieved comes from the Bodies Electric

episode of season 1. The general concept of the episode appeared promising. It included

dancing, music, and a light show that the cast members were responsible for building. The



issue came with the need for programming of the lighting controllers. Programming is an

important and pervasive engineering task and it is desirable for young viewers to see their

peers actually programming a system. However, watching someone write code is not exactly

the most exciting activity. Computer crashes aren't nearly as interesting as physical crashes,

and surprises that pop up when the program is first compiled don't have the same cache as

when the wheels fall off a prototype during it's first test run. Thus, despite being an

important concept (which is another criterion discussed below) programming is an activity

that makes for a less-than-interesting episode.

As an aside, the issues described in the preceding paragraph illustrate an area that is

ripe for further improvement. As stated above, programming is a critical aspect for most

product design in this day and age. If there were an idea for an episode that could exhibit

the cast members doing some sort of programming without giving the viewers a feeling of

watching paint dry, that episode would be a huge success. Additional brainstorming and

development on this and similar issues should be strongly encouraged.

The Duff episode from season 2 provides an example of a challenge that succeeds in

being interesting to watch. In Duff the teams were asked to build a radio controlled blimp

to get aerial video footage of a music concert. When the teams got to the point of testing

their blimps, they took them outside along with the camera crews. Gusts of winds

threatened to blow away both of the blimps, which made from a very exciting 'uh-oh'

moment. Then, at the finale of the episode, to the background of some wonderful world

music, one team had a nearly flawless blimp flight. As icing on the cake, the second team's

blimp suffered a dramatic crash, all of which was captured with the on-board camera. Thus

the episode contained exciting testing results, fun music, a successful project, and a crash.

Obviously, it is not always possible to predict how interesting an episode will turn out

to be. The key here is that the engineering team should keep such aspects in mind when

coming up with challenge ideas. Those ideas that involve low amounts of action and

physical testing should be avoided.

2.1.2 Cast Enjoyment

The second challenge criterion is very closely related to making the episode interesting

to watch. This criterion is that the challenge should be fun for the cast. It should be

reiterated here that the show is designed for the experience of the viewers and that the



experiences the cast members have are necessarily secondary. However, despite this fact, it

is still important to make sure that the challenges are fun for cast. When a challenge is fun

for the cast members it keeps energy up during the build. It also invites the cast members to

become more invested in their project, which correspondingly invites a higher quality of

work. Thus, if the challenge is exciting to the cast members it will help them exhibit feelings

and performance that will likewise make the episode fun to watch. So, while it is useful to

consider this as a separate challenge criterion, how much fun the cast members are having

with a challenge is generally very strongly coupled to how interesting the challenge will be to

watch.

Another reason this is listed as a separate criterion is that it is often easier to think

about making a challenge fun for the cast members than it is to consider the implications for

the viewers. Imagining the reactions of the hypothetical viewers watching the cast members

complete hypothetical challenges requires two levels of mental abstraction. Thus, if the

correlation between cast member enjoyment and end-viewer experience is taken as given, the

use of this second criterion for challenge selection can simplify the process of outcome

prediction.

2.1.3 Engineering Concepts Illustrated

The next two criteria for judging challenge concepts relate more to the educational

aspect of the show, rather than the entertainment aspect. The first such criterion in that the

challenge should be such that in the build process it will be possible to illustrate interesting

science and engineering concepts. Those concepts should be able to be described with

simple animations interspersed through the episode. Some of the concepts that have

provided for interesting educational animations in the past are as follows.

During the kinetic sculpture - "Blowin' in the Wind" - episode of season 1 one team

used the concept of wind blowing on cups to generate a torque to spin their 'Urban

Tornado'. An animation showed the differing forces that would occur when wind blew into

the front of the cup versus the back of the cup, and how the force occurring at some radius

would generate a torque to cause the tornado to spin. This animation illustrated interesting

engineering concepts in a very simple manner.
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Figure 1: Animation Example

Another example comes from the "Got Game?" episode of season 1. During that

episode the red team was trying to decide between two different design concepts for their

hanging camera system. One of the designs was superior in terms of balance, and the

animation showed the viewers how the lack of balance in the design would effect the

device's performance. Figure 1 shows a screen shot of the animation. In the end the red

team chose the inferior design, which is likely also an interesting lesson in groupthink. That

deeper lesson might have been lost on viewers, though.

2.1.4 Technology Content

Another aspect for judging challenge concepts is that they should include a wide

variety of technologies. This in not necessarily an important criterion for a single episode,

but when the development team is working to create a lineup of challenges for an entire

Design Squad season, ensuring that those episodes draw on a variety of technologies is very

important. There are multiple reasons why this is important. First, illustrating a variety of

concepts allows the audience to become familiar with a variety of engineering disciplines and

methods. Challenges also seem more fresh and interesting to the viewers when they each

draw on different technologies and methods. It can be difficult to generate challenge ideas

that expand beyond simple mechanical fabrication, so it is important that the team keep this

criterion in mind.



2.1.5 Scope

Another requirement for challenge concepts in that they must be of the proper scope

for an episode. The nominal timeframe for a challenge build is two 8-hour days. However,

that time includes the initial challenge description at the start of the build and any additional

time sinks that might occur due to the requirements of filming. Thus, in the end, the total

build time that the teams have to complete their designs is closer to 12 hours, or perhaps

slightly less. In addition to slow-downs caused by the filming process the team must also

remember that the cast members are not experienced in design, decision making and

fabrication processes. This lack of experience can be viewed as a further reduction in

effective time available to the teams to finish their build since it can be assumed that any task

will likely take the inexperienced cast members longer than it would a seasoned engineer.

Thus a good rule-of-thumb is that a challenge should take an experienced design engineer

roughly 6-8 hours to complete.

In addition to time considerations, another aspect of scope is that the challenge must

fit within the budget that WGBH has set for each episode. Previous seasons have had

budget levels set below what the engineering teams felt were reasonable levels, $2000 per

episode. Thus most of the season 2 episodes were at least somewhat over budget.

However, budget considerations are important and should be kept in mind during challenge

concept generations. For example, the finale episode of season 2 involved buying each team

a go-kart kit and a third kit for the engineering team to test. Each kit was close to the budget

for a single episode. Thus, in general, such a challenge would not have been considered a

viable option. In this instance, though, the episode was a double-length finale episode and

the production team signed off on the budget overage. Consistent communication between

the production team and the engineering team regarding budget considerations for any given

challenge idea is strongly encouraged.

The final aspect of scope relates to the tools available to the cast members, and the

training that they have received. There are a limited variety of machines and tools in the

Design Squad shop, and the engineering team must ensure that the challenges given are

'solvable' given those constraints. For example, a design solution that required machined

parts is not a viable option for the cast member. Chapter 5 details the tools and machines

that the cast members had access to in season 2. For some challenges specific tools might

be needed that are small enough and/or inexpensive enough that those tools can be



purchased specifically for that challenge. This occurred several times during season 2 - heat-

shrink torches were purchased for the 'Titanic' episode, and pipe benders were purchased

for the 'Caddyshack' episode. In the case where new tools are purchased for a challenge the

engineers should train the cast members to use the equipment prior to the start of the

challenge.

2.1.6 Client Considerations

Client considerations are the final criteria for judging challenge concepts that will be

discussed here. The client is not always a critical part of a challenge. In fact, several

challenges were chosen for production prior to finding a suitable client and at least one

episode never had a client. That said, the choice of client could have much to do with the

fun and watch-ability of a challenge. Interesting clients help to make the challenge more

exciting and celebrity clients certainly have a big wow factor for viewers. Thus if a challenge

concept can include a specific idea of a client, that can be a real boon.

In addition to simply increasing excitement, having a believable client can make the

challenge seem more realistic. Believability, or how realistic a challenge seemed, was found

to be a desirable aspect of the show during the testing of pilot episodes. As described in

section 1.1.2, one of the original show concepts for Design Squad was a show called Gizmo.

In that pilot show the host was the president of a fictional design company who would

charge the cast members with coming up solutions to whimsical problems. When the pilot

was tested on viewers, though, it was found that the viewers really didn't like the fact that the

challenges seemed so contrived. When the show shifted toward having a 'real-world' client,

viewers responded much better to the scenario.

A side note might be relevant at this point: the above result from the pilot testing is

interesting when compared with Fetch!, another science and engineering based program on

WGBH. Fetch! utilizes an animated host and challenges that are often completely contrived.

Contrary to being turned off by such a layout, viewers seem to enjoy Fetch!, which currently

has much higher ratings than Design Squad. The different age groups targeted by the shows

could explain at least part of this discrepancy. Fetch! targets viewers aged 6-10 and it is

possible that those younger viewers have a higher tolerance (or even a liking) for fictional

scenarios than their elder counterparts. It is also possible that the limited scope of the

assessment effort performed for the Design Squad prototype episodes provided the team



with incorrect, or at least not significant, information. Thus the current method for client

selection is to attempt to find believable and exciting clients. However, it might be

interesting to complete more research to determine if an approach more akin to Fetch!

might be a more successful way to go for future seasons of Design Squad.

Another issue to keep in mind in regards to clients is the need to manage client

expectations. The team needs to be very clear as to what the client will be expected to do

and what they can expect to get from the cast member teams at the end of the episode. For

example, during conversations with a potential client during season 2 the prospective client

brought up the issue of intellectual property. He was expecting that the cast would come up

with a lucrative idea and wanted to be assured that he would retain rights to that idea. This

type of thinking is very much not in line with the goals of the program - and if the results

are reviewed from previous seasons it can be seen that even if patentable ideas were a goal of

the show, there are realistically not many, if any, patentable ideas that come out of the teams.

Similarly, the client for Daffy in season 2 was expecting the teams to provide him with

finished, production style devices that he could then use for on his tours to increase

business. Such a level of finish and functionality is not a valid expectation. The reality is

that, at best, the teams will end up with a functional prototype, and that prototype should

not be expected to work continuously for any appreciable amount of time. As the

engineering and production teams work with potential clients care must be taken to ensure

that their expectations align with the goals of the program and the probable outcome of the

challenge in question.

2.2 Methods for Challenge Concept Generation

Now that the basic criteria for judging challenge concepts have been laid out, focus can

shift toward generating the concepts themselves. The activity of brainstorming challenge

concepts can be approached in a similar method to any other engineering concept generation

activity. In this instance, the target of brainstorming just happens to be episode ideas for a

television show, rather than mechanism ideas for a mechanical device (for example).

One restriction on the brainstorming activities is that both the engineering team and

production team should be included. The engineering team can provide insight into scope,

technology requirements, engineering concepts involved and similar bits of information.

Conversely, the production team is much more suited to provide insight into watch-ability,
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production feasibility, adherence to WGBH guidelines and other such items. Either group

can work to come up with challenge concepts alone, but those concepts would have to be

approved by the other group anyway. In performing the brainstorming with all interested

parties together the whole process in streamlined. Additionally, having participants from

different skill sets and backgrounds can aid in the cross-pollination of ideas during the

brainstorming session.

There are two fundamental approaches to the concept generation activities that have

been employed by the teams. The first is to brainstorm potential clients and then brainstorm

challenges to match up with the chosen clients. This method focuses primarily on the image

of the show and the perception of the viewers in regards to the clients. For example, the

team might try to come up with clients that promote a 'green' image, or might simply focus

on trying to wow the viewers with a celebrity client. A slight variation of this might be to

simply focus on who is realistically available as a client. This last method is normally best

suited for concept generation occurring in the midst of production where time is tight.

A second approach to concept generation is the exact opposite of the approach

described above. In this method the teams would brainstorm potential challenge concepts

and then attempt to find clients who match up with the challenges. This method allows the

engineers to focus on which engineering principles should be explored, the scope of the

challenge concepts and the technical details that would be required in the production of the

episode.

As was stated above, a myriad of formal brainstorming techniques are available that

could be applied to this type of brainstorming. The method used by the Design Squad team

in the past, though, has been group brainstorming with concept pinups. This method is the

type of brainstorming often done at IDEO and is the type taught to the cast members in

boot camp (see section 6.1.3). For season 2 the engineering and production groups met to

generate concepts for both challenges and clients (approaches one and two above). As team

members came up with concepts they would create a simple sketch of the idea with a title at

the top of the page. They would then give a very brief description of the concept to the

group and pin the idea sketch up onto the wall.

At the end of the brainstorming session the challenge concepts and the client concepts

were grouped into like-themed clusters. The production team then took those concept

clusters and refined the list of challenges based on the criteria described above. As the list of



challenges was refined the production staff maintained close contact with the engineering

team to ensure that the challenges maintained their adherence to critical engineering criteria.

Some informal brainstorming of concept ideas also occurred during season 2. Prior to

the start of production the entire list of challenges had not been finalized. Thus it was

necessary to come up with additional challenge ideas during the filming of season 2. The

hectic production environment and tight schedules made it necessary for this mid-season

brainstorming to be done informally, normally in ad-hoc groups of two or three. Those

groups would toss around ideas for what might make a suitable challenge. This method is

not preferred. Often, due to the rushed and informal nature of the sessions, critical aspects

of a challenge were overlooked and not all information was considered. Thus this should be

a method used only when necessary. It is far more desirable to perform the challenge

concept generation in a formalized and relaxed environment prior to the start of production.

3 Design Squad Wiki

3.1 Description

The Design Squad Wiki was a new addition to the show for the second season.

Wikis have become commonplace wherever there is a dispersed group of people who all

have the desire to provide input to a single document or set of documents. David Wallace

had implemented wikis in the product development class he teaches at MIT. In that context

the engineering design student teams would use the wiki format to share information,

documents, keep discussions and in general document the design process lifecycle. The

Design Squad engineering team had similar needs to those of the engineering students. The

team was often dispersed physically and temporally and thus needed a method to all remain

up to date on the latest information. David had seen this need during the first season of the

show and had thus decided setup a wiki prior to the start of the second season.

The goal of the wiki is to document all information that relates to the engineering

aspects of Design Squad production. The type of information kept on the wiki includes:

documentation of shop layout images and tool lists for stocking the shop; topics, dates and

presentation materials for Boot Camp modules; challenge ideas with lists of locations, build

materials, engineering concepts to be discussed, and finale preparation instructions; and

other production materials. These topics will each be discussed in detail in following



sections, but the point here is that there is a vast amount of information involved in

providing engineering support during the production of Design Squad. The wiki has

become the central depository for all such information.

Another purpose the wiki serves is to capture a production design history of sorts.

During preparation efforts and through the production of each challenge the wiki is very

much a living document. As new ideas are generated they are added to the wiki pages. As

materials are specified, ordered and received corresponding entries are added to the wiki.

(This last example has proven to be a huge boon to production and will be discussed in

much more detail later). Despite the living nature of the database during production, once

production work on a challenge has concluded the corresponding entry becomes, essentially,

frozen and can then serve as an information archive. The information is thus available for

reference on future episodes and in future seasons.

Examples used above are methods in which the wiki has been used thus far during

the production of Design Squad season 2. The use of the Design Squad Wiki evolved over

the course of filming season 2 and likely will need to evolve further in the future. The layout

that is presented in the following sections is meant to be representative of a current state and

should be used as a springboard point for future use.

3.2 Design Squad Wiki Layout

The general layout of the Design Squad Wiki webpage is likely to be familiar to most

users. The format of the wiki is based on a platform very similar, if not identical, to the

most famous wiki-based site: Wikipedia.com. The tools to make the wiki are found from

MediaWiki.com. Based on the implicit licensing agreements implied by using this open-

source software all of the material placed onto the wiki is available under the GNU Free

Documentation License4. The Design Squad wiki is password protected so that only

authorized users may access the pages, however the licensing agreement should be reviewed

in detail before placing any copyrighted or sensitive material onto the site. In our experience

with the show, however, this does not appear to be an issue.

4 http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html
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Figure 2: Design Squad Wiki Main Page

3.2.1 Main Page

The main page of the wiki is shown in Figure 2. This page serves as a starting point

for wiki users. The table of contents in the upper left-hand corner summarizes the contents

of the page, obviously, and allows users to hot-link to whichever section they are interested

in.

3.2.1.1 Contact Information, Cast Members and, Schedule

The links in this section serve as reference materials for the engineering team. The

Contact Information link includes contact information for everyone on the production crew.

The primary people included on this list are all of the engineers on the engineering support

team, the director, the associate producer, the production manager and the shopper. It is

unlikely that the engineering team will go even a single episode without needing to contact

all of those persons in turn. Additional crew members that should be included on the

contact list are the executive producer, camera operators, sound technicians, production

assistants, the wardrobe director, and anyone else directly related to the production of the
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show. Information for each person on the list should include cell phone number and e-mail

address.

The Cast Members page includes the name and picture of each of the cast members,

as shown in Figure 3. This page should be set up as early in the preparation process as

possible. It allows the engineering team to learn the names and faces of the cast prior to the

start of Boot Camp. Some people, the author included, have trouble remembering names,

so starting early is helpful. Being familiar with the cast early in the training process helps

build a rapport with the cast members and makes working with them throughout the season

an easier and richer experience for both the engineer and the cast.

Finally, the production schedule page holds a file that is exactly what its name would

imply. This schedule document has historically been an Excel file. The file should be

maintained by the production staff, most likely the associate producer, as the challenge dates

are almost constantly in flux.

Cast MembersfA

lb,* s•~•lnReated changpesL iOBdb I
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Figure 3: Cast Member Pictures
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3.2.1.2 Challenges and Backups

The first section on the main page lists the challenges from season 2 along with

certain key bits of information regarding each challenge. Once a challenge idea proposed in

the concept generation phase discussed earlier becomes either a definite or a strong

possibility it should be listed in the "Challenges" section of the wiki main page. In order to

add a new challenge to the list, the user would click the 'edit' link that shows up to the right

of the "Challenges and backups" heading. The relevant information is then added in the

proper place in the challenge list in the format shown in Figure 4. Once the information is

added the editor can click the "save page" button and the main page will appear in its

updated state.

By adding the project name between double brackets, the wiki will automatically

create a blank page the can be linked to by clicking on the name. The following section will

describe how that page will be setup and used. The main point here is that proper

formatting of information on the wiki is essential. However, not all, or even most,

formatting instructions and conventions will be discussed in this paper. This example is

included to illustrate the need for a user to properly format text as it is entered into the site,

but for a better understanding it is suggested that the reader view the syntax of existing pages

to gain more insight, or visit http://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Help:Editing for a full tutorial.

[[Project Name]] CODE NAME "Witty Code Name":

Completeness *

Excitement *****

Figure 4: Proper Challenge Entry Formatting

At the point when the challenge is first added to the wiki, the information included

should be the challenge name, the challenge code name and the completeness and

excitement categories. Additional information regarding the episode number, filming dates

and other comments, as seen in Figure 5, can be added later as the information becomes

available.

The completeness and excitement categories are both measured on a scale of zero to

five stars. The meaning should be self-explanatory; challenges with five stars under the

excitement category are the ones everyone can't wait to do, and those with five stars in the

completeness category are ready to be filmed. If a challenge has zero stars in the
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completeness category that is a place where a support engineer should focus his or her

attention. Conversely, if a challenge has no stars under excitement it is a good candidate to

be moved in to the "Rejected Challenges" section of the main page. Both categories should

be initially filled in as the editor sees fit, and will be updated continuously throughout the

preparation process. It should be noted that the excitement category is really referring to the

excitement of the viewers. Usually this correlates well with the engineers and production

staff also being excited about the challenge, but that is not always the case. If a challenge

would be very exciting to film, but would come across as a boring television show it should

still get a low score in the excitement category.

Giving each challenge a code name is another practice that originated for season two.

The purpose of the code name is to keep the nature of the challenge a secret from the cast

members. During the filming of season one it was observed that it was difficult to talk

about and plan for upcoming challenges without being overheard by the cast. If the cast

does learn of the challenge prior to the filming of that episode it ruins the on-camera

surprise moments - the 'wows' that really come across well on TV - and can also give a cast

member an unfair advantage. Based on this problem it was decided that each challenge, and

potential challenge, for season two would be given a code name. Thus engineers and

production staff could talk relatively freely about the challenges without giving away the

surprise. The code names are largely arbitrary, but some guidelines can help their use and

acceptance. The first is that the code name should be somehow correlated to the challenge.

For instance, an episode dealing with helium blimps and code-named "Duff' after the Duff

Beer blimp on the Simpsons. This makes it easy for those using the code name to readily

remember the real challenge it refers too. The example above also illustrates the second

criterion for code names - they should be 'witty'. Having a witty code name serves two

purposes. First, it promotes the use of the name; if the team finds the name funny it is

much more likely to be remembered and used in conversation than a dull, lifeless name.

Secondly, having a funny name can ease tensions in a high-stress work environment.

Television production is full of deadlines and fire drills (some with actual fire), so adding a

bit of laughter is always good.

The order of the challenges and which challenges are listed varies greatly in the

planning stages for the season. Both the engineering and production teams are likely to

move the challenges around in the order. The order is largely due to client and/or finale site



availability, but can often be, and should be, manipulated to provide a proper flow and feel

for the season. For example, it would be undesirable to have three episodes primarily

dealing with welding and metal working all bunched together. It would be preferred if there

were challenges with a different focus interspersed so as to keep a fresh feel for the viewers.

As the order gets updated, the list of challenges on the wiki should get updated as well. The

order of the challenges, along with the number of stars in the completeness category

essentially becomes a priority list for the engineering team as they work to prepare for each

episode.
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Figure 5: Main Page Challenge Summary

Once the final selection of episodes have been selected and put into a proposed

order, some additional information can be added to each entry. Figure 5 shows a

representative subsection of the main page that describes episode 207 (or, episode 7 from

season 2). The first line of text, in bold, provides information that is useful at first glance:

episode number, date the pre-roll will be filmed, dates the cast will be working on the

challenge, and date of the finale. Due to scheduling uncertainties and changes these details

are often not filled in until very close to the filming of the episode. However, they are

extremely useful for planning and should be filled in as soon as practical.

At the top of the Challenges and Backups section of the main page is a link to

backup challenges. This was used differently than the Dropped Challenges section described

next. The backup challenges page served as a running blog that the team used to discuss

potential challenges late in season 2. At that point many of the proposed ideas had been

deemed either unfeasible or undesirable for any number of reasons, but there was still a need

for additional challenges to fill out the season. Since production was in full swing, the

methods of brainstorming and discussion mapped out in Chapter 2 proved to be too time

consuming. Therefore the team used this section of the wiki to track concepts as they came
up. An image of the discussion page is shown in Figure 6. Given proper planning and ideal
amounts of preparation time, an ad hoc solution like this would not be used. However, the
case does show some of the versatility of the wiki for adapting to the changing needs of the
team.
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Figure 6: Backup Challenge Discussion Page

3.2.1.3 Dropped Challenges

The Dropped Challenges section of the main page is formatted in almost exactly the

same way as the Challenges and Backups section. The main difference is that where the

Challenges and Backups section contains the options the team is considering, or has decided

upon, for actual production, the Dropped Challenges section contains ideas that were once

being considered, but have now been removed from consideration for some, or many,

reasons.

It might seem prudent to remove the any dropped challenges from the main page

completely. However, it has been seen that there is often continuous flow of challenges

between being actively considered and dropped. It is helpful for team members to quickly

view the entire list of challenges all in one place. That way the members can easily see what

is being considered, what was being considered and then make any potential judgments as to

whether or not a challenge should switch categories.
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The dropped challenges also maintain the links to their respective detailed

description pages so that any work done as background research is still readily available.

Again, this information will prove essential if the challenge is again moved to active

consideration status.
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Figure 7: Design Squad Wiki Main Page, Section 2

3.2.1.4 Engineering Staff Punch Lists

This section contains links to punch lists, or to-do lists, that the engineering team

might create prior to and throughout the production of a season. The creation of punch

lists in the past has been somewhat sporadic. Throughout a season there are constantly tasks

that need to be completed and these update continuously. A running list of all tasks the

team needed to perform would quickly become too extensive to be useful and would take a

significant amount of time just to maintain. Therefore it was standard practice for each

member of the engineering team to track her or his own list of outstanding tasks. This was

often done either in a lab notebook or in the engineer's head. However, there were certain

times when it was deemed necessary for all members of the team to be able to view a subset

list of critical tasks. In that case a punch list was created.
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Figure 8: Example Punch List

Making a link on the main page, in the Engineering Staff Punch Lists section, creates

the punch list page. The link syntax is: [[Date of Punch List]]. Once the link is in place, the

resulting page can be populated with the task list, as shown in Figure 8. The example list is

divided into sections by challenge. This division is optional, but can help make the list more

readable and can also help with prioritization.

It is suggested that a method also be developed for checking off tasks as they

become completed. This was not done during production of season 2, but would clearly be

useful. One suggested method comes from a technique that was used, with great success, to

track material procurement (discussed in detail later in this document). That method simply

has whichever engineer completes a task go into the wiki and add an "X" and a dash in front

of the completed task. This allows someone scanning the list to quickly trace which tasks

are open and which tasks are complete.



3.2.1.5 Photo Albums and Movies

The Photo Albums and Movies section, as shown in Figure 7, contains links to

picture albums that were created during production, as well as digital videos that were taken

by the engineering staff. Due to the large number of pictures and the limited data storage

available on the server that hosted the wiki, the links to picture albums are almost exclusively

to pages external to the wiki. In this case the picture hosting resource used by the team was

Google's Picassa. This proved to be an easy way to share pictures between all members of

the production staff, but details of the implementation will not be discussed here. There

were relatively few video files taken during season 2, so the links to videos remained within

the wiki structure.

The photographs and videos serve multiple purposes. The original goal for the

media files was to communicate the status of challenge preparation to the production staff -

mainly the director and executive producer. Challenge preparation will be discussed in detail

in Chapter 4, but one of the outcomes of the preparation was prototypes and mockups of

challenge concepts. These physical manifestations were often too large to transport to

meetings, or would give the challenge away to cast members if they were seen. Thus images

and videos were taken of the mockups and prototypes so that they could be viewed

discretely and in any desired location.

In addition to communication of preparation status, the image database provides a

visual history of the actual building that the cast does. The engineering team is around

during all stages of the production process so the team members have a unique opportunity

to get behind-the-scenes shots of the process. These images are often used on the WGBH

Design Squad web page. Also, the pictures can be used by the crew, cast and engineers to

show family and friends some of the activities they engaged in.

The addition of the pictures to the main wiki page evolved from originally having the

images distributed within each challenge page. It was decided that having all of the links in

one central location would be less confusing. A central list also resolved the question of

where to place general photo albums that were not related to any specific challenge. Thus

the list of links was moved to the main page. This list of albums proved to be quite long,

though, and is not really essential information that belongs directly on the main page. It is

suggested that, for future seasons, a separate Picture and Video page be created to compile
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all of the album links. Then a single link to the Picture and Video sub-page could be

included onto the main page, thus reducing clutter.

It should be noted that, other than documenting the engineering prototyping

process, it is expressly not the responsibility of the engineering team to document the

production of Design Squad. It has become a de-facto activity of the team, but should not

be allowed to interfere with some of the more critical engineering tasks. That said, if

pictures are taken it is very useful to compile them in a useable fashion so that others can

access them.
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Figure 9: Shop Preparation Summary Page

3.2.1.6 Shop Preparation and Boot Camp

Two other realms where it is essential to track information are shop preparation and

boot camp hence the two links in this section of the main page on the wiki. The Boot Camp

summary page is described in more detail in section 3.2.3, here we will focus on the Shop

Preparation page.
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The shop preparation page, shown in Figure 9, holds links to a variety of pages that

relate to shop preparation. In order to prepare the shop area for the season, the engineers

compile lists for all of the tools and standard materials needed. A layout is also proposed for

where those tools and materials will be stored. The content of those lists will be discussed in

chapter 5, but this page is where the data should be compiled for easy tracking by the

engineering team and the team organizing set construction.

It can also be seen that there are several links to notes from boot camp sessions and

from a walk-through of the set. As will be emphasized later, the goal is to have the shop

completely set up prior to boot camp. However, even if all foreseen tasks have been

completed, as cast members begin to actually work in the lab, there will invariably be

observations of areas that still need work. Lists of these observations should be kept in this

section of the wiki. Figure 10 shows one such list from season 2. As can be seen in the

image, many of the observations relate to tools that have not been stocked in the lab.

Another realm where observations fall is safety. As the cast begins to use tools and work in

the shop the engineers can note any areas where they feel safety is not being addressed

properly. The safety of the cast and crew of Design Squad is always a top priority and these

items should be addressed immediately. As the tasks from these lists are completed they

should be checked of with "X's" as described before.
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Figure 10: Sample Task List for Shop Setup

3.2.1.7 Emily Street Web cams

The final section of the main page of the wiki related to the shop web cams. For

season 2 it was decided that it would be helpful for the engineers to have monitors to show

the streaming audio and video from the camera crew who were shooting the action. This

allows the engineers who are not on the floor to track what is going on with the builds

without interfering. Having the engineers aware of what was going on serves multiple

purposes. First of all, this allows the engineers to predict what materials might be needed in

a timely fashion, and would help them to maintain design intent if working on project

rebuilds (much more on this topic in Chapter 7).

The second reason to have streaming video available in the engineering area is so

that potentially dangerous situations can be seen and avoided. This reason also highlights a

limitation of simply viewing the video feeds from the camera crews. The footage for the

actual show normally consists of very tight shots, often involving only one or two cast

members. This leaves a number of cast members out of the field of observation, and
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therefore in a place where they might be doing something dangerous without the knowledge

of the engineering team. In order to alleviate this potential for danger, three web cams were

installed on the set to give wide-angle views of the main shop area and each of the team

areas. Thus it could be seen if someone was using a potentially dangerous tool that would

require engineering supervision.

This section of the wiki gives instructions for how to activate and view the streaming

video from these safety web cams. Figure 11 shows those instructions listed at the bottom

of the main page. The web cams proved useful and it is suggested that they be implemented

again in future seasons. However, as in the picture section described above, this information

is cluttering the main page and should be moved to a sub-page that can be linked to from

the main page.

DS Boot Camp

Emily Street Webcams lt]
When connected to the network at Ermly Street, you can view webcam images of each of the team spaces and the
common area. The are three connectin n optionS. The irast is t0 use a webt browser (I know kitemet Explorer works and
Firefox has some issues). The other option is the weboam applicaton. (Instalt it from one of the disks in the weboam
boxes in the engineers cave). For web browsing:

Common Area .

Purple Teamp

Green Team

The best option now seems to be the third. Install the VLC media player application(Mac and PC compatibe!l):
1. Download the application
2. Install the application
3. Run the application
4. From the Rle menu, select "Open Network' (Mac) or 'Open Network Stream' (PC)
5. Click the radio button that includes HTTP
6. Enter the urt for the desired webcanm:

" Common Area: httpi/192.188.1 .1O/mgMdeo~asf @

" Purple Area: httpI/192.168.1.1 1AmgMdeo.asf p
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7. For the PC, repeat steps 4-6 for each webcam you want to view simultaneously. For the Mac...l n stil workdng on
figuring out how to have multiple views open.
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Figure 11: Design Squad Wiki Main Page, Section 3
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3.2.2 Challenge Specific Pages

As mentioned above, when a challenge is added to the wiki main page, a sub-page is

created for that challenge. All relevant information for the challenge is then stored in that

page. This section describes the challenge specific pages and how the data is organized

within those pages. The examples used as reference herein are all taken from the gravity

bike episode, aka Road Rash, from season 2.
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Figure 12: Challenge Main Page

3.2.2.1 Challenge Main Page

Similar to the overall main page, the main page for each challenge serves as a routing

point for users to reach the sub-pages that describe all of the details relating to the challenge

in question. Some of the pages herein require more detailed descriptions, and are discussed

individually below. Other pages can be discussed at a higher level and will be summarized

here.
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The Concise Statement page for the challenge serves as an executive summary for

the challenge concept. The style of the concise statements varies between challenges based

on the challenge and on the writing style of the engineer who completed the statement. In

some instance a sentence or two relaying the basic gist of the challenge will be all that is

required. For other challenges it is necessary to give additional information for a reader to

get an accurate feel for the challenge. For example, for Road Rash part of the challenge

concept included having the teams work on their builds at the site of the finale. This

differed from standard practice, so that information was included along with the challenge

description. The exact content and method it is portrayed is up to the prerogative of

whomever is creating the summary, the important point is that a person unfamiliar with the

challenge should be able to read this page and have a solid understanding of what will

generally be taking place.

The People Involved page is simply a list of contacts of all those involved in a

challenge. This would include the client, any property liaisons for on-site locations, and

anyone else deemed necessary. Information should be as thorough as possible. E-mail

addresses and phone numbers are the typical and preferred datum points to have for each

contact.

As might be guessed, the Meeting Notes page serves as a repository for notes taken

during any meetings where the challenge was discussed. Based on season 2 experiences, this

page is underutilized. The notes taken during meetings tended to be a conglomeration of

comments relating to various challenges. The effort spent filtering the general notes into the

challenge-specific note areas was often deemed less useful than effort spent actually updating

the pages the comments referred to with the relevant new information. For example, if the

notes included a comment such as "we need to make sure there are enough hay bales for the

finale" it would make more sense to simply update the Finale Preparation page with a similar

comment, rather than placing the comment in the Meeting Notes page where it might be

missed. The key theme here is that all relevant information should be kept in a centralized

place so that it cannot be overlooked.

The final grouping of links on the Challenge Main page all relate to research done for

the challenge. The quantity of links and the content contained in those links varies greatly

from challenge to challenge. For the sample challenge there are a larger number of links

than normal, and many of them deal with information that should probably be kept in other



locations. For example, the GB Possible Locations page should be included in the GB

Locations page described in detail below. Also, the GB Protective Gear/Clothes page

should be included in the Build Preparation page, also discussed in detail below. It is the

opinion of the author that all of the links under the Research heading be removed. To

document the information that should not be in already existing pages, a "Concepts and

Research" page should be created. This will be discussed at the end of this chapter.

3.2.2.2 Location Page

The location page contains any relevant information regarding any location relating

to the episode other than the main set. This normally is only a location where the finale will

be filmed, but could also include roll-in locations, build locations and testing locations.
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For simple challenges the primary information on this page would simply be a short

description of the location, an address, and directions for how to get to the site from the

main set. The Road Rash episode required much more information regarding the site. As

can be seen in Figure 13 the Road Rash page has categories for contacts, directions, scouting

notes and backup locations. This episode illustrates how the location page can be utilized to

store and communicate a great deal of information when necessary.

A basic description of the challenge will aid in understanding of why so much site

information is required in this particular instance. The goal in Road Rash was for each team

to build a pedal-less bicycle that would race downhill powered only by gravity. The winner

of the challenge would be determined by a head-to-head race. The client, a professional

gravity bike racer, would then take the winning bike and use it in an official race. During an

official race the bikers can reach speeds of up to 70 miles-per-hour. It was the goal of the

team to keep the speed well below 70 mph, but the course needed to be steep enough

achieve speeds that would get the excitement and adrenaline up. This meant finding a paved

hill of a certain grade that could be closed to outside access for the duration of the finale

filming.

It turns out that sites that met the criteria stated here were rather difficult to find

within a two-hour radius of Boston. In an instance where the finale location is so critical to

the show, and where sites are in short supply it is essential to pursue both an ideal option

and backup options in parallel. Hence this location page primarily contains information

regarding the primary choice for venue, in this case Dean Kamen's driveway, but there is

also a section that includes information on other locations that were deemed secondary, but

possible, options.
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Shttp :/cadiab6.mst.edu/desgnsquadlindex.php?tlte=CGB.Loc Y ( Goog..

Scouting notes leledt

Pictures and notes are below. Information needed to estimate hay bales is in the picture annotations.

Course is such that maximum speed limited by the corers. On scout day it was pouring rain. Maximum speed was
around 20 mph.. with fish-tailing. Would be faster on dry pavement The course is too curvy for Steve use his motorbke
to drive a camera person.

Ben noted that he was faster on his regular bike. We should give the kids a number of options for tres... but let them
think about ire width, tread, and pressure choces. Also, fairlyd dramatic changes to trame geometry might make sense.

top level lot and one on the lower Level tot (at lght). The 2S40 oottent f well on each ot. The ower tot is aout 60
feet from the from the front of the garage. We will need heavy extenslons.. the mig welders will need #8 wire. Lots of
outlets in the garage. The lent contractors wi med to know thatey cannot drive stakes Into the asphal They will
need weights to anchor the tents

There is a small bathroom with one toilet and a shop sink near the center of the building.

New: A possible oversight is that the teams will ikely want to have the shear and brake available for use on site, so
thee will not be duplicate sets of every type of equipment In each team's tent There needs to be the conceptual
equivalent of the "main shop roo,! at Emily street t is where we would store the materal resources and also the
hydraulc benders, If we decide to have then for bending ube (which would give kids many more options). One could
use the space n the garage for the shared equipment area, The downside is that the team in the tent on the lower lot
has farther to go each time they want to use one of the shared tools... which is probably signilcant in a tlime-limited

Done

Figure 14: Location Scouting Notes

Another aspect of this challenge was that one day of building was to be done on-site

at the finale location. This would enable the teams to see the course and complete some test

runs while they were finalizing their builds. Given that this challenge involved metalworking

and welding, a large number of tools and materials were going to be brought from the main

shop to the finale site. Part of the scouting effort was to ensure there would be enough

space for each team's build area and to note the details of setting up those build areas. For

instance, in this case tents were needed to protect the cast and the tools from intense sun or

intense rain. The build areas had to be measured so that tent sizes could be specified. Also,
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as can be seen in bold in Figure 14, it was necessary to tell the tent company that they could

not drive stakes through the asphalt when setting the tents up. Locations and current

capacities of available electrical outlets were also noted.
.. . ... ... ... ...

GilLocation - Desiqn~quad C

Q4 http:,/cadiab6.mrt.edu/designsquad/index.php ttle=GB-Loc fC7k c e c)

The first left hand corner in the distance viewed from just past the start lne t s estmated that 20 yards of hay bales will
be needed on the outside of the comer. Envision a stack 3 bales high. The bottom row would be 3 bales deep, the
second row 2 bales deep, and the top third row one bate deep (ma•ing a triangle shape).

The second tum is a dight hand turn. It is estimated that 20 yards of hay bales will be needed on the outside of the
comer. Similar bate setup as decribed above.

Done

Figure 15: Location Scouting Notes, Part 2

Another critical aspect of this challenge was ensuring the safety of the riders while on

the course. In order to do this the team decided that lining certain portions of the course

with hay bales was necessary. Thus another aspect of the site-scouting trip was to check out

key turns and high speed areas and to estimate the number of bales that would be needed to

protect each of those areas. The wiki was used to capture that information. Each area was
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photographed and each photograph was annotated with the estimated hay bale count

required. Figure 15 shows an example of the annotated pictures. This information was

referenced when determining the requirements for finale preparation.

In summary, the location page for each challenge can contain a wide range of

information on the proposed site. The amount and criticality of that information varies

greatly between challenges.

GB Build preparation
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blkes. W need to pr le ltable bikes o the have ones Mt are worabl (68 otal). The lams will take turns
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X -Each leam needs a mig welder In heir area (also needed for the weing boot camp)

In the main are

X -Bike Pump

x -soaes or weghng blk eand riders

It would be good to have a spot welder.. Lolng nto his since we are not able to borrow one om MIT.

0 - Sheet aeel for kneeaing boxes and seat fbricalon (1r16 athck). Note: to tthe shear, we hould have rumer cut the
sael 3 feet wde by 4 eet (which will also give us 1x4 pieces since t he et are 4x8).

X -SW diameter rd slok to abricate pegs.

X - Thin wa seel tubing (lir, 3l , 1, 1.5, Tdamr" At least 212' lengths of each diamr. dr from Turner S

X -Thin-waled square steel stock (same ttic•ness as the thin wall tubrng above)

Foam padding for seat. sheet of foam rubber

X - Pipe nsulaion tubes fo bars

Brake kits (depends on bikes we give them)

SOcX -V-brake adapter kit (2 per team) - VMOUNT7CNC-44795 -Second soume for adapter kits: ~I1 •

X -Brake pads (2 pacsper team)8KSHOESALM - $1495 (salmon)- Second source for pads: 2) check
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Figure 16: Build Preparation Page
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3.2.2.3 Build Preparation Page

The next page of interest in regards to specific challenges is the build preparation

page, shown in Figure 16. During the filming of season 2 this page turned out to be the

most heavily referenced page and was integral to having a smooth-running challenge. The

primary information stored in this location comes from two main areas: materials and tools

and technical and set preparation. For challenges where an on-site build will occur, this

location can also serve to hold a list of which tools should be brought from the main set for

that build. A list of on-site build tool needs could also fit into the Finale Preparation page.

It is up to the engineering team to decide which location is preferred. Whichever decision is

made, the group should be consistent throughout the season. There is also a section on the

Build Preparation page for special instructions to the cast. This category seems useful and

aptly placed. However, during season 2 there was little, if any, use of this section. It is

debatable if the section should be included in the wikis for future seasons.

Several challenges ended up with more information being included on the Build

Preparation page. That additional information included sketches of example solutions,

information gleaned during research and other various tidbits. It is recommended that this

type of information be stored elsewhere. Specifically, such information might readily fit into

the proposed Concepts and Research page proposed below.

The list of tools and materials needed is quite self-explanatory. It consists of a

complete list of tools and materials that are needed for a specific challenge. Each entry on

the list should contain a description and information regarding procurement of the item.

For example, if an item should be purchased at Home Depot that should be noted along

with quantity desired. If an item will be ordered online a link, quantity and price should all

be added to the entry. As items are procured they are checked off from the list so that all

involved can track progress on the challenge preparation. The specification and sourcing of

materials is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.

The technical and set preparation section serves as a punch-list for the engineering

team. Any tasks that are essential and specific to the challenge would be listed here.

Examples include obtaining a pool for testing if a challenge involves water, or stringing a

high-tension cable across the shop for testing during a zip-line challenge. There might also

be tasks that don't involve physical setup, but might include background research to gain

familiarity with rules and regulations. Or the task might involve practicing a technique so
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that if may be taught to the cast members. In Figure 17 the tasks for Road Rash can be

seen.

Figure 17: Build Preparation Page, 2

3.2.2.4 Finale Preparation

This page serves to compile all of the information relating to site setup for the finale.
Often challenges require minimal site setup, which makes this page thankfully sparse.
However, other challenges require extensive setup, and therefore planning, by the
engineering team.

As discussed before, the list of materials and tools needed for an on-site build may
be contained in the Build Preparation rather than the Finale Preparation page. Also, some of
the detailed descriptions for where items will be setup on site might be contained in the
Location page. If either of those situations is the case, that fact should be noted within the
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Finale Preparation page, and links should be provided to the necessary information. The

finale day for a challenge is likely to have no room for error, so it is essential that no critical

information be missed because it was entered in a less-then-obvious location.

Other information that might be included in this page can vary based on the

challenge. There might be a task list with assigned point-persons. Or there might be key

safety reminders for the engineers. As can be seen in Figure 18, some of the tasks for Road

Rash included notes about making a testing policy decision, warning neighbors that bikes

would be flying through their cul-de-sac, and notes about setting up the timing system for

the race. Figure 18 also shows several examples of linking to other pages where information

is stored.
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to race rules.

Searchi
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a Up•oad f

Special paosw
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The start line should be at the top of the driveway near the garage where there is a slight incline so the racers have to
push a bit offthe start The finish line should be at the gate. This means that the finish chute will be into the cul-de-sac
where the team members will be waiting. We will likely need a city (Bedford) cop and alert the residents about race day. I
believe there are two other houses in that cul-de-sac.

Figure 18: Finale Preparation



3.2.2.5 Engineering Principles

This is a page that has traditionally not contained much information, but it is being

highlighted due to its importance in making the show a success. As described in the section

on challenge concept generation, it is essential that each episode have one or more

engineering principles that can be demonstrated to the viewer. These concepts are often

highlighted by animations in the final program.

The Engineering Principles page serves as a place where the engineering team can list

what concepts they feel can and/or should be illustrated by the challenge under

consideration. For Road Rash, the principles illustrated were: gravitational potential energy,

kinetic energy, aerodynamic drag, and stability in cornering. Those concepts may not all be

selected for illustration with animations, for a variety of reasons, but they would all be

worthwhile concepts for young budding engineers to learn.

It is suggested that the engineers make more extensive use of this page in the future.

Populating the list with principles of interest can serve to focus the thoughts of the

engineers. I also would serve as a reminder list of what topics might be useful to mention to

the cast members during production. If the cast members are thinking about technical

considerations, they are likely to mention those things on camera which will, in turn, make

inserting a descriptive animation during post-production more seamless.

3.2.2.6 Concepts and Research

A Concepts and Research page was not included in the Design Squad wiki for season

2. The team did, however, notice some cluttering of information in other pages and felt that

there might be a better location to store the miscellaneous knowledge. The two main areas

where extraneous information showed up were the Research section of the Main Challenge

page and also the Build Preparation page.



The nomad information tended to revolve around research done relating to the

challenge or proposed solution paths that the cast might choose. This is all extremely

important information so it is suggested that in the future a specific page should be created

to compile this information in one place. That page should be linked to from the main

challenge page and would include sketches, links to relevant websites, images and similar

items. Figure 19 shows the type of concept sketches that would be included in the

information captured on this proposed page. Concept sketches as prototyping will be

discussed in the next chapter.

3.2.3 Boot Camp Page

All information relating to the Boot Camp modules is contained on this page. Boot

Camp is a series of training exercises help for the cast members prior to the start of the

season. The goal is to prepare them for the tasks they will need to perform, as most of the

cast members will not have had experience with many of the design and fabrication

techniques used in the show. Full details of Boot Camp will be described in Chapter 6.
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Figure 20: Boot Camp Page

Figure 20 shows the Boot Camp page from season 2. The first bit of information

for each module is an overview summary of what the module is trying to teach the cast.

Included in that summary is the name and contact information for the persons responsible

for teaching the module. Often the instructors are not members of the core engineering

team, and are rather specialists in the field being taught brought in just for the class.

Additionally the page contains the scheduling information for each session and a link

to a list of materials that will be needed for the class. The materials lists should be treated in

the same way as the materials lists for challenges. Including the addition of website ordering

links where necessary, and the practice of checking of materials as they are procured.

The final piece of information included is a copy, or a link to a copy, of the handout

or slideshow presentation materials used during the class. Currently not all boot camp

modules have such materials, but it is suggested that they be created in the future. Having

handout materials serves multiple purposes. First, it gives the cast members a physical
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reference manual to keep so that they have something to refer to later in the season if they

have questions about what they were taught. In practice it is not clear that the cast members

did any such referencing, choosing instead to simply ask the engineers questions as they

arose. However, it is a practice that could, and probably should, be promoted in the future

to aid in the autonomy of the cast members.

The second purpose of having presentation materials for the boot camp modules is to

serve as a reference point for future seasons. If a teacher is returning for the following

season to teach the module again, the presentation materials can serve as a benchmark and

memory device for exactly what occurred the prior season. Thus the teacher can recall what

areas worked and what areas didn't work, and can then adjust their lesson accordingly. Also,

if a new teacher is recruited to teach a module that teacher can reference the presentation

materials used in prior seasons to get a baseline for what sorts of material they should cover,

instead of having to start from scratch.

The details of the material covered in each boot camp module will be discussed in

chapter 6.

3.3 Discussion of Current Layout

For all intensive purposes, the Design Squad Wiki has proven to be an extremely useful

tool during the production of the show. With the use of the wiki in season 2, the number of

issues involving lack of necessary materials and oversight of required planning tasks was

greatly reduced. Additionally, during the production of season 1, almost all of the critical

engineering knowledge needed for production was in the head of the head engineer, David

Wallace. By adding the wiki as a central repository for sharing information David was able

to unload much of the engineering planning responsibility to the rest of the team (which was

also larger and more dedicated than in season 1) while still being able to track and review

progress.

The layout of the wiki was in a state of evolution during the planning stages for the

season and through the initial stages of production. The final layout arrived at certainly

served the needs of the engineering team, but is not yet at an idealized state. Given the

frenetic schedule during production it was not feasible to revamp the wiki layout as minor

issues were discovered during the later episodes of season 2. It would be prudent for a

member of the engineering support team for future seasons to take time prior to the



beginning of the season to streamline the layout using some of the suggestions made here.

A brief summary of the layout suggestions made in this chapter is as follows:

* Create an images and videos page that can be linked to from the main wiki page

and store all links to external photo albums to that location.

* Create a Design Squad Instructions page that can include any tutorials such as

the one for operating the web cams that currently resides on the main page.

* Create a Concepts and Research Page for each challenge and store all research

notes and links and any concept example sketches to that page.

* Potentially remove the Meeting Notes page from within each challenge page.

One additional suggestion is to create a tutorial page with instructions on how to add a

new challenge page. Once the final layout has been decided upon, one of the engineers can

create this instructional page to ensure that anyone modifying the wiki will adhere, at least

loosely, to the recommended layout guidelines. This will promote consistency between

challenges, which will help those accessing the wiki in finding the information they need in

an expedient manner - which is, after all, the overall goal of the wiki.

4 Prototyping and Challenge Preparation
Once a challenge concept has been deemed a good candidate by the engineering and

production teams, the engineers must dig into the meat of the challenge in order to prepare

for actually turning the challenge into a Design Squad Episode. This chapter outlines the

major tasks involved in that preparation effort. The tasks described include: investigating

which potential solutions might be pursued by the cast; sourcing and procuring build

materials; and finding and scouting on-site locations. This is a critical portion of the

engineering support effort and should be completed prior to the start of production if at all

possible.

4.1 Sample Builds

Sample builds performed by engineers was the original method of challenge preparation

used for Design Squad. The engineers employed in this task were graduate students,

undergraduates in the UROP program and members of the engineering support team -

which included graduate students, post docs and professors.



4.1.1 Method and Goals

The concept behind a sample build was that the engineer performing the build would be

given one of the design challenges that would be used for an episode. The engineer would

then build a prototype that met the same criteria for functionality and finish that would be

expected of the cast members. A limitation placed on the types of solutions that would be

acceptable was that the materials, tools, fabrication methods, and technologies employed by

the engineer in their prototype had to be realistic for the cast of Design Squad to reproduce.

For example, a sample build that used machined metal parts would not suit the purpose of

the exercise as the tools and expertise to machine parts are not available to the cast of the

show.

The goals of the sample build are varied. One of the key elements investigated is the

time that it takes to build the prototype. If the proposed solution took the engineer four

days to build, it would obviously not be acceptable for a challenge where the cast members

are only given, roughly, a day and a half to complete their prototype. As described in section

2.1.5, the goal would be for an engineer to be able to complete the task in roughly 6-8 hours.

Another goal of the sample build would be to provide insight into what materials might

be needed by the cast to complete the challenge. If a sample solution utilized DC motors

and sheet metal, those materials would have to be provided to the cast members during their

build.

The final goal of the sample build was to give the engineering team an idea of the types

of solution vectors that might be explored by the cast members and the general difficulty

and complexity of those potential solutions. The key assumption of this goal was that the

thought processes of the engineer completing the sample build would be similar to the

thought processes of the cast. The accuracy of this assumption will be discussed later.

Once the sample build had been completed a summary report was prepared to

communicate the results of the build with the rest of the engineering and production teams.

The format of the report was meant to describe the solution the engineer arrived at,

summarize the tools and materials used, document the amount of design and build time

taken to complete the build, and an assessment of build complexity. Two sample build

reports from season 1 are included in appendices A and B. These reports correspond to

examples referenced below and were authored by Ben Powers and Barry Kudrowitz,

respectively.



4.1.2 Limitations

As season 1 progressed it became apparent that there were several limitations to the

method of using sample builds as a tool to prepare for challenges. The first such limitation

was that the sample builds were very time consuming for the engineers. Each build would

take roughly the same amount of time as the challenge would to film, and in addition to the

build time, there was also time involved with procuring supplies prior to the build and

writing up the report after the build. These time constraints seriously limited the number of

sample builds that could be explored for each challenge. This time constraint became even

more of an issue once production of season 1 began. There simply was not time for the

engineering team to build full prototype solutions while providing on-set support during

filming.

One solution to this problem would be to schedule more time for prototyping prior to

the start of production. If time was taken throughout the fall and spring prior to an

upcoming season it might be more feasible to complete more sample builds, or proof-of-

concept builds - which will be discussed in more detail in the following sections. Certainly

this is an area that deserves more attention. There are several conditions that have made the

possibility of extensive preparation work prior to the start of production difficult in the past,

but perhaps those blocks might be removed in the future.

Prior to season 2, one of those conditions was that the funding status of the season was

not clear until spring. Before that time not much work was not being done for upcoming

challenges because it was unclear if there would actually be a new season. Along those same

lines, the decision for which challenges would be a part of season 2 was not fully completed

until well into the production of season 2. In fact, many of the challenges that ended up

being a part of season 2 were not even conceived until production was underway. Thus any

preparation for those challenges could not have been completed before the start of the

season. Again, this issue could be corrected given the proper foresight and pre-planning.

Another potential problem with sample builds arises when an engineer who is not a part

of the team that will be providing on-set support for the challenge performs the sample

build. The summary reports compiled at the end of the build contain much of the critical

information regarding a build, but there are often subtle bits of knowledge that are not

captured. In addition, there were times when the on-set engineers did not witness

demonstrations of the prototypes and relied on the observations of those who might not



have fully taken in all of the engineering details of the design. In either case the result is

essentially a game of telephone between the person gaining the insight for the challenge and

the person who needs to draw on that insight. This can lead to issues during production if

the engineering team allows the cast to pursue a solution option that seemed viable based on

the sample build, but the build report missed describing a critical step in the solution. This

happened in season 1 during the episode in which the cast was challenged to create a peanut

butter maker ("A Collective Collaboration").

One of the sample builds that was performed for A Collective Collaboration involved

using an auger bit inside of a section PVC pipe to essentially extrude the peanuts into peanut

butter. The summary report described all of the materials used and demonstrated that the

concept was viable. The report did mention the fact that certain aspects of the design were

critical to function and not necessarily intuitive, but the report did not detail the exact nature

and mechanics of those critical aspects. Additionally, two members of the production team

were able to watch a demonstration of the machine and witnessed how the peanut butter

was made. Thus, when it came time for the cast to complete the challenge, auger bits and

PVC pipe were included in the materials that were given to the teams.

One team decided to pursue this approach, and the engineers supported this decision

based on their knowledge of the success of the sample build. However, when the cast

members got to the point of testing their prototype it didn't work at all. It turns out that the

team who built the prototype device had similar problems. After extensive experimenting

the prototype team found a specific method that would produce a reasonable flow of peanut

butter. That method involved first filling the tube with peanuts, then drilling the auger bit

down to the end cap, and then reversing the drill direction to push the peanuts down toward

the end cap. Details of this method were missing from the written report, though, and had

also somehow gotten lost in the verbal communication between the prototype team, the

production persons who witnessed the prototype demonstration and the on-set engineers -

despite the fact that this method was the one used during the demonstration. So despite the

best efforts by all those involved, some information that would have been very useful to the

build was lost. In this case the miscommunication only caused some delay in build time and

an increase in stress for the cast and crew, but the problem could have been much worse if

the information that was lost was related to a special tool or material that was needed and

couldn't be quickly procured.



It should be noted here that having the person who performed the prototype build as

an on-set consultant during filming of the corresponding episode might mitigate this

communication and knowledge transfer. It is not entirely clear why this hasn't happened in

the past. Most likely it is due to both a desire of keeping the number of people on-set at a

minimum and avoidance of dealing with the logistic of what would essentially hiring a

consultant for a single, or few, episode(s). If there is a continued need for those outside of

the engineering team to help in the prototyping effort this issue might warrant further

consideration. Obviously if the prototype is performed by a member of the engineering

team this issue goes away.

The next two issues that can arise with sample builds relate to difficulties with

predictability. The first is not necessarily an issue unique to using sample builds for

challenge preparation. The issue is that it is difficult for the engineering team to assess how

complex a solution path will be for the Design Squad cast. A solution that might seem

rather trivial to the engineer could in fact prove to be rather daunting for the inexperienced

cast members. Despite an awareness of this issue and attempts to create challenges that will

be attainable by the cast members, it has been a constant issue that the engineering team will

overestimate the abilities of the cast. Specific examples of this do not come to mind, but the

fact that there is always a scramble by the cast members to complete challenges within the

allotted time certainly speaks to this issue. This is likely a difficulty that will only be

remedied with further experience gained as new seasons of Design Squad are completed.

Reviewing the episodes of past seasons to view the technologies used and difficulties faced

by the cast members will give any new engineer working on the show a good baseline

estimation of levels of feasibility for challenge solutions.

The final issue relating to sample builds that will be discussed here is the difficulty the

engineering team has in predicting the likely solution vectors that the cast members will

pursue. Given the time investment needed to complete a sample build and report, there

would typically be only one or two potential solutions explored for each challenge. The

material lists for what would be stocked in the shop would then be based on those one or

two prototypes. The problem arose when neither team selected a solution direction that was

similar to the samples. In reality there are a vast number of potential solutions for most

challenges, and it is quite unlikely that the teams will come up with the same solution types

as the two explored by the engineers. During the first season it was observed that the



solutions explored by the cast very seldom matched the solutions predicted by the

engineering team.

One example of this issue is the soccer ball kicker episode from season 1, "Just For

Kicks". The goal of the challenge was that the teams would create a device that would pass

a number of soccer balls, in series, to a player. This would enable the player to practice

receiving passes without other players around. One of the prototype solutions from the

engineering team was a pneumatic soccer ball cannon. Several limitations, both technical

and in relation to how well the challenge criteria were addressed, made this solution not

viable. The other solution direction explored was a rotational kicking machine. The

machine used a mini-sledge hammer attached to a bicycle wheel to kick soccer balls out of a

feeder trough. The full sample build write-up for the roto-kicker can be found in Appendix

A, but the key takeaway was that this seemed like a good solution to the problem and one

that the cast members were likely to explore. Thus, slow, high-torque motors and scrap

bicycle wheels were stocked in the shop.

When it came time for the actual challenge, however, neither team attempted a solution

that involved a kicking mechanism. Instead, both teams went the route of a pitching

machine type solution where two wheels rotating at high speeds would shoot the ball out of

the device. The pitching machine solutions required a much different set of materials,

namely high-speed motors and wheels more along the lines of those found on a

wheelbarrow instead of a bike. Luckily there were suitable materials already in the shop, so

there were no issues with completing the build, but the point is still clear. The cast members

choose a solution very different, and arguably superior in this case, from the one that the

support team expected and therefore the materials stocked in the shop were not perfectly

suited to the actual design direction chosen. Given these difficulties with prediction, it is

suggested that a preparation method that allows the engineers to explore a wider range of

potential solutions be employed, instead of focusing on the fine details of one or two

specific solutions. Such methods are described in the following sections of this chapter.

4.1.3 Counterpoint

Section 4.1.2 delves into the limitations of utilizing sample builds as the primary method

for preparing for challenges. However, there are times when it can be useful to build

example projects. One instance is where there are technologies or concepts that are new to
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the members of the engineering team, and it is thus necessary for them to perform tests in

order to understand the risks and benefits, or pure feasibility, of different technologies. This

type of investigation will be discussed in detail in section 4.3.

The other time where a full sample build can be useful is when it would be desirable to

show the cast members an example solution prior to the start of their build. This is a rare

occurrence and needs to be treated carefully. The primary concern is that the cast will

strongly anchor to the examples they are shown and will be unable to come up with unique

and creative solutions of their own. There is much research that has been done on the topic

of anchoring. Steve Smith, for one, has done interesting anchoring research and his work

can be reviewed for more background on this topic'. Despite concern over anchoring there

might still be a time where showing an example prototype is necessary. The need for

examples would likely arise if a challenge were too abstract or open-ended so that the cast

would be lost as to how to proceed unless they were given a starting point.

Figure 21: Barry's Strumbone and Buh-wuh-guh-buh-buh

The only time that this has happened thus far in Design Squad history was during the

first season when the teams were asked to create instruments, stringed and percussion, to be

used by the band Off White Noise. This episode was called "Rock On!". It can certainly be

argued that the task of creating a musical instrument is not too abstract to be grasped by the

cast members, but at the time of the episode the team felt that it would be useful to show

the instruments that had been created as sample builds. The report from the sample builds

5 Jansson, D.G. and Smith, S.M., "Design Fixation," Design Studies, Volume 12, Issue 1,

January 1991, Pages 3-11



that were done is included in Appendix B. The guitar-like Strumbone and the

onomatopoeically named Buh-wuh-guh-buh-buh, shown in Figure 21, thus served as both

the basis for the material list for the build as well as examples that showed the cast members

the type of solutions that the band would be looking for.

4.2 Lists and Sketches as Prototyping

In order to ameliorate some of the issues noted above and to respond to lessons

learned during season 1, the primary method used to prepare for challenges during season 2

was to make lists and sketches of potential solution options. The main reason for this shift

was to expand the scope of the challenges considered. Instead of focusing in on the details

of one or two solutions, the team took a coarser look at a wide variety of solution directions.

4.2.1 Goals of Lists and Sketches

The primary goals of this method of prototyping are the same as the goals of the

physical prototypes discussed in section 4.1. Those goals are to give the engineering team a

good idea of the scope of effort needed to accomplish the build and also to give a good

understanding of the materials, tools, and technologies that the cast would need to complete

the build. Where the physical prototypes allowed for lessons to be learned from the build

process, the simple listing and sketching of concepts draws on the expertise and experience

of the engineers to estimate scope and material use without a detailed concept plan.

The need for experiential assessment by the teammates makes it necessary for the

concept description to contain enough detail for the engineers to be able to adequately

estimate the details of the possible designs. This need dictated whether a simple statement

of the concept was adequate or if it was necessary to complete a detailed sketch of what the

solution would entail. The following examples highlight some of the different scenarios

where lists or sketches made more sense than building physical prototypes or proofs of

concept.

It should be noted that it would almost always be desirable to have a sketch of all of

the solution concepts for a given challenge. However, despite the fact that sketching can be

much faster than building an actual prototype, the sketches do take time. In order to end up

with a sketch that illustrates more than a sentence would, there must be time available to put
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into that sketch. Thus the team must decide when detailed sketching makes sense as a

prototyping effort.

4.2.2 Examples of Lists and Sketches

4.2.2.1 Half Flag

One of the episodes from season 2, code-named Half Flag, involved having the cast

build an exciting ride to enhance the backyard experience of the client - a local kid with a

small, urban backyard. The challenge ended up getting narrowed down, slightly, to where

the cast was provided with a high-tension cable stretched above the yard, and their task was

to create an attachment to this cable that would be the thrill ride.

Figure 22 shows a list of concepts that the engineering team came up with early in

the preparation cycle for Half Flag. Several of the examples on this list illustrate the goals

and nuances of 'list prototyping' that were discussed above.

The first thing to illustrate here is how an idea can be clear enough to the team that

further sketches or description is not needed. Items 2 and 9 from Figure 22 both draw on

things that everyone has witnessed in life, and can therefore easily imagine. Everyone on

production team has seen an image or video of someone bungee jumping. It therefore takes

a very small stretch of the imagination to picture a bungee setup in someone's backyard with

a porch as the launch platform - despite the fact that such a picture might also invoke the

imagine to such places as injuries and lawsuits. Similarly, with item 2 from the list, the team

members can readily call to mind examples of basketball, ziplines and, again, bungees. A

mental picture combining the three devices is then almost as easy to visualize as actually

seeing a sketch showing the same concept. These are situations where there is little chance

of a team member misunderstanding the concept, and where there is little to be gained by

putting extra effort into creating a concept sketch.

Another use of the concept list can also be seen in Figure 22. Sometimes the items

on a concept list do not describe a full concept, but instead describe a general direction that

the challenge solution could take. For example, item 3 below describes a scenario that

would be set up for the cast, rather than the type of solution they might end up at. Item 5

illustrates a similar but different scenario that could be presented. These types of entries

allow to engineers to imagine a number of different solutions that might be made possible by



the initial scenario that is set up. You can notice in items 1 and 3 that a small list of

representative materials is often included. This aids in creating the material list for each

challenge that will be discussed later in this chapter.

Similarly, listing "obstacle course", "kid catapult" and "carnival ride" brings images

of a whole vector of solutions, rather than something very specific. Each vector might have

similar material or technological requirements that could be fleshed out by the team. The

shop could therefore be stocked for such a solution type without every fully detailing a

specific solution that fit the category.

One counter point in this list is item 7: water ski toys. There does not seem to be

any obvious and un-ambiguous image that comes to mind when trying to relate water ski

toys to some sort of backyard thrill ride. This concept is definitely one that needs a sketch

to further illustrate the point that was trying to be made.

1. Zipline with a twist. Provide a pair of ziplines for devices to run on. Kids make the

device. Kids are provided with a bunch of materials like bungee cords, harnesses,

pulleys, etc.

2. Basketball court with zipline and bungees -- power dunking.

3. Space 30' x 50', two ziplines 10' apart, can be anywhere from 10-30' high at each end.

Kids pick the height and are given harnesses, bungees, bballs, and small trampolines.

Challenge is to invent a new thrill-ride/game for small urban park

4. Water-hose driven super soakers that are remotely controlled and then have some

sort of capture the flag concept (Hasbro)

5. Provide a pair of trees with bungees in them

6. Bungee/blob combo - a safe, exciting version of the bouncing teeter-totter

7. Water ski toys

8. Make a carnival ride

9. Balcony bungee jumping (some imitation safety issues??)

10. Kid catapult

11. Obstacle course

12. Water ride

Figure 22: Concept List for Half Flag



4.2.2.2 Ketchup Dispenser

The examples in this section come from a challenge concept that was modified prior

to the start of filming, thus the ideas illustrated were never used. None-the-less, this group

of concept sketches is an excellent example of prototyping via sketches. The challenge

concept addressed here was that the teams were to create a method for dispensing ketchup

onto a hot dog at a baseball game. When this episode was filmed the challenge given to the

cast was to create a device for applying diced onions to a hot dog at a baseball game. Clearly

an idea descended from the ketchup dispenser, but with many different challenges.

Figure 24, Figure 24, and Figure 25 show 8 concept sketches of example solutions to

the ketchup-dispensing problem. Each of the concepts has a picture annotated with text and

arrows as necessary. In addition a brief verbal description of the solution was included to

aid in the understanding of the concepts. With drawings of this detail level and a brief, clear

description it is very easy for everyone on the team to grasp the concept and what it entails.

6 Sketches and text by Barry Kudrowitz (Figure 24 and Figure 25 also)
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This is similar to the concept used for the Catsup
Crapper (http://www.catsupcrapper.com). The
condiment is expelled using compressed C02 that is
released through a solenoid valve. The condiment is
in a container that can rotate (motorized) to put a line
on the dog. The container could be on the side or
above the hotdogs.

Sro?EL
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This concept could be made without any electronics.
Would it still be automatic if you open and close a
drawer? I think so. Hotdog goes in the drawer. You
close it and open it and the condiment is dressed on
the dog. A small hole is at the bottom of a large vat of
condiment above the drawer. The drawer top has a
slit that allows condiment to fall through when inline
with the hole. Really simple. Probably really easy to
make and effective. Need to weight the condiment
vat.

dl

This is a funny but perhaps gross concept where the
hotdogs pass under a series of brushes that are
covered with a continuous supply of condiment. Only
actuation needed is moving the conveyor.

The ferry wheel inspired this. A segmented wheel
rotates (with a stepper motor) to expel a line of
condiment onto a dog from a vat above.

Figure 24: Ketchup Dispenser Sketches c-f
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This is an ink jet printer style dispenser where the
hotdogs are stationary and the dispenser moves. One
could even use an actual printer and fill the cartridges
with ketchup and draw pictures on the hot dogs. Or
one could have the dispenser on a pulley system and
have the condiment expelled with compressed air or a
weight.

Figure 25: Ketchup Dispenser Sketches g-h

Sketches c and g illustrate why sketches such as those shown are necessary. A line

item on a list of solution concepts referring to a ketchup-dispensing drawer or a ketchup-

dispensing peristaltic pump would likely generate confusion. Even if each of the engineers

could picture a solution that fit the description it is extremely unlikely that they would all be

thinking of the same solution. Thus, if it was decided that the solution direction was

promising and that supplies should be ordered, the supplies that each of the engineers were

picturing being procured could be quite different. The sketch serves, in this case, to bring

the team all onto the same page so that they can be sure they are talking about the same

concept.

Illustration f in Figure 24 shows one of the most important lessons that can be

learned form sketching out concepts. Many of the solutions in the above figures involve

using DC motors to control dispensers, conveyor rollers or pulley systems. However, sketch

f calls out a stepper motor to drive the paddle wheel. This distinction is important for two

reasons. First, the concept really needs a stepper motor, or some other indexing method, to

work. If a continuous rotation motor was substituted into the design there would be no way

to dispense a single hot-dog's worth of ketchup. Instead the paddles would just keep turning

and a large amount of ketchup would be ejected. Thus the indexing provided is a critical

portion of the design. If a stepper motor is to be used, a potential problem is that the

stepper motor is not a simple technology for the Design Squad cast to be implementing.

The complexity of the control necessary to drive the stepper motor is what makes it difficult
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to use. That complexity could be hidden in an off-the-shelf control module, but that would

require sourcing such a controller. A servo motor might also be used in this context. The

control of a servo is common for the teams to undertake with a RC interface. Also, a

programmable circuit might be used to control the motor. Programming, as will be

discussed in other sections, can be dry on camera and would likely involve some help and

guidance by the engineering staff. Thus it can be seen that the sketch both points out how a

certain technology is a critical part of a design solution and also brings attention to this

technology so that the engineers can take note and decide if the technology is feasible or not.

In this case it also highlighted potential concerns with complexity and filming issues.

The final bit of knowledge gleaned from these sketches is a beginning list of

materials that will be needed for the challenge. In these sketches there is a common thread

of the design having a ketchup bin and potentially some rollers. Thus some of the materials

that will definitely need to be stocked in the shop are: stainless steel sheets for bin

fabrication, plastic bars or tubes for use as rollers, and food-safe material to make the

conveyor belt. Other materials might include: dc motors, vinyl for creation of bladders,

pulleys and drawer slides. Usually a more detailed look has to be taken of the solution

concepts before a full material list is made, but the sketches give an excellent starting point.

4.2.3 Approaches Taken

The team can decide to take different approaches to the creation of concept lists and

sketches. The two primary methods used to date are group brainstorming and individual

brainstorming. Both tend to be used to varying degrees in the preparation for each

challenge.

During the initial stages of developing a concept it is natural for the group to come up

with baseline solution directions as a group. This generally just happens as the team

members are thinking aloud and discussing whether a challenge will be viable or not. The

ideas generated in this context can be tabulated as a list and then used as a baseline for future

concept generation.

After an initial list of base ideas has been generated it is typical for the engineers to

individually think of either additional concepts, or more detailed versions of concepts on the

initial list. Depending on the type and complexity of these new ideas for challenge solutions
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the engineer will either add her or his idea to the list or sketch out the idea and add it to the

wiki (hopefully in the Concepts and Research page that should be created).

If brainstorming for sample solutions occurs during the production of the Design

Squad season it might be essential for the core engineering team to rely on the help of

additional engineers. For instance, Barry Kudrowitz, who created the ketchup dispenser

concept sketches discussed above, was not a primary member of the team. As was touched

on in the section on building physical prototypes, when someone outside of the core

engineering group is enlisted to help there is a risk of information loss if that person is

unavailable for questions and/or their work is confusing. In this instance Barry was

available to answer any questions the team had, and his work was well known and well

respected by the team prior to his involvement in the brainstorming process.

Whatever the method of concept generation employed it is critical to keep the goals of

the effort in mind at all times. In summary, those goals are: to identify the general solution

approach that the cast members might take, to highlight key technological components for

each approach identified, and to illustrate general materials that will be needed for the builds.

4.3 Proofs of Concept

Sometimes the methods and technologies that must be employed during a build are

outside of the realm of experience and expertise of the members of the engineering team.

As mentioned in the previous section, much of the preparation for challenges is based on

the educated judgments of the engineers. If there is an area where they have no basis for

judgment then testing must be done in order to gain the necessary experience and

knowledge. The testing discussed here is similar to, but usually not the same as, completing

a sample build as described in section 4.1. The types of activities described in this section

are collectively referred to as proofs of concept.

The goal of the proof of concept activities is to provide validation for whatever

knowledge is lacking amongst the engineers. This might include testing out a new

technology, such as plastic welding, or it might include creating a quick test setup for a sub-

module that would be incorporated into a final build. In the extreme case the proof of

concept might be a complete build similar to the prototype builds of section 4.1. The case

where a full build is required is studied with an example in section 4.3.2 where it will

hopefully become clear how this activity is different from a sample build.
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4.3.1 Pancake Maker

This example of one type of proof of concept come from an episode in season 1

where the teams were to build an automatic pancake maker for a local diner, the "Batter Up"

episode. At this point in Design Squad history the primary method for challenge

preparation was still to utilize sample builds. There had not been time, however, to perform

full builds to illustrate what solutions might be pursued for this particular challenge.

As the time drew near for the actual filming of the challenge it became clear that

there were some unanswered questions about how a pancake maker might work that really

needed to be addressed before the start of filming. Instead of trying to build a complete

solution, a simple proof of concept was created that could answer the critical questions.

Using a flexible silicone baking sheet liner two tests were performed that ended up

influencing the final solution of each team. First, the liner was placed flat on a griddle and a

pancake was cooked halfway through. Then one end of the liner was lifted up and the

pancake flipped over nicely so that the other side could be cooked. The end was lifted up

again and the pancake flipped onto a plate. The second test involved using the liner as a

conveyor belt and ensured that as the liner was drawn around a roller the pancake would flip

off nicely onto a second conveyor or a plate.

Thus two very quick tests proved viability of a number of design directions. The

final builds were obviously more involved as the actuation had to be automatic and the

heating had to be integral. However, the simple tests proved viability and told the

engineering team which materials would be useful to provide to the cast.

4.3.2 PVC Kayak

One of the challenge ideas for season 2 was to have the teams build kayaks in the

traditional manner of the Inuit. The kayak challenge was meant to be a parallel to the bridge

building episode of season 1, "DS Unplugged", where the teams used traditional tools and

building methods to complete the challenge. The traditional method for making a kayak

includes steaming and bending slats of wood to form the body of the boat, stretching skin or

canvas over the structure, stitching the canvas together, and then waterproofing the canvas

and seams.



Figure 26: Example Kayak and Schematic Plans
From Sean Gallagher7

As preparations were made it became clear that two things that were critical in

building a traditional kayak were craftsmanship and time, both of which are in very short

supply on the Design Squad set. The team brainstormed other ways to approach the

challenge that would be more suitable for the time allotment and the talents of the cast. The

concept the team arrived at was that the teams would create a boat using the same basic

design as the traditional kayak, but employing modern materials - namely PVC and shrink

wrap.

Figure 27: Adding Ribs to the Kayak

The idea seemed interesting, and it seemed viable. The problem was that no one on

the engineering team, and likely no one anywhere, had ever built such a boat before. Thus it

7 From Sean's website: www.snakinc.com/anayak/
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was deemed necessary for the engineers to build a proof of concept boat prior to asking the

cast members to do the same.

A plan was constructed around the basic sketch that Sean Gallagher had provided for

the original traditional boat design. The decking and keel of the boat would be PVC piping.

The ribs and runners forming the structure of the boat would be vinyl planking ripped into

strips. The ribs would be pinned to the deck and keel using drilled holes and welding rod.

Instead of sinew, the design would utilize plastic zip-ties to hold the pieces together. Finally,

the heat-shrink material more commonly used for winterizing boats would replace the

canvas from the traditional design.

Figure 28: Heat-Shrinking the Kayak

The primary concern going in to the proof of concept build was how the heat shrink

material would perform. As expected, the rest of the build went quite smoothly, but there

were difficulties with performing the shrink-wrap procedure without burning holes in the

skin of the boat. This led the engineering team to specify that each of the cast member

teams would have a torch designed specifically for heat-shrinking boats. This torch gave a

more distributed jet of heat as opposed to the highly concentrated heat from the blowtorch

used on the proof of concept (see Figure 28). In the end the teams still managed to burn
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holes in their boats, but likely had a much easier time than if they were dealing with a simple

blow torch to do the heat shrinking.

Two major benefits came for going through the proof of concept build. First, the

concept was proven to be viable. After building a functional boat the engineers could ask

the cast members to build a similar boat with confidence that it could actually be completed.

Secondly, the members of the engineering team gained experience with the tasks that were

required to build such a boat. Thus, as the build progressed the engineers would be in a

position to give the cast members advice, pointers and assistance with confidence during the

build. This on-set assistance will be discussed more in Chapter 7.

The main difference between such a proof of concept build and the sample builds

described in section 4.1 is the focus of the effort. In the sample builds the goal is to

essentially simulate a build that the cast would do in order to get an idea of time, materials

and expertise required. With a proof of concept build the main goal is to assess the viability

of a proposed concept. The engineers already have an estimation of the materials and time

that might be required for the build, but don't have the experience to say with confidence

that the cast members could complete such a task.

4.4 Drawing Conclusions from Prototypes

Whatever method of prototyping is used, there are conclusions that must be drawn

from the prototyping effort. There are likely some infinite number of conclusions and

insights that might be drawn from building or sketching a concept solution, but there are a

few that are of key interest here.

The first judgment that must be made about a challenge concept is the technical

viability. If a concept cannot technically work there is no possibility of using it as a challenge

and/or as a solution direction to a challenge. For instance, if the proof of concept kayak

could not be made to function the team would have had to come up with another challenge

concept for the cast to undertake.

Another conclusion that must be drawn is if the scope of the build will be suitable for

making an episode of Design Squad. This includes assessing if the concepts and tasks

required for the build are within the ability of the cast members and also making a judgment

about the amount of time it will take for the cast members to complete the task.



Finally it must be decided if the solution concepts tested or sketched are interesting.

As discussed in Chapter 2 one of the main requirements of the show is that it is fun to

watch. If a solution concept is extremely boring the cast members will not be

enthusiastically engaged and the resulting show will uninteresting to viewers.

With the knowledge gained from the prototyping process, and the conclusions drawn

from it, the engineers are better equipped to provide guidance to the cast during the actual

build process. They will be able to encourage the investigation of concepts that have proven

to be viable and they can intervene if a team is going down a dead-end path. Despite the

knowledge gained from prototyping, it is unlikely that all possible solution options have been

explored: it has been proven time after time that the engineering team cannot accurately

predict what concepts the cast members will come up with. Thus it will still be necessary for

the engineers to make real-time decisions about the viability of these novel solutions that the

teams come up with. There will be a much more detailed discussion of the issues involved

with on-set instruction in Chapter 7.

4.5 Source and Procure Build Materials

Once the challenges have been determined and the example solutions have been

explored it is necessary to prepare the materials that need to be used in the build. Two

different models for material procurement have been used on Design Squad. Each was used

for one season of production, the second model being essentially an evolution from the first

after observing issues with the first model during season 1. Thus the second model

described below is the suggested method for material sourcing and stocking, but a full

description of the original model is also included as a historical reference.

4.5.1 Cast Shopping Model

During the production of season 1 the cast members were required to purchase

build-specific materials as a part of the challenge. The challenge would begin with the cast

members brainstorming different solutions concepts. Then, about midway through the first

day of the challenge, a portion of the team would travel to a pre-determined store and pick

up the materials they thought that they would need to complete their build. Typically each

team would be given a budget of $100 to buy materials, and they could supplement their

purchases with whatever other supplies they could find in the shop.



With this type of material procurement scenario one of the primary engineering

support activities was to choose the shopping locations. A list of necessary materials would

be made based on the results of the prototyping effort. Based on that material list the

engineers would begin to look at what type of store might be best suited for providing a

majority of the materials on the list. One thing to keep in mind on this front is that all of the

shopping activities need to be filmed, so there is a lot of time and organizational

complication involved with going to a store. Thus it is only feasible to have the cast

members go to one store.

Once a potential store had been defined the engineers would scout the location to

determine if the necessary materials could actually be purchased there. When the shops were

small, the scouting effort would also involve talking with the shop owners and briefing them

on what to expect and what sort of advice they might be able to give. There are also many

other activities involved with the shopping trip along the lines of filming permits and site

releases. Those efforts fall under the responsibility of the production staff, but can take

significant amounts of time so it is still something that the engineering team should be aware

of.

One example from season 1 is shopping for remote camera parts at Alex's RC

Hobbyworks in Belmont, MA. In this episode, "Got Game?", the cast was working on

making remote control devices to record video footage of a basketball game. The teams had

been given remote control transmitters and receivers, but needed to obtain servos, motors,

motor controllers, wheels, and other such materials. Alex, the shop owner, had been briefed

on the challenge prior to the filming of the episode. Thus, when the cast came to his store,

he had some of the proper materials set aside, and was prepared to answer the questions that

the cast members asked him. He also provided an exciting demo of a remote controlled

helicopter by flying it around inside the store. Other stores that were used as shopping

destinations are Home Depot and the Cambridge Music Store, and the Building Materials

Resource Center in Roxbury, MA.

The challenge-specific shop preparation for the shopping model is relatively limited.

Some of the required high-price items, such as remote control transmitters, were provided to

the teams at the start of the challenge. The engineers would be responsible for sourcing

those materials and making sure that they were available at the start of the challenge.
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Otherwise the only shop setup task was to ensure that the supply of general materials had

not been depleted by the previous episode.

4.5.1.1 Issues

Several aspects of the shopping model caused it to begin changing toward the end of

season 1 and to be abandoned completely in season 2. One of the issues with having the

cast members shop was that it split the teams up during the build. The team members that

remained in the shop would often not be productive while the others were shopping, and

when they were productive they would often end up thinking about the problem differently

and end up at different conclusions than those who were shopping. Thus the two halves of

the team could end up on different pages and would then have to resolve their differences

once they were reunited after the shopping trip.

Another issue with shopping is simply the time it takes. It seems that regardless of

the challenge or the season, there is never enough build time. The cast members are always

working right up to the buzzer to complete their projects. There is a long list of logistical

steps required for the shopping trip including: filming the cast leaving the set, transporting

the camera crew and the cast to the shop, setting up the camera crew, filming the cast

arriving at the shop, the actual shopping, and then filming the return. All of these steps

could easily stretch the shopping trip into a half-day activity, which is a significant amount of

time to take away from the build.

Both of the issues cited above could be mitigated, at least in part, by not filming the

shopping trip. The question to be asked at that point is: without additional footage for the

show, what would be gained by having the cast members shop instead of simply providing

them with materials? Perhaps a chance for greater inspiration and creativity than would

result from simply staying in the shop. Or perhaps nothing would be gained at all and some

valuable build time would still be wasted. This is an area that might warrant further

consideration in the future, but it is the opinion of the author that the shopping endeavor is

likely not useful in the end.

The lack of experience of the cast members also caused issues with the shopping.

During the brainstorming sessions the cast members could not consider options that utilized

unfamiliar technology. Thus when it came time to shop the concepts they had generated

were often not well matched to the supplies that they were able to get at the stores. In a



similar vein, the lack of experience with some of the materials and technologies kept the cast

members from purchasing the most appropriate materials. Without knowing exactly what

they were looking for and/or what questions they should ask the shop owners it was very

difficult for the cast members to obtain the most ideal supplies.

This leads to the final issue with the shopping model that will be addressed here.

Even if the cast members knew what to look for in the way of materials, it was often difficult

or impossible to find local stores that could supply the majority of items needed for a given

challenge. Even for the items that a store did have in stock, the quantities kept on hand

were often not enough for the needs of both teams. Due to the somewhat unusual nature of

most of the projects the teams are working on there is often a need for larger quantities than

a hobby shop, for example, is used to carrying. This can actually even be a problem when

ordering items online, as will be discussed below.

An interesting side note is that the idea of having the cast shop for supplies was not

introduced into the show until the third (of three) prototype episodes that were filmed. It is

unclear why none of the issues discussed above came to the surface during the filming of

that prototype episode. Perhaps one of the issues is the high turnover of engineering staff

between the prototype episodes and the first actual season of Design Squad. It also might

be due to lack of reflection, or documentation of that reflection, after the prototypes. This

lack of detailed documentation has persisted throughout the show and will hopefully begin

to be mitigated by the wiki instituted for season 2 and this thesis.

4.5.1.2 Counterpoint

Another facet to the shopping scenario is the positive aspects that were provided by

having cast members go shopping. The focus groups who watched the original prototype

episodes for Design Squad commented on the fact that they were interested in finding out

more about where the materials came from. Starting from that comment, the creators of

Design Squad looked at other reality shows and for inspiration. Thus the idea for having the

cast members go out and procure materials on their own came from the popular reality show

Project Runway. In Project Runway the designers often go out on shopping excursions to

obtain the materials they need to make their clothing. So here it is seen that the shopping

trip came from an expressed desire by the viewers and was modeled after a show that has

been successful in using shopping trips by the cast members.
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Perhaps the Design Squad team has been too hasty to throw out the shopping trips

all together and should instead do more research into how Project Runway orchestrates their

shopping trips. It might be the case that allowing for more time in the build schedule would

take some of the pressure off the teams and permit a shopping trip to be feasible. Or it

might be advantageous to take the entire team along on the trip so that all members stay on

the same page as far as what their solution vectors might be. The author has come to the

same conclusion as the rest of the production staff and believes that it was a good idea to

scrap the notion of having cast members shop. This is merely opinion, though. It might be

that with a fresh outlook and some more research-based analysis a different conclusion

would be reached and the team would determine a successful method of allowing for cast

shopping.

4.5.2 Material Provided Model

Toward the end of the first season of Design Squad there was a shift toward providing

the teams with more of the build-specific materials and having the shopping trips supply

only some supplemental items. By the beginning of season 2 the shopping activity was

scrapped completely in favor of allowing more build time for the teams. In eliminating the

shopping completely it then became necessary for all of the materials that the teams would

need to be stocked in the shop. Ensuring the proper materials are stocked at the proper

time is a significant amount of effort and has become one of the critical tasks of the

engineering support staff.

4.5.2.1 Specification

The first step in this process is to create a list of the materials that will be needed for

completing the challenge. In creating this list the engineer needs to look in detail at the lists

of example concepts, the prototypes, and the proofs of concept that were done during the

concept generation stage of preparation. A list is then populated with all of the materials

and tools that the teams would need to complete any of the example concepts that the team

thought of.

The original list of materials is generally created by one member of the engineering

team and is kept on the wiki page for the challenge so that the entire team can see the list.

Once the first cut has been completed, all of the team members should review the list and
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attempt to fill in any gaps where items may have been overlooked. Also, if there are any

materials included that the team believes are excessive, those extra materials should be

removed from the list. As the season progresses there can be a buildup of unused materials

that causes a clutter problem in the shop, not to mention the budgetary effects of excessive

purchasing. There is a fine line between supplying to many materials to the team and not

supplying them with enough materials. The focus of the engineering team should really be

on getting the right amount of the right materials, but it is always better to have slightly too

much of something than to not have enough.

The specification task should be completed as early in the preparation process as

possible. Early completion of the item list allows the engineers to mull over the challenge

and the materials and to see if there is any new inspiration regarding which materials should

or should not be provided to the cast. Allowance for multiple revisions of the materials list

generally increases the precision and quality of that list.

4.5.2.2 Sourcing

Once the materials list is at least roughly complete, a source must be found for each

of the items on the list. In theory the list would be finalized before the sourcing activity, but

that is not normally the case. Item availability and other such issues often cause changes to

the list and make the list creation and sourcing tasks more iterative.

The current model for material procurement is that the engineering team specifies

the items that are needed and a dedicated buyer does the actual procurement. This model

has resulted from the limited time of the engineering staff and purchase tracking desires of

the production team, among other things. This method has worked rather well, but is not

without its issues. It has been the case in the past that the buyer does not necessarily have

the same level of familiarity with the types of materials specified as the engineers do. Thus it

is critical that items are specified in extreme detail during the sourcing process. Anything

that can reduce any potential confusion between the engineers and the buyer is ideal.

The easiest method for sourcing items is online. This allows the engineers to find

the exact item they are looking for without having to drive around to stores. It also saves

time for the buyer. During production of the season the buyer is often kept busy buying last

minute items whose need was unforeseen. Having the majority of items sourced online

allows the buyer to place orders quickly in between emergency shopping trips.



The alternative to sourcing items online is to source them at local stores. This tends

to be the preferred method for large items or 'standard' items. Examples include steel

tubing, wood screws and plywood. Such items are expensive to ship and are relatively easy

to get at local shops.

As items are sourced, all relevant information should be added after the item

description on the wiki. If an item is sourced online that information should include a link

to the item, the price, and the quantity needed. If an item is to be sourced locally the

description of the item should be very detailed and the name of the local store where it can

be found should also be included. When possible it is recommended that multiple sources

be specified for critical items. This recommendation holds both for local and online items.

Having multiple sources can mitigate potential issues with low stock quantities or order

processing delays.

4.5.2.3 Tracking

Keeping track of an items status in the procurement process was an initial problem

with this model. The engineers tended to be unaware of the activities of the buyer so they

were often unsure of whether or not materials had been ordered. Also, any number of

persons on the set could receive the packages so others might be unaware when critical

items had arrived.

To account for this a simple check-off notation was used with the item lists that were

kept on the wiki. When items were ordered an "0-" was added in front of the item

description on the wiki. When an item arrived on set the O was changed to and X. Thus

anyone who wanted to know the status of material procurement could scan the list and

quickly tell which items were on set, ordered, or still waiting to be ordered. This method

was implemented part way through season 2 production and was found to be extremely

useful.

Figure 29 shows a sample material list from the wiki illustrating all of the components

discussed in this section. Chapter 8 contains the complete material lists and challenge

descriptions from all of the season 2 challenges.
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SHelp
Donrser aX - EyeCam Wireless camera (9 grams plue battery): qty 3, $299, [Draganftly PJ

earah X. Video adapter forlaptops: qty 2,$93.99 Best Buy &-]
SX -Helium tanks: rent large ones from IParts - probably want one for each team area (Thursday)

• X- Radio Kits: qty 4 (have 2), Get 20 and 50 or frequencies, $139.9 (Tower j these were ordered but arived w/a the same
frequencey. Helen reordered 8IAW7

-X -- ·- . - Propeller Motor (2nd cthoice): 30g brushless motor wconlrofer, qty 9, $74.99 01]t•

at ks he X- Propellers: GWS 8x4 HD prop: qty 20, $1.15 Hobby Horse da 2nd source: $1.49 Model Arplae Engineering •J
RX -Propellers: 4x, qy 2 pacs of 6 Pt 2
UX -Micro Servos: 8g, hIgh precision, bal bearings, Karbonite gears: qty 10, $21 9 [Tower M

• SpecW P-es
Sx - (went to Alex% instead) 3-c0e U-Poly Batteries, qy 10, TP-350-3SPLJ from (Dragany

.PrmnX -(went t Ax nstead) U-Poly charger kit, qy 1, K-F-EXBATSYS from (mraganly eg
aX - Box-a-Batsa Assortment qty 8, $24.9 Tower e

SX- 500g sprng scale: qty2, McMaster PN 1757733, $41 88
a X -Mono-fletment 4 rols of eah - 10-20btet 351b test

a X-2 rnikcartons'ofbbs(Thursday)

- X -TIn glue -qy 4 31 §1 Can no get last enough...w buy locally n THURS

. X-Medium glue -qty4 4J1

. X -Glue a lerator -qty 4 [I5]J
SX- Glue debonder:qty 4 96] JM

a Baloons and Balloon Material:

- I - 10 xylar spece blankets (abould be able to get from 51S/ 515)
- X - 2 2" rolls of Mylar tape aka. polyester tape (WC *7630h23)
- X - 1 roll of Polytabe (l~1e #3-1907), * 18x 750', $47t htZps//wnw.ligna.com/Bf ro eLi 2107:a
- X - Thick Garbage Bags
- - ate weather balloons, black, 40 diameter, 100g qgty 20, $14 1171191

. Other PfopeRersWltrs we looked at(forbclrgmund reference only):

- 12g Corelesa w/ speed controller- $58.04 [Tower]
- 400 speod motor w/ controllers $59.99 [Towertj
- 83g ruashless motor w/ controller: $91.95 (raganflytp)
- 24g, 19.1 ox thrust brushless motor v/ coatrollert $75.95 [Draganflydl
- OG5 8x4 HD prop: qty 20, $1.15 (Hobby forsed]t, 2nd somrce: $1.49 (Model Airplane Engineeringc]

1 us thrust mini ,otor, propeller, gearboxs $25.95, Itm #1559 ..hetto $ite*@
-- -- -- --- ------- - -- ------- -- - --- ---- --- --- --- -- -- --- -- - ---- --- --- -- - -- -- -- - --- --- - --- --- ---

Figure 29: Sample Material List

4.6 Scout Onsite Locations

This section could be considered a challenge investigation task or a task as part of the

on-set support, but for now it will be considered part of the chapter on challenge

preparation. However, some further discussion on the topic will also be included in Chapter

7.

There are several reasons why a challenge would need to utilize a location other than the

main shop. The primary reason, which applies to almost every episode, is that the finale of

the challenge is normally done in a location that fits the challenge. For instance, the client

might have a specific location where the requested device would be used. In that situation

the finale would take place wherever the device would be used. This was the case for the

pancake maker episode of season 1 and the onion dispenser episode of season 2. Those

finales were filmed at the clients' diner and hot dog stand, respectively. Another reason to
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choose a finale location is that the devices created might not be able to be tested fully at the

main shop. For instance, when the teams built kayaks for an episode season 2 the finale was

filmed at a location on the Charles River where the boats could actually be tested.

In general the scouting required for a finale shoot can be quite simple. Some of the

primary items to note are: locations of power outlets if the devices might need to be plugged

in; access points where vehicles can be brought to for unloading; and generally just getting a

feel for the environment where the devices will need to perform. For this case a single site

visit by one of the engineers is typically adequate. Perhaps pictures of the site might be

taken and added to the location page on the wiki. The types of challenges that require

simply a cursory scouting trip as described above are those where the device is basically

stand-alone and does not require any specific environment to function.

Figure 30: Site Scouting Pictures from the Crapper Episode

Other challenges rely more heavily on the details of the finale location for the overall

success of the episode. Often this is due to the need for the projects to interact with the

environment they are in. This might mean that the devices will attach to structures that are
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part of the site, or perhaps the finale includes a course that the devices must navigate.

Figure 30 shows some example pictures from a site-scouting trip from season 2 from a

challenge that was code-named "Crapper." In this challenge the cast had to create compost-

dumping devices that would attach to an existing compost bin. The pictures show relative

size and layout of the area surrounding the compost bin. In addition to the pictures, detailed

measurements were taken of the bin itself. In episodes such as this there is often some

extensive engineering preparation, which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.

For the challenges that rely heavily on the finale location, scouting potential sites

would be a critical part of determining viability of the challenge. For example, the Road

Rash episode discussed in Chapter 3 could not have happened if a suitable hill was not

found. Thus before the challenge could be deemed viable and placed into the production

schedule, the engineering team had to find a location and scout it to make sure it would suit

the purposes of the show. A similar issue existed for the final episode of season 2. That

episode involved the cast members building go-karts and racing them around an off-road

course. Finding a course that was suitable in length, terrain, and location was very difficult

but also very critical to the success of the episode. If such a location could not have been

found the challenge idea would have had to be scrapped.

Additionally there are occasions where some or all of the actual build will occur at an

on-site location. In these instance there is much more planning involved and therefore a

more detailed look has to be taken during the scouting trip. If this is the case it is often

desirable for multiple members of the engineering team, and ideally the director, to visit the

site and collectively take notes on the location.

If it is deemed that extensive site preparation will be needed, it is essential to make a

detailed plan while at the site. Preparation might be necessary whether or not the teams will

be performing any build activities while at the site. The detailed plan should include all

materials that will need to be ordered for the onsite event, materials and supplies that would

need to be brought from the main shop, and a detailed description of the tasks that need to

be completed. Some of the items that will be on those lists include hay bales, tents, and

specialty tools. Any pictures of the site that will help in the preparation process should also

be taken and annotated. All of the information compiled and lists created during the

scouting effort should be kept on the location page of the wiki.
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A further description of site preparation activities, including some case studies of

some challenges, will be included in Chapter 7.

5 Pre-Season Shop Setup
Prior to the beginning of the season it is necessary to prepare the shop. Currently the

shop has been converted yearly from the home of the MIT SAE and Solar Racing teams into

the Design Squad set. This conversion requires extensive construction and setup that is

completed by a team of contractors organized by the production crew from WGBH. This

crew also does the initial setup of the shop areas but input is needed from the engineering

team as to how the setup is done and what tools and materials are included. Recently the

SAE and Solar teams have moved to new garage space so it is unlikely that the same location

will be available for future seasons of Design Squad. Regardless of the physical location of

the set, all of the following guidelines will apply.

Dergn Squad 2007 Shop diagram

Figure 31: General Set Layout



5.1 General Layout

Figure 31 shows the general setup of the Design Squad set. There is a main shop area

and a separate area for each of the teams. The main area is shared by both of the teams. It

contains some of the larger tools and a supply of large-scale materials. The team areas are

separated for privacy and contain individual materials and tools.

5.2 Team Areas

Each team was given a separate area in which to work on their designs. The areas

contained a computer with an Internet connection and printer and white boards for concept

sketching. There are also several tables with stools for working and sketching. In addition

the team areas included a supply of building materials, a wide array of hand tools, and an

assortment of frequently used machines. Figure 32 shows images of the team areas.

Figure 32: Team Area Images

5.2.1 Tools

The tools in the team areas must be visible and well organized. The large tools, such as

the drill press, are kept on the floor and should be spaced so as to have adequate access on

all sides. When arranging the tools it should be kept in mind that the camera crews need to

be able to get close to the machines while the cast members are using them. The other tools
are primarily kept arranged on a peg-board. The remaining tools that don't lend themselves
to mounting on the peg-board can be stored in cabinets or on a small shelf constructed for
that purpose.
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Much time and frustration is saved if the tools are returned to their proper locations in

between challenges. This has notoriously been a problem in the past. Due to time

constraints of other responsibilities, this has typically not been a job of the engineering team.

The engineers should remind the production personnel responsible for shop cleanup of this

need for order if it is noticed that the tools are being put away haphazardly.

The following is a list of tools that should be included in the team areas:

* Drill Press - Delta 16 '/2" Floor Drill Press
* Bandsaw - Rikon 18" Bandsaw
* Fire Extinguishers
* Hole Saw Kit - Ryobi quick-change
* Dewalt 18v Hammer/non-hammer Drill
* Dewalt 18v Impact Drill
* Dewalt 18v Sawzall
* Dewalt 18v Grinder
* Dewalt 18v Skill Saw
* Dewalt 18v Flashlight
* 4 Black and Decker 18v Drills
* Bosch Jigsaws
* Dremel Tools
* Powershot Staple Guns
* Industrial Glue Gun
* Regular Glue Guns
* Caulk Guns
* Tap and Dye Sets
* Rivet Guns
* File Sets (4 Bastards - 2 Rasps - 2 3-Sided - 2 Rounded - 2 Small Rounded
* Wire Strippers
* Digital Soldering Irons
* Pistol Type Soldering Iron
* Battery Powered Soldering Iron
* Digital Multimeters
* Voltage Testers
* Calculators
* Digital Calipers
* Plastic Speed Squares 12"
* Metal Speed Squares 6"
* 2'L Squares
* 2' T Squares
* Large Quick Clamps
* Small Quick Clamps
* Irwin Chisel Sets (1" - 3/4" - 1/2" - 1/4"
* Sets of Small Screwdrivers
* Metal Cutting Shears



* Allen Key Sets (*one Missing 5/64")
* Rubber Mallets
* Utility Knives
* Plastic Triangles
* Circle Master Inking Templates
* Pairs of Scissors
* Tape Measures
* 2' Levels
* 3' Rulers
* 4' Rulers
* Small Wire Brushes
* Slide Square
* Pair Needle Nose Pliers
* Dewalt Drill bit Sets (1 is missing 1/16(x2)5/64,3/32,7/64,1/8)(2 missing

1/1(x2),5/64,3/32,7/64,1/8,9/64)
* Husky Tool Sets(total tools)
* set metric allen keys
* set standard allen keys
* Vice-grip Pliers
* Channel Locks
* Pliers
* Needle Nose Pliers
* Hammer
* Full Socket Sets - English and Metric
* 25'Tape Measures
* 8 rows of bits (*missing Phillips 1, Phillips 2(x2), PZ1, PZ2(x2), PZ3, [5/32, 6(hex)],

1/8, 3/16, 7/32(flat)
* 2 Nail Sets
* Mapp Gas Torch Head
* Propane Gas Torch Head
* Bike Chain Tool Kit
* Wire Brush bits
* Digital Scales
* 31b Sledge hammer
* Extra bandsaw blades - wood and metal

5.2.2 Supplies

Many of the supplies are kept in the main shop area, but most of the smaller

materials are distributed to the team rooms. These materials range from basic fabrication

supplies to random artifacts that might do more as inspiration to the cast members than as

actual build materials. The materials kept in the team areas should be sorted and stored in

labeled, clear plastic bins - as shown in Figure 33. In the past there have been shelves built

in the rear of each team area to house these bins.



Figure 33: Miscellaneous Material Bins

During the build process the contents of the material bins are often mixed or left out

in the team areas. In order to reduce confusion and time spent looking for materials, it is

essential to re-sort the materials into the proper bins. This should be completed by the

engineering staff and should be done before every challenge. This activity also provides the

engineering staff with constant updates on the stock levels of the materials. Knowing what

is in the shop allows the team to reorder needed supplies and adjust the build-specific

material lists accordingly.

The largest problem with the materials in the team areas is that the cast members

don't look in the bins to see what is available. Despite clear labeling of the bins and

reminders to the cast, this lack of 'digging' into the materials bins has persisted. This has led

the engineering team to pull items that are of potentially critical importance to a specific

build and place those items with the 'pile' of build-specific materials as will be described in

Chapter 7.

The following is a list of materials that should be included in the team areas:

* Tape - Electrical, duct, masking
* String
* Rope, woven
* Wire - stranded and solid of various gages
* Solder - THIN, anything sold at Home Depot is too thick. Radio Shack stock an

assortment of solder that is suitable for detailed electronics work
* Small DC motors, assorted - such as might be found at a hobby shop



* Large DC motors
o windshield-wiper motors
o automatic window motors
o automatic seat motors

* Tamiya motor and gearbox kits
* Assorted servos
* RC controller/receiver - only one set per team, additional sets should be kept in

engineering area
* Batteries - 9v, AA, D
* Battery holders
* Battery packs for RC components - receiver batteries, motor battery packs

* Switches, assorted - Pushbutton, Rocker, Blade
* Bailing wire
* Spray glue
* Contact Cement
* Dust masks
* Hearing protection
* Safety glasses
* Shrink tubing
* Wheels, assorted

o Roller-blade wheels
o Small casters

* Pulleys, assorted
* Tennis balls
* Foam darts and balls
* Strobe-light kits
* Jump-starter batteries

Figure 34: Tamiya Planetary Gearbox Kit

5.3 Main Area

The main shop area is a space shared by both teams during the build process. The

main area is typically where the teams meet at the beginning of a challenge. It also serves as
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a material stock room for larger scale items and houses the tools that are to be used by both

teams.

Figure 35: Main Shop Area

5.3.1 Tools

The tools and machines kept in the main area are those that must be shared between

the teams. These tools tend to include the larger and more expensive machines. They also

tend to be the machines that are used less often, and therefore will not cause a bottleneck in

productivity. Whenever tool is seen to have a very high demand, the team should consider

purchasing another unit unless the cost is prohibitively high.

The tools in the main shop area have also tended to be the more dangerous tools -

such as the table saw. Thus the supervision of cast members while working in the main

shop area is crucial. This is one of the reasons that web-cams were installed, as was

discussed in section 3.2.1.7. In addition to monitoring the work area, another safety action

taken by the engineering team was to remove the key to the table saw and keep it in the

engineering room. Thus when a cast member needed to use the saw, they would have to

come talk to the engineers who could then supervise the use.

In season 2 it was found that many of the larger tools in the shop were not adequate

to the needs of the cast members. This caused a lot of wasted time, money and frustration.

The two biggest offenders in this area were the shear and the finger brake. Both are

expensive pieces of machinery, but due to trying to save some money in the procurement

process the shop ended up with very expensive pieces of marginally functional equipment.

For example, the shear was narrower than the standard sheet metal stock width. Thus every

time a batch of sheet steel was procured it was necessary to have the supplier pre-cut the



stock into smaller-width pieces. Also, the shear could only cut up to 18 gauge stock which

made it inadequate for many of the projects. The brake proved to be even more frustrating.

It could only bend up to 22 gauge stock, and even then the very short width of the bending

paddle caused secondary, undesired bends in the material. A much larger, higher-quality

brake would be needed for future seasons.

Figure 36: Main Shop Area, 2

The following is a list of tools that should be included in the main area:

* Milwaukee 8" Panel Saw w/wheel kit
* Hitachi 12" Compound Sliding Miter Saw
* JET Bench Model Box and Pan Brake - ideally to bend up to 16 ga
* Birmingham 16 Gauge, 52" Foot Shear
* Milwaukee 14" abrasive saw
* Table Saw - current saw is rickety but has been adequate thus far
* Jet 6" Belt / 12" Disc Sander
* Large, steel-cutting vertical band saw
* Johnson horizontal band saw
* Hot-wire cutter



* Strip-heater for plastic bending

5.3.2 Supplies

In addition to the larger machines, the main shop also serves as a warehouse for larger

materials for the cast members to use. The majority of the materials are stock items such as

plywood, sheet metal and piping but there is also an assortment of more random materials

such as bikes, wheels and similar objects.

With the main area material supply the critical task is to keep the stock organized and

free of useless scrap. The organization saves time and frustration of the cast members (and

engineers) during the build. Re-organization and sorting should be done between every

episode. As with the team room materials, going through the supply at the end of each

challenge also makes it easier for the engineers to note when supply levels need to be

replenished.

As the season progresses there will be scrap portions of stock generated by cuts, failed

prototypes and the like. It is up to the engineers to determine which scraps are useful and

which are simply cluttering the work areas. There is a balance here between being wasteful

and keeping too many materials on hand. In general this can be a continuous process, but

should be done more thoroughly and systematically at least every other episode.

The following is a list of materials that should be included in the main area:

* Plywood, 1/4"-3/4"
* OSB
* Steel sheet stock - 16 - 22 ga, non-galvanized
* Plastic sheet stock - multiple materials, thicknesses
* Steel tube stock - round, square, L, multiple sizes
* Threaded rod - 1/8"-3/4" diameter
* Nuts and washers for each size threaded rod
* PVC tubing
* 2x4's
* 2x6's
* Wood dowels, various sizes
* Assorted fasteners - good quality, stainless steel, socket cap screws - skewed to

larger sizes
* Larger wheels, assorted

o Wheel-barrow wheels
o Bike wheels
o Jogging-stroller wheels

* Old junker bikes
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* Spray paint
* Paint

6 Boot Camp

The cast members of Design Squad generally have little or no background in the design

process or the fabrication techniques used on the show. Sometimes there will be cast

members with some building experience, such as working on a FIRST Robotics team, but

just as often the cast members will have more of a theater and performance history than a

science and engineering background. Thus, in order to prepare the cast for the season, the

engineering team puts on a boot camp prior to the start of filming. The boot camp is meant

to be a crash course on everything that the cast members will need to know during the

season. This is a formidable challenge as the content could probably be stretched across

several graduate level classes and still not be taught in full detail.

The boot camp experience is broken up into several modules, each teaching a different

subset of skills that the cast members will need to be familiar with. These modules have

generally taken place in the evenings of the week prior to the start of filming. One evening

is reserved for each of the teaching modules.

Ideally the modules would be taught in the order they are presented here. This allows

each lesson to build on the skills that were taught in the previous lesson. In the past,

however, the fact that certain key aspects of the shop were not set up in time necessitated a

deviation from teaching the modules in the ideal order.

6.1 Boot Camp Modules

6.1.1 Wardrobe Consultation and Cast TV Training

The production staff presents this module. The details of what is taught in this

module will not be covered here, as it is not a task associated with the engineering team.

However, the aspects covered in this module are very important to the cast members, and

are also of interest to the engineering team members. Future engineering support staff

members should sit in on this module in order to familiarize themselves with some of the

ways the filming process works. The concepts are not necessarily intuitive to someone with

a strictly engineering background.



This module is listed at the beginning of boot camp because if the cast members

have an idea in their heads about how the filming process will proceed, they will be able to

approach the rest of the boot camp modules with a good sense of perspective.

6.1.2 Idea Sketching

The idea sketching module is based on the sketching lectures from the MIT Product

Design class 2.744 taught by David Wallace. The idea sketching module for season 2 was

led by Barry Kudrowitz (barryk@mit.edu) with assistance by David Wallace.

Why spend time sketching?

(2

V
a valuable skill set

Figure 37: The Motivation for Sketching

The goal of this module is to give the cast members the basic skills they need to

communicate their ideas visually to teammates as well as to allow them to think through

some of their design details on paper.

The first lesson, then, becomes when and why the cast members might want to

sketch things. The teacher goes over the need for visual communication of complex

concepts - both for intra-team communication, and communication to the viewers. From

the initial motivation, the class then goes on to describe basic skills needed for sketching. 2-

Dimensional shapes and simple perspective concepts for 3-dimensional shapes are covered.

Figure 38 shows some examples of topics that are covered.
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This, like all of the other boot camp modules is taught as a hands-on workshop.

Therefore, throughout the class the cast members are actively sketching and practicing the

concepts as they are presented.

The 2.744 lectures that the sketching module is based on can be found at

http://web.mit.edu/2.744/www/resourceMaterials/classNotes.html. The February 22 and

March 8 materials are the primary basis for the module.

6.1.2.1 Tools Used

* Markers, pens and pads

6.1.2.2 Material List

The following are the materials that were used in teaching this module for season 2.

All materials can be purchased from Charrette, whose main store is in Woburn, MA:

* two electric pencil sharpeners, one for each team area.

* a box of 10/12 black pilot fine liners

* a box of 10/12 black Pentel sign pens
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* 10 black chisel point Prisma-color ART markers (a large black magic marker, cannot

find it quickly online with the way the web site is setup)

* a box of 10/12 'H' lead pencils. Don't really care about the brand.

* 9 Letraset marker pads

[[http://www.charrette.com/store/catalog/itemDetail.jsp?cookieenabled=0&page=

/store/ catalog/itemDetail.jsp&itemID =757044&performSearch = true&backurl=%2

Fstore%2Fcatalog%/o2FsearchResults.jsp0 %3FprimarylD%3D632122432%26secondar

ylD%3Dnull/o26host%3D2%26nextPage%3D 1%26resultsPerPage%3D 10%26searc

hLevel%3D0%26searchString0 /o3Dmarkers%26sortString%/o3DManufacturerName%

2Basc%26subSortString%o3DItemName%2Basc%26parent%3Dnull%26trail%/o3Dnul

1%26filterName%3DManufacturerID %26filterValue%3D 111818]]

* 9 circle templates

* 9 magic rub erasers

[[http://www.charrette.com/store/catalog/itemDetail.jsp?itemlD=752815&perfor

mSearch=true&backurl=%2Fstore%2FcatalogO/o2FsearchResults.jsp/%3FsearchLevel

%3D0%26performSearch%3Dtrue%26sortString%/o3DManufacturerName%2Basc%

26searchGroup%3D3%26categories%3D-

1%26searchString0 /o3Dmagic%2Brub%26x%3D0%26y%o3D0]]

* 10 inch 30/60 set squares (triangles)

6.1.3 Brainstorming and Sketch-Modeling

This module is also based on material from the MIT Product Design class 2.744

taught by David Wallace. The 2.744 lectures that the sketching module is based on can be

found at http://web.mit.edu/2.744/www/resourceMaterials/classNotes.html. The March 1

materials are the primary basis for the module. For season 2 boot camp this module was led

by Barry Kudrowitz (barryk@mit.edu) with assistance from David Wallace.
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understand the process
Brainstorming 101
generate many...in up to 30 minutes

pictures, 1 per page
give name
describe... fast
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facilitator, keep things moving
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obey the laws
Brainstorming 101
the right brain rules

defer judgment
one at a time
build on ideas
stay focused
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Figure 39: Examp

le Module Content

The first portion of this module goes over the fundamentals of concept generation.

The methods taught are based on the IDEO process for 'formal' brainstorming. A complete

description of this method can be found in Tom Kelley's book about IDEO8 .

The basic concept is that a group of people start by defining a problem that they

want to solve. In this case that problem will be the challenge for the given episode. The

group members then begin generating concepts that might solve the problem. The concepts

can be very vague, very wild, and even completely infeasible. Infeasible ideas can be

extremely good because they get the other group members to shift their thinking. Such

shifts can counter the effects of anchoring that were mentioned in section 4.1. As the ideas

are generated they should be given a name, drawn in whatever detail required (usually very

little) on a single sheet of paper, presented to the group and then posted on a wall for all to

see. As the process continues each team member can build off of the ideas of other

members and, hopefully, a huge number of concepts can be generated.

The process is meant to be very natural and free-flowing, but there have to be some

ground rules to keep the process running smoothly. One of the most critical rules is to

suspend judgment in order to keep the creativity levels high. Some of the other key

guidelines are shown in Figure 39.

Once a number of ideas have been generated it is necessary to pick the best one for

the team to pursue. There are a host of methods that can be used to narrow down the field

of concepts to the best one, however none of the formal methods for this process were

8 Kelly, T. and Littman, J., The Art of Innovation, Doubleday, New York, 2000



taught to the teams. The method that is preferred here is a simple discussion within the

team. First the team would go through their list of possible solutions and throw out those

that are obviously not feasible. The infeasible solutions may have served their purpose

during the brainstorming session, but now must be culled from the list.

After removing the obviously weak choices the team can begin to discuss either

which of the remaining options they like, or which of the remaining options should join the

others in the trash bin. This is the portion of the convergence process where a set of

procedures, such as Pugh charts, can often be helpful. Given the difficulty there is in getting

the cast members to do any set of fixed procedures during the frantic and chaotic build

cycle, though, such a method is just not feasible. Instead, the module teacher should

emphasize that at this stage the teammates should get in the habit of listing a concepts

positive and negative features when they are arguing for or against the idea. This will

hopefully at least get the cast members in the mindset of thinking analytically instead of just

deciding which concept they like the most, or which idea they personally came up with.

Figure 40: Ideas Generated in Brainstorming

The other set of skills covered in this boot camp module is sketch modeling. Sketch

modeling can basically be thought of as low-level prototyping. The sketch models can serve

as rough visual representations of the final design to help the cast members see certain

aspects of the design. The sketch model could also serve to test out the viability of a critical

design component. For example, if a linkage was a part of the chosen solution, the cast
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members could create a sketch model of the linkage using foam-core and pins to analyze its

motion quickly and easily.

In teaching this section the emphasis should be in explaining to the cast when they

would want to create a sketch model, as described above, and how they would actually go

about building the model. One of the skills often used in Design Squad for creating sketch-

models is cutting the blue-foam with a hot-wire cutter. As anyone who has used a hot-wire

cutter in the past, this skill is easy to pick up quickly - and extremely difficult to be very

good at, which is really not a concern here.

Sketch models are also often made out of cardboard, which can be used in many

different ways. Some of the methods that are taught here are: using a mallet and straight-

edge to make bends, folding edges over to give a finished look, and proper and safe cutting

using the Olfa knives.

Figure 41: Sketch Modeling During Boot Camp

The final basic material for sketch model construction covered in this module is

foam-core. The methods for use are similar to that of cardboard, so the instructions are

often presented in parallel.
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As stated before, each of the boot camp modules is meant to be very hands on, so

the cast members get to practice the skills as they are learning them. Thus, in this instance a

sample problem was given to the cast members so that they could practice brainstorming.

This also gave a chance to give the cast members a feel for the style of competition they

would be in during the actual episodes.

After the initial description of the brainstorming process and sketch-modeling

techniques, the cast members were split into two teams. Each team was given the same

challenge and they had to compete to come up with the best solution to the problem. The

problem given during the season 2 session was to develop a novel dog house for David

Wallace's dog Keiko. Figure 40 shows some of the solutions that were generated by one of

the teams during the brainstorming exercise, and Figure 41 shows the progression of one of

the models through the cycle.

Throughout of the brainstorming and building processes, the instructors are working

very closely with the cast members, guiding them through. This is an opportunity to ensure

that the cast members practice the proper techniques so that they are drawing on a good

foundation once the filming starts. In the boot camp setting the engineers can jump in at

any time to correct or help a cast member. That option is not always, or even often, there

once the filming begins.

6.1.3.1 Tools Used

* Markers

* Hot-wire cutter

* Hand Tools

6.1.3.2 Material List

* 10 pairs of safety glasses are needed. These will be kept for use during all build in the

shop.

* two 4x8 sheets of homsote for pinup (one in each team area)

* 2 packs of push pins

* 2 rolls 2 inch masking tape

* 2 packs of stickies

* two reams of 8.5 x 11 inch paper
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* 10 black sharpie markers (broad bullet point)

* 10 4 x 8 sheets of corrugated cardboard

* 10 large (at least 36x48) sheets of 1/4" foam core

* blue foam, preferable 4" and 2" thick sheets for below grade use

* professional quality hot-glue guns (see Meatball material list section 9.1.3)

* we would like to use the 48" shear and brakes that are being purchased for the main

part of the shop.

* two large self-healing cutting mats

[[http://www.charrette.com/store/catalog/itemDetail.jsp?itemlD=758240&perfor

mSearch=true&backurl=%2Fstore%2Fcatalog 0/o2FsearchResults.jsp0 %/3FsearchLevel

%3D0 0 /%26performSearch%3Dtrue%26sortString%3DManufacturerName%2Basc%

26searchGroup%3D3%26categories%3D-

1%26searchString%/o3Dcutting 0/o2Bmato26x%3DO%26y%3DO]]

* 4 Olpha knives and two boxes of replacement blades (typically 10 per box)

[[http://www.dickblick.com/zz574/26/]]

o They have these at Charrette too, but no pictures in the online catalog.

* 2 hot wire cutters and a pack of replacement wires

[[http://www.dickblick.com/zz608/01 /]]

o These turned out to be almost worthless. A better hot-wire for each team

area should be sourced in the future.

* 2 rolls of 2 inch wide, high strength double-sided tape

* 2 rubber mallets (any hardware store should have them)

* tape measures (assumed to be in the shop area)

* 2 36 inch stainless steel straight edges (heavy weight, usually at roughly 3/32 thick, 2

inches wide)

* 2 36 aluminum T squares [[http://www.dickblick.com/zz554/49/]]

* 2 framing squares

[[http://www.homedepot.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/ProductDisplay?storeld

=10051 &langId=-1 &catalogId= 10053&productId= 100089555]]

* 2 packs (each) of 80 and 120 grit Garnet sand paper
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2 speed squares

[[http://www.homedepot.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/ProductDisplay?storeld

=10051&langId=-1&catalogId= 10053&productd= 100016883]]

6.1.4 Working with Wood

The main goal of this module is to familiarize the cast members with the common

methods and tools for working with wood. The season 2 working with wood module was

taught by Andrew Carvey (awcarvey@mit.edu) with assistance from the rest of the

engineering team.

The first lesson will go over the basic operation of the band saw, table saw, drill

press, miter saw, power hand tools, and manual hand tools. As the cast members learn how

to use each of the machines they will practice cutting on a sample piece of wood.

This will be the first time that the cast members get into working with tools that

have the ability to do serious damage to the human body. So this is the time when caution

and safety precautions should be very clearly stated. The use of safety glasses is key, as is the

instruction into the proper time to wear gloves, and the times when gloves can be a hazard.

The cast members should also be instructed on hearing protection - both of the earmuff

style and the foam ear insert style. It has been the case that the cast members on set do not

often use hearing protection, but some cast members started wearing hearing protection

during season 2 and that practice should be strongly encouraged. The use of safety glasses

has, and should remain, mandatory. Another group of safety equipment that should be

covered in this section are face masks and respirators. Again, use of such equipment has not

been extensive in the past, but should be taught and encouraged during boot camp. Not

only will the use of safety equipment protect the cast members, it will also promote safe

practices among the viewers of the show. Perhaps this will help combat the notion that

safety equipment isn't 'cool'.

Once the basic operation of all of the machines has been covered, the cast members

will practice and hone their woodworking skills by making a small project. The project

completed for season 2 was a band saw basket, as shown in Figure 42. This project makes

use of the panel saw, band saw, hand drills and wood glue and keeps the cast members

interested as they're practicing safely using the tools. Throughout the build the module
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instructor can monitor the cast to ensure safe practices and can answer any questions and

give help as needed.

Figure 42: Band Saw Basket

6.1.4.1 Tools Used

* Table Saw

* Panel Saw

* Circular Saw

* Jig Saw

* Reciprocating Saw

* Disk Sander

* Miter saw

* Band Saw
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* Drill Press

* Belt Sander

* Hand Drills

* Wood Glue

* Clamps

6.1.4.2 Materials

* Lots of scrap material will be needed for practice cutting: 2x4, 2x6, etc.

* Squares, speed squares, pencils, etc from previous modules

* Sample band-saw basket.

* 2 4 x 8 sheets of 3/4 plywood for the baskets

o Birch plywood with several plys will be best

o Home Depot had something like 11 ply stuff that was surprisingly

inexpensive.

* Clamps

o 8 small clamps

[[http://www.homedepot.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/ProductDisplay

?storeId=10051&langId=-

1&catalogld= 10053&productld= 100172251&N= 10000003+90401&marketI

D=401&locStoreNum=8125]]

o 4 36" clamps

[[http://www.homedepot.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/ProductDisplay

?storeld= 10051&langId=-

1&catalogld= 10053&productld= 100134583&N= 10000003+90401&marketI

D=401&locStoreNum=8125]]

o 4 18" clamps

[[http://www.homedepot.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/ProductDisplay

?storeld= 10051&langId=-1 &catalogld= 10053&productld= 100151916]]

* Assorted wood screws, washers, screw drivers, wood glue, etc.

o It is assumed the shop will be pretty well set up and equipped at this point
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6.1.5 Metal and Welding

The goal of this module is to introduce some of the basic techniques for working

with metal. This module utilizes more of the heavy shop equipment than all of the previous

modules, so the shop must be very close to completely setup for this section to function

properly. For season 2, the metal and welding module was taught be Steve Haberek

(smhabere@mit.edu) with assistance from the rest of the engineering team.

The first portion of the module will involve going over some of the standard

operations of metal working, as relevant to Design Squad. The cast should learn about

cutting metal with the band saw, using the horizontal band saw, shearing, bending with the

finger brake, using step drills and pop riveting. Splitting the cast up into two groups, each

with a separate instructor, can be helpful for this section. The smaller groups allow the cast

members to practice the skills being taught without waiting for 7 others to complete the

same task. There will need to be a good amount of scrap material on hand for the cast

members to practice all of the metal working operations.

Figure 43: Cutting the Legs and Welding the Top for the Grill

After the cast has gotten instruction on some of the basic metal working techniques

the focus of the module shifts toward completing a project. The project should allow the

cast members to learn some of the more heavy-duty operations in a way that will keep them
interested, and will hopefully increase their retention of the material.

The primary focus of the project should be to teach the cast members welding.
Based on the first two seasons this has proven to be an extremely useful skill for them to
have during production, and the cast members are notoriously timid of the process when
they first learn it. To that end, the project that was concocted for the season 2 boot camp
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was to build a steel barbeque grill. The motivation for the cast members to get the grill

finished was that their dinner that night was to be cooked on it.

In order to provide proper instruction it is necessary that the main instructor for this

module be an expert in welding. The rest of the operations taught are fairly straightforward

and could be taught by any member of the engineering team. However, welding well takes a

more thorough knowledge of the process - and teaching welding accentuates that need for

knowledge even more.

In addition to welding, the fabrication of the grill necessitated other operations. The

cast members had to cut pieces of steel stock for legs and handles using the abrasive cutoff

saw. They were also required to clean the burrs off of those pieces using right-angle die

grinders and the large disc sander. In the end the project took a bit longer to complete than

originally intended, but was an enjoyable and rewarding task for the cast members, and their

comfort with welding and other metal work showed throughout season 2 production.

Figure 44: The Cast and The Grill

6.1.5.1 Tools Used

* Band Saw

* Cutoff Saw
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* Angle Grinder

* Die Grinder

* MIG Welders

* Shear

* Brake

* Pop Rivet Gun

* Step Drill

* Hand Tools

6.1.5.2 Materials

* The vertical and horizontal band saws will need to have metal blades in them.

* We will need the shear and brake in the main area

* Abrasive cutting saw for the main area [[http://www.amazon.com/Milwaukee-6176-

20-14-Inch-Abrasive-Machine/dp/B000022483]]

* electric metal cutting shears

[[http://www.toolbam.com/product/milwaukee/6815/]]

* 4 spring clamps

[[http://www.homedepot.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/ProductDisplay?storeld

=10051&langld=-

1&catalogId= 10053&productId= 100348650&N= 10000003+90401 &marketlD =401

&locStoreNum=8125]]

* 4 C clamps

[[http://www.homedepot.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/ProductDisplay?storeld

=10051&langId=-1&catalogId=10053&productld= 00132391]]

* 2 110V mig welders

* 2 wire brushes

* 2 side cutters

* 2 needle nose pliers

* A VCR and screen or TV to show an instruction tape.

* Steel ordered from Turner Steel [[http://www.turnersteelcoinc.com/]]

o At best, they deliver second day. It is about 2 hours round trip to do self

pickup.
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o 2 4'x8' sheets of mild steel, -3/32 inch thick. Have Turner cut them to 4'x4'

o 4 lengths 1xl mild steel square tube with -3/32 wall thickness. They come in

either 20 or 24 foot lengths. Please have Turner cut them in half (either 10 or

12 feet, giving 8 of the shorter pieces).

o 4 lengths 1.5x1.5 mild steel square tube with -3/32 wall thickness. They

come in either 20 or 24 foot lengths. Please have Turner cut them in half

(either 10 or 12 feet, giving 8 of the shorter pieces).

o 2 lengths 2x2 mild steel square tube with -3/32 wall thickness. They come in

either 20 or 24 foot lengths. Please have Turner cut them in half (either 10 or

12 feet, giving 4 of the shorter pieces).

o 3 lengths 1xl mild steel angle with -1/8 wall thickness. They come in either

20 or 24 foot lengths. Please have Turner cut them in half (either 10 or 12

feet, giving 6 of the shorter pieces).

o 3 lengths 1.5x1.5 mild steel angle with -1/8 wall thickness. They come in

either 20 or 24 foot lengths. Please have Turner cut them in half (either 10 or

12 feet, giving 6 of the shorter pieces).

* The grill to go into the BBQ

* Welding Masks

* Welding Gloves - various sizes for all cast members

* Welding Jackets

* 2 90-degree die grinder [[http://www2.northemtool.com/product-1/36360.htm]]

o Under the accessory tab please get order the air coupler set ($7.99) and 2

boxes of sanding disks

[[http://www.northerntool.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/product_6970

200326502_200326502]]

* 2 straight die grinders [[http://www2.northerntool.com/product-1 /8419.htm]]

o Two each of the following accessories.

[[http://www.northerntool.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/product_6970

200305513_200305513]],

[[http://www.northerntool.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/product_6970

200320837_200320837]]
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6.1.6 Servos, Motors and Remote Control

The goal if this module is to get the cast members familiar with the basic wiring of

DC motors and use of radio control components. The author (bpowers@alum.mit.edu) and

Helen Tsai (tsiah@mit.edu) taught this module for the season 2 boot camp.

During the first portion of this module the cast members are told, briefly, how a DC

motor works. This concept is illustrated by hooking the motor up to a battery. The cast

members were then shown the basics of plugging in and operating standard RC

components. The components covered are servos and motor controllers.

Some more involved concepts were also covered during the season 2 module. Using

a large mass and lever arm connected to the output shaft of a motor, the instructors showed

the cast that shorting the leads of a motor can turn it into a viscous damper - or a brake of

sorts. Torque constants were also discussed in the context of wiring two DC motors in

series to achieve a differential effect. If the two motors are wired in series they will always

have the same current flow through them, and will therefore be outputting the same torque.

These advanced concepts seemed to be lost on the cast members. Also, while these

concepts might be interesting, it is not entirely clear how they would be readily used in the

show. So it is suggested that the concepts covered in the future either be kept simple, or a

better way to illustrate the points be developed.

Figure 45: Working on RC Cars

After the basic concepts are covered, the module moves into a project phase. For

season 2 the project that the cast members worked on was creating their own RC car, albeit a

very simplistic one. Through this process they learned about planetary gearboxes and motor

wiring as they built up their drive motors and wired them to the motor controller. Also, the
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design of this specific car was such that they had to make a push-rod mechanism to couple

the steering servo to the steering arm. With this activity they learned some simple methods

and concepts behind mechanisms, and also some of the ways that things can go wrong when

constructing them. The cast members can be seen working on their cars in Figure 45 and a

completed car can be seen in Figure 46.

Figure 46: A Completed Car

The complete set of build instructions used for season 2 can be found in Appendix

C.

6.1.6.1 Tools Used

" Band Saw

* Hand Drills

* Soldering Iron

* Hand Tools

6.1.6.2 Materials

* Radios, Qty 2 at Different Frequencies: Futaba 4EXA 4-Channel FM Computer/4
S3004 Servos: 139.99 [[http://www2.towerhobbies.com/cgi-
bin/wti0001p?&I=LXKJD8**&P=O]]

* Battery Packs, Qty 4: DuraTrax Piranha 6-Cell 7.2V 1900mAh NiCd Flat Standard:
$14.99 [[http://www2.towerhobbies.com/cgi-bin/wti000lp?&I=LXDND9&P=0]]

* Battery Charger, Qty 2: Tower Hobbies 420 AC/DC 6-7 Cell Charger: $29.99
[[http://www2.towerhobbies.com/cgi-bin/wti0001p?&ILXJ C34&P=M]]
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* Tamiya Planetary Gearbox: $14.39, qty 16
[[http://www.hobbylinc.com/htm/tam/tam72001.htm]]

* Maxx 3" Foam Wheel (EPW300): $5.00, qty 16 packages
[[http://www.maxxprod.com/mpi/mpi-29.html]]

* Associated A.I. Quantum Runner Reverse: $39.99, qty 2
[[http://www3.towerhobbies.com/cgi-bin/wti0001p?&I=LXKYX5&P=0]]

* Midwest Birch Plywood 3/16 x 6 x 12" (6): $17.69, qty 3
[[http://www3.towerhobbies.com/cgi-bin/wti0001p?&I=LXAS65&P=0]]

* K&S Aluminum Tube 1/8" (15): $8.59, qty 1 [[http://www3.towerhobbies.com/cgi-
bin/wti0001p?&I=LXBLV4&P=0]]

* K&S Solid Brass Rod 3/32" (16): $11.69, qtyl
[[http://www3.towerhobbies.com/cgi-bin/wti0001p?&I=LXR919&P=0]]

* Dubro Dura-Collars 3/32" (4): $1.39, qty 8 [[http://www3.towerhobbies.com/cgi-
bin/wti0001p?&I=LXD832&P=7]]

* Wire
* Solder
* Paper Clips
* Mini eyelet screws

6.1.7 Practice Challenge

The culmination of boot camp is a small-scale practice challenge given to the cast
members to let them further practice the skills learned in the boot camp modules, and to
give them a warm up to what they should expect during the regular production. The
practice challenge also gives the camera and sound crews a chance to practice filming the
design and build process. This is especially helpful if there are new camera operators
working on the show.

Figure 47: Practice Challenge

They two main criteria for the practice challenge are that it be fun and simple. Boot
camp session tend to be three hours long, which is significantly shorter than the 16 hours the
cast members usually get to complete a project. The scenario used for the practice challenge
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in season 2 boot camp was that the client, one of the engineers, was having trouble waking

up with a normal alarm clock and needed the Design Squads to design her a different style of

alarm. For the sake of time, the teams were not required to actually implement the clock

portion of the alarm. They were to just focus on the mechanism and could actuate it by

hand. The 8 cast members were divided into two teams and set to work. Figure 47 shows

the cast members working, and shows the typical camera over the shoulder that accompanies

any work.

Figure 48: Green Team Solution, The Vibrating Pillow

In the end both teams managed to create a working prototype within the 3-hour

window. The green team attached an eccentric mass to a DC motor in order to create a

vibrating pillow to wake the client up, see Figure 48. The purple team went for a more

direct approach. Their alarm was an arm attached to a DC motor that would smack the user

in the head to wake them up. Their final device can be seen in Figure 49. Both devices

made for some rather amusing testing with the client.
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Figure 49: Purple Team Solution, The Slapper

6.1.7.1 Materials

* 12v Car Battery Jump-Starter
[[http://www.autozone.com/R,NONAPP1470/store,5010/shopping/accessoryPro
ductDetail.htm]]

* Relay Timers
* Strobe Kits - one for each team [[http://www.strobesnmore.com/]]
* Nerf Darts - 6 packages

[[http://www.hasbro.com/pl/page.viewproduct/product_id.9680/dn/nerf/default.c
fm]]

* Nerf Balls - 10 packages
[[http://www.hasbro.com/pl/page.viewproduct/productid.9680/dn/nerf/default.c
fm]]

* Tennis Balls - 1 bucket [[http://www.amazon.com/Gamma-Bucket-of-Practice-
Balls/dp/B000E7DRIG/ref=pd_bbs_1/103-6524205-
9801459?iez=UTF8&s=sporting-goods&qid= 1181768854&sr= 8-1]]

* Vibrator Motors - qty 20 [[http://www.goldmine-elec-
products.com/prodinfo.asp?number=G 16321]]

* Assorted Solenoids:
- Qty 4: [[http://www.allelectronics.com/cgi-bin/item/SOL-

128/575/24_VDC_SOLENOID W SPRING-
RETURN_MECHANISM_.html]]

- Qty 4: [[http://www.allelectronics.com/cgi-bin/item/SOL-
95/575/24_VDC_SOLENOID_.html]]

- Qty 4: [[http://www.allelectronics.com/cgi-bin/item/SOL-
109/575/TUBULAR_SOLENOID_.html]]

- Qty 4: [[lhttp://www.allelectronics.com/cgi-bin/item/SOL-
104/575/12VDC_BOX_SOLENOID_.html]]

* Super Soakers - Qty 2 - The biggest ones we can find at the local toy supply shop
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* Various types of twine, string, and rope. Pick up an assortment at Home Depot.
* Various pulleys. Pickup at home depot.

6.2 Comments

There is never enough time in the boot camp schedule to adequately cover all of the

topics that the cast members would ideally be familiar with. If there were, boot camp would

probably be several months long, instead of roughly a week of evenings. Since all topics

can't be taught in full detail the goal remains to simply touch on the critical aspects and skills

needed in production. That way the cast members are at least familiar with the options that

they have, so that they know what to ask questions about when questions arise.

There are some skills that are used by the cast members very often during the season

that are also difficult for the engineers to help with behind the scenes. The main activity that

fits into that category is sketching. Having cast members sketching their concepts during

brainstorming both looks good on camera and helps them communicate their ideas to their

team. The engineers can't exactly jump in front of the cameras and help with the sketching,

though, if the cast members either aren't sketching or are having trouble. Thus sketching is

one of the critical skills to teach during boot camp.

Boot camp occurs at a time in the season where things tend to be in a state of utter

chaos. The shop is at various stages of production and all those involved with the show are

likely working on last minute details that need to be completed prior to the start of filming.

This makes it difficult to present an organized and polished set of lessons for the boot camp

modules. However, demonstrating organization and attention to detail to the cast is critical.

If the cast sees that those involved on the engineering and production side are taking the

time to worry about the details they will be more inclined to do the same in their work on

the show. If the boot camp modules are simply thrown together, they will expect to be able

to just throw their projects together during filming. Thus it is critical for the engineering

team to push for the shop setup to be complete prior to the start of boot camp, and it is

critical for those teaching the boot camp modules to present a cohesive and organized

lesson.
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7 On-Set Engineering Support
In addition to all of the preparation work done by the engineers, there is also a large

amount of work that the team must do on-set. Once production starts materials must be

sourced and stocked in the shop for each challenge, guidance must be given to cast members

during each episode, some amount of tweaking must be performed on the final projects, and

the finale sites must be prepared prior to filming. This chapter focuses on those on-set tasks

that the engineering team is responsible for.

7.1 Build-Specific Shop Preparation

General shop preparation prior to the start of production was discussed in Chapter 5,

this section focuses on the setup of the shop areas prior to the start of each challenge,

particularly focusing on the treatment of build-specific supplies and materials.

From the start of Design Squad season 1 there have been materials that were placed in

to the shop or team areas that were specifically suited for the build at hand. As production

moved through that first season and into the second, that practice has expanded to the point

where the majority of materials in the shop are stocked for a specific challenge. With all of

these materials on hand the question arises of how to present them to the cast members.

Several methods of dealing with materials have been explored. These methods will be

referred to as 'hide', 'pile' and 'distribute' and are discussed in detail in the following

sections. The different methods are used in alone and in combinations on different

challenges. Which method is used on a particular challenge can be based on the details of

the challenge, the type and scarcity of materials being provided and even the moods of the

director and the engineering team members. Hopefully the following descriptions will shed

light on when it would be ideal to use each of the methods available.

7.1.1 Hide

Calling this method 'hide' might be slightly misleading. In this instance the build-

specific materials are not hidden, per se, but are interspersed within the general supplies of

the shop. There is nothing to indicate to the cast members that any new materials have been

added. Thus it is left up to the observations of the cast members themselves to notice the
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new materials and intuit that they might be something that would be useful in the challenge

solution.

This method of material stocking has proven to be best suited for 'standard' items

such as sheet metal, plywood and steel tubing. The materials in this list are such that the cast

members could think of a solution utilizing the materials without having them actually on

hand. Most cast members do not need to see a piece of sheet metal in order to imagine how

they might incorporate it into their design.

The other motivation that has driven the 'hide' version of material stocking is the

desire to make the cast members work a little for the materials. It can seem somewhat

contrived if the teams walk into their work areas and all of the supplies they will need are

sitting out on their work benches (see the 'distribute' method below). Care should be taken

with this type of thinking, though. Repeated observations over the first two seasons of

Design Squad have shown that participants are often not very diligent about probing the set

for new materials. This is somewhat a function of personality and atmosphere. The cast

members during season 1 were much more likely to scrounge around for materials than the

cast members of season 2. This might be due to a more general scarcity of materials in

season 1, or just a different mentality of the cast members. Either way, the engineering team

should keep in mind that if an item or material is just placed amongst the other materials

around the shop there is a very good chance it will never be found and used.

7.1.2 Pile

In this model of build-specific material distribution the materials in question are

placed in the main, shared, area of the shop in an obvious location. For instance, the

materials might all be placed on top of a large work table or in bins in a central area. The

key point here is that the materials are all in one place for both teams to draw from, and that

place is obvious so that the teams can clearly tell which materials have been added

specifically for the challenge at hand.

This method is quite similar to the 'hide' method, but mitigates the possibility that

the cast members will not find the materials. On the other hand, there is much less

opportunity for an 'aha' moment for the cast when the materials are simply laid out for

them, instead of them stumbling across the perfect item tucked away in some corner. The
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question, of course, then becomes if the chance of that 'aha' moment is work the risk that

the material will never be found.

Materials that are highly specific to a challenge, but would not necessarily be needed

fully by each team lend themselves well to this 'pile' type of setup. Abundance of the

material is also a factor, if there is only a small amount of some material it should be

distributed, as described next, so that each team gets a fair amount.

The Lisa Bufano episode of season 2, described in section 9.5, shows a good

example of when the 'pile' method is useful. For that challenge the shop was stocked with a

variety of sheet materials such as rip-stop nylon, vinyl sheeting, rubber sheeting, waterproof

cotton, and others. There were also a variety of structural elements such as bamboo rods,

fishing poles, and plastic dowels. These materials were all useful to the challenge at hand but

were not likely to be used in full by both teams. The materials were also relatively cheap,

and readily available at local suppliers so running out of any given material was not a major

concern. Thus, for this episode, all of the materials were placed together in the common

area for the teams to root through.

7.1.3 Distribute

In this model the materials supplied for the challenge are divided evenly between the

two teams and then placed in the team areas. Such a practice ensures that each team starts

with exactly the same distribution of materials, at least in regards to build-specific materials -

the cast members could still scrounge around the set for other materials.

Such even distribution of materials is essential for expensive or otherwise scarce items.

In season 2 there were several examples of this. In Daffy, see section 9.8, for example, each

team need radio control equipment and a diver propulsion vehicle, DPV. Both of those

items were expensive and had long lead times, so they had to be distributed between the

teams, and the teams would be responsible for anything that happened to the items - as in, if

a team destroyed their DPV so that it quit working the team was out of luck. In this

particular case there were some waterproofing issues with the DPVs that were not the teams'

fault, so the engineering team spent a lot of time fixing the DPVs - which draws more on

the need from the engineers to pick suitable challenges, rather than the teams' propensity to

destroy equipment, but that is a separate issue. Another example of where material

distribution was required is Caddyshack, section 9.12, where each team was given the
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makings of a go kart. In that case each team got one set of parts and that was it, so they had

to be divided up prior to the show. It would certainly not have been acceptable for one

team to run out and take all of the wheels, leaving the other team stuck.

Even when it is not strictly necessary to divide the materials evenly between the teams,

this method is often easier that trying to ensure that one team doesn't take all of a certain

material, even if the material is a non-scarce one. As season 2 progressed the 'distribute'

method became the method of choice for stocking the shop with materials and was used at

least in part in almost every episode. Aspects of the 'pile' and 'hide' methods were still used

periodically.

7.2 Posters

Posters were a new addition for season 2. The idea was to have a visual reference

related to the challenge to assist the cast members during the build process. A different
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poster was created for each challenge and could include a variety of information. That

information most often involved site maps and images of the finale site, as can be seen in

Figure 50 which shows one of the rooms at IKEA where the cast members projects would.

be displayed. Other posters would contain images that might help the teams work through

their designs. This was the case in the Titanic challenge, in order to give the cast members

some idea of what their kayaks might look like, the poster showed some of the client's

traditional kayaks in various stages of completion. This poster can be seen in Figure 51. A

third version of poster can simply contain images to help spur creative ideas in the cast

members. This type of poster was used for the Lisa Bufano episode of season 2. Various

images of aquatic creatures adorned the poster in order to get the teams thinking about what

type of swimming prosthesis they might be able to make, see Figure 52. Helen Tsai laid out

the example posters shown here, with some editing by David Wallace.

Figure 51: Titanic Poster

The addition of the posters for season 2 was quite successful, both from a use and a

production standpoint. The cast members were found to refer to the posters quite often

during the builds. Also, the director felt that the scenes of the posters on the wall in the

background, and of the cast members referring to the posters would provide excellent scenes

for the episodes.
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Figure 52: Bufano Poster

One of the primary concerns for the posters that came up during the season was

copyright issues associated with the images used. It is often easiest for those making the

posters to find images that are relevant online. However, those images are often not public

domain and would thus require WGBH to pay royalties to the copyright holder. This caused

problems during the Lisa Bufano episode as many of the sea creature images were taken

from the web without noting the location they came from or verifying that the images were

public domain. Thus, when editing the episode, WGBH will have to cut out all of the scenes

that show clear shots of that poster.

The best method for mitigating the copyright issue is to use pictures that are taken by

the Design Squad staff. Site scouting trips are a good opportunity to obtain images for the

poster. If the camera person is thinking about the poster when taking the images, they are

often more suitable than any found on the web anyway. In instances where it is not an

option to actually take pictures, such as the need for sea creatures in the Bufano episode, the

images must either be taken by a source that is known to be public domain, or else must be

approved by the WGBH legal team, which can take a long time.

Attention to detail is important when designing the posters. As has been

emphasized before, having a well-designed poster will encourage the cast members to

achieve a similar level of finish in their projects. Additionally, if the posters are clear and

easy to glean information from, they will be used more by the cast, which is the goal.
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For the majority of season 2 production the engineering staff was responsible for the

creation of the challenge posters. Toward the end of the season, the design group within

WGBH did some of that work. It is unclear where the responsibility for this task will lie in

the future.

7.3 Mid-Production Activities

During the filming of Design Squad it was found to be extremely helpful, if not

critical, to have an engineering representative constantly on the set. This person is then able

to track the progress of the teams, provide guidance as necessary, and communicate

upcoming material needs with the rest of the engineering team.

Before describing the exact activities of the on-set engineer, the logistical concerns of

having an additional body on set should be noted. The key thing to keep in mind here is

that Design Squad is about the 8 cast members and the story of them creating solutions to

design problems. In reality - actual reality as opposed to reality-tv reality - there are a host

of other people and activities involved in the process, but those need to be invisible to the

viewers. Thus all of the people on set other than the cast members need to constantly be

mindful of staying out of the view of the camera crews. This gets much more difficult as the

number of additional bodies on the set increases. Thus it has been common practice to only

have one engineer on set at a time and the rest of the engineering team would remain in the

engineering room, within the production area. This is a guideline, and can sometimes be

broken, as will be discussed below, but it should be followed as much as possible.

7.3.1 Real-Time Guidance

The key task of the on-set engineer is to provide general guidance to the cast.

Guidance given can take a variety of forms. One form might be to assist the cast members

with fabrication. This might include letting the cast members know which tool would be

best for performing the task at hand. It might also mean stepping in and actually assisting

with a fabrication task that takes some extra finesse, or muscle. In general it is best for the

engineer to either describe a concept or do a demonstration of use and then have the cast

members actually perform that operation. Such a technique basically follows the proverb "if

give a man a fish, he eats today, but if you teach a man to fish he can learn to feed himself."
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Another way that the on-set engineer can provide guidance is to ensure that the

concepts being pursued by the teams are viable options. Cast members are generally not

highly experienced with the design and build process, so they often have difficulty estimating

the time it will take to complete tasks, or even the complexity of those tasks. The engineer

watching the process must therefore perform their own estimates of what it is going to take

for the cast members to complete their project and make sure that estimate aligns with the

amount of time left in the build. If those numbers get off by too far the engineer must

either talk the team into pursuing a different option, or warn them about the time limitations

in order to speed up their building. It is often best to make small suggestions throughout

the decision process in order to keep the teams moving in acceptable directions, rather than

waiting until they have gone a long way down a fruitless path and then telling them that they

have to start over.

Instructing the cast on special or new technologies is also a task performed by the on-

set engineer. Often, technologies are introduced for a challenge that the cast members

haven't seen before. When this happens the cast members should be given a brief tutorial

on the new technology at the start of the challenge. Even with a tutorial, though, when it

comes time for the new technology to be integrated into the team's design there will be

questions raised about use. The engineer watching the build must then be ready to jump in

and show the cast members how to use the technology. In the past some items that fit into

this area were motor controllers that were different than those used during the RC boot-

camp module, or bike cable/brake systems and their installation. In both of those instances

the cast members had to be guided on the use of the technology and helped with the

installation or integration of the related components.

The final, but still of utmost importance, area of guidance to be given is in the realm

of safety. The on-set engineer must constantly be monitoring the situations that the cast

members are getting into and make sure that those situations are safe. This responsibility

should be shared by the engineers in the engineering room who are keeping an eye on things

via the monitors and the webcams. Even with the secondary monitoring equipment,

though, it is always easier to assess situations in person. In the case where actions of the cast

are deemed unsafe the engineer observing the unsafe practice should immediately jump in

and remedy the situation, and then educate the cast member in question and any others in
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the vicinity as to the reason why their actions were unsafe, and how to properly perform the

task at hand.

7.3.2 Monitoring and Understanding Solution Concepts

The previous section described the need for the on-set engineer to assess the

concept direction chosen by the teams, and to correct that course if necessary. Aside from

offering guidance to the cast members, though, there are other reasons that it is important

for the engineering staff to monitor the concepts pursued by the teams.

As stated in several other places, the cast members often pursue solutions that don't

align perfectly, or even at all, with the predictions made by the engineering team prior to the

start of the challenge. The materials stocked in the shop are based primarily on those initial

predictions, so it is often the case that not all of the materials that a team ends up needing

will be stocked in the lab. If the on-set engineer is aware of the state of the material supplies

and is monitoring the solution direction taken by the teams, that person can then see where

a bottleneck in material supply has arisen or might be about to arise.

If such a situation is observed the on-set engineer can communicate the newfound

material need to the rest of the engineering team in the engineering room. The back-room

engineers can then work to buy the necessary materials at a local store, ideally, or an online

site that can provide overnight delivery, which is a much less desirable second option. Once

the supplier for the material has been identified the back-room engineers can work with the

purchasing person to determine the best method for obtaining the material. If a large

number of last-minute materials are required, which can often be the case, the engineering

staff must decide on prioritization of items and communicate that to the purchasing person.

The other reason it is critical for the on-set engineer to monitor the solution vectors

being pursued by the teams is to ensure adherence to design intent. As will be discussed in

the next section, it is often necessary for the engineering team to perform some amount of

rework on the teams' designs between the end of the build and the finale shoot. Any such

rework must adhere to the design intent that the cast members had while creating the design

concept. This is essential to maintain a sense of continuity in the show, which will also be

discussed in more detail below. Keen observation of both the actions and comments made

by the cast members during the build will make following the design intent much easier.

Often comments are made on camera that contain subtle details of the design concept that
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might not be obvious at first glance. Having an engineering staff member on-set and

watching the process increases the chances that these details will be noted and,

correspondingly, that there won't be any hiccups in continuity after any necessary rebuild by

the engineering team.

7.3.3 Issues and Concerns

One of the primary concerns with having a constant engineering presence on the set is

that the cast members become dependant on the advice of the engineer. It is easy for the

on-set engineer to pass judgment, either consciously or not, on many of the comments and

decisions made by the cast members. This judgment can often be as subtle as a grimace or a

head nod when a comment is made by a cast member.

If such activities become common practice, the cast members have been found to

depend on this, and will exhibit difficulty with making any decisions without some sort of

approval by the engineers. When such a dependency occurs the cast members can be

observed looking to the engineer after they make comments in order to gauge reactions.

Additionally the comments and suggestions made by the cast members often come across as

sounding like questions. Both these glances and changes in intonation come across very

clearly in the video and greatly detract from the reality feel of the program. In addition,

when there is a need for constant approval the decision process tends to drag on which cuts

into an already tight schedule for the completion of the build.

In order to combat this dependence, several actions must be taken by any engineers

who are on the live set. First, the engineer must be very aware of his or her non-verbal

reactions to the cast members. Those reactions should be kept to a minimum except when

the engineer is actively trying to communicate a strong approval or disapproval of an idea.

Also, the amount of interjection and intervention by the on-set engineer should be kept as

minimal as possible. Finally, simply talking to the cast can be a great boon to this issue.

Reiteration of the fact that the teams need to do their own work and come up with the own

ideas without any help should occur at the start of almost every challenge. With the amount

of intervention minimized and constant reaffirmation that the cast members need to be

autonomous has been shown to minimize the dependence on the engineers. Morning 'pep

talks' between the engineers and the cast can be helpful in this matter.
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Another key warning in regards to guidance offered to the cast is that the help given

should never cross the line into pushing the ideas of the engineers onto the teams. As the

decision making process drags out and begins to threaten the chance for a team to complete

any design in the given timeframe it is often necessary for the engineers to jump in and

facilitate the decision. However, in that instance it must be ensured that the idea chosen is

one that was originally posed by the cast members themselves.

A good example of this scenario comes from the kinetic sculpture episode of season 1

- "Blowin' in the Wind". In this episode the teams were tasked with creating kinetic

sculptures that would be powered by the wind. While both teams struggled somewhat to

find solution paths for this challenge, the blue team really had a hard time with the decision

making process. They had many concepts that had been posed, but could not converge on

any team consensus. As time ticked away, the on-set engineer deemed that it was necessary

to step in and assist them in making a decision. One of the ideas that the cast members had

come up with was to make a tornado sculpture that would be spun by the wind using cups

attached around the perimeter of the tornado. The engineer felt that this was a concept that

would be an intriguing sculpture, and that it would also be of feasible scope for the team to

complete in the build time remaining. Thus he stepped in and reminded them of their

tornado idea and stated that he thought that would be a good option to pursue. Extreme

intervention like this is avoided where possible, but is sometimes necessary. The key here is

to note that, when intervening, the on-set engineer was very careful to note that the idea

really did belong to the team. This allowed them to all get onboard with the design direction

and push hard toward the goal of completing a quality sculpture.

Another example of engineering intervention comes from the Crapper episode of

season 2. A complete description of the challenge can be found in section 9.3, but the basic

concept was that the teams had to create mechanisms for dumping barrels full of waste into

a compost bin. In this situation both teams had come to a consensus on the design direction

they would pursue, but were having much difficulty with actually detailing out the designs

and beginning to build. After the first day the engineering team felt that it was necessary to

intervene if the teams were to complete their projects on time. To remedy this issue David

Wallace took the design concepts of each of the teams and created detailed plans for full

designs. Prior to the second day of building he then went over the detailed designs with

each of the teams. Again emphasis was placed on the fact that the designs had come from
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the cast members themselves and that the detailed plans made were just assisting them in

getting completed in a timely fashion. In this instance it was also deemed that each team

would benefit from having constant support from an engineer. Thus the guideline of having

only one engineer on set was broken and an engineering representative worked with each

team throughout the day. Again, since the designs were still their own, the cast members

maintained ownership of the design and were thus enthused and invested in the completion

of the build. Both teams were thus able to complete a working device in the allotted time.

7.4 Touch-Ups and Rebuilds

Rebuilds are a sensitive area for all of those involved with Design Squad. Design

Squad is meant to be a reality show that illustrates kids working through a design process on

their own to come up with an innovative solution. Anything that detracts from that reality is

obviously a negative. However, the main goal of the show is to get younger kids interested

in science and engineering and that goal requires the episodes to be exciting and, at least for

the vast majority of challenges, successful builds. Thus it is sometimes necessary for the

production staff to alter the actual 'reality' of the show with some behind the scenes

assistance. This assistance most often comes in the form of design refinements and rebuilds

performed by the engineering staff in between the build days and the finale of the episode.

There are multiple reasons why the teams might need additional support from the

engineering staff, and different levels of that support. The first level would occur when a

team has completed their build and has a functional device, but they run out of time before

putting the finishing touches onto the device. Minor finishing touches might include

painting the project, sanding down rough edges, or cleaning up welded joints - basically just

finalizing some of the details. It would be nice to be able to just allow the cast members to

work a little bit longer if they are this close to completing their project. In practice, though,

there are two things that keep that from happening. The first is that both teams need to be

given the same amount of time to keep things fair and the second is that all of the cast and

crew members are unionized, so keeping them longer than a full work day requires paying

overtime. In addition, members of the cast are often under 18 in which case additional

constraints exist, including a strict upper-limit on hours that they can work in a week,

regardless of overtime pay. Thus any extended work days are avoided as much as possible

(but do occur from time to time).
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Given these constraints even small touch-ups fall under the responsibility of the

engineering teams. These small changes tend to be quite straightforward, though, and don't

create any real breaks in the story line of the episode or ethical questions in regards to the

reality portrayed to the viewers. What will often happen is that the director will get the cast

members to summarize, on camera, what final tweaks they will need to do before the finale.

The assumption by the audience is that the cast members then do those tweaks themselves

just prior to the finale. Thus the viewers are not surprised when the next time they see the

team's device on camera it suddenly appears to be a little different.

Another, more serious, need for rebuilding comes when the cast members' projects

are not at a point where they will be functional for a finale. If this is the case, a decision

must be made by the production and engineering teams. Design Squad is meant to be a

reality show, and in reality projects don't always end up in success. Thus it is perfectly

understandable and, one could argue, desirable if some of the challenges end in failure for

one or both teams. However, despite the fact that failure illustrates an important part of

reality, it makes for a pretty boring and/or depressing episode. Thus it has been the decision

in all but one episode from the first two seasons that if the teams' projects are not functional

then the engineering staff will step in and get them to a functional level prior to the finale.

It should be noted here that more thought and discussion could, and likely should,

occur around the issue of allowing the teams to occasionally 'fail' in a challenge. In the first

two seasons of Design Squad only one episode resulted in what could be classified as a

failure. In that episode both teams actually fell short of achieving a functioning device. This

one episode puts the success rate for Design Squad projects at 14 out of 15, which

significantly higher than would be expected in a real-life situation. Perhaps there could be

some higher allowance for teams to not complete a design that is a compromise between

maintaining excitement in the show and illustrating something closer to reality. It could

certainly be argued that portraying the design process as too predictable will cause viewers to

become discouraged as they attempt their own designs and meet failure.

Functionality, in this instance, can be defined in a couple different ways. The first

might be that with certain details left unfinished the device would pose a safety concern to

whoever the user would be at the finale. In this type of situation, unless the decision is made

that no one will be allowed to even attempt use of the device at the finale, it is the engineers'
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obligation to fix any safety concerns with the device or devices. This occurred on two

different episodes during season 2. The first was Road Rash.

In Road Rash both teams had completed the vast majority of their gravity bikes, but

had not gotten to the point where the brakes had been properly assembled and adjusted.

Given that the racers were expected to hit speeds of nearly 30 mph having functional brakes

is a key consideration. Additionally, both teams had welded the majority of their bike frames

together, and any weak welds would pose a significant safety hazard. Thus, after the build

was completed, but prior to the finale, the engineers went over both of the bikes and

adjusted, reinforced and tested the braking systems. A thorough inspection of the rest of the

bike was also performed, mainly focusing on ensuring that bolts were tight, weld joints were

solid, and sharp edges were removed or well covered. As a final touch both of the bikes

were polished up as far as looks are concerned, with one getting a purple paint job and the

other getting a brushed-steel finish.

The other example of where safety concerns arose was during the Back-Yard Thrill

Ride episode. The nature of the challenge - basing everything off of a high-tension cable -

required that the engineering team pay close attention to safety throughout the build. This

showed up in the use of a backup zipline cable, the use of pole-vaulting mats during testing

and similar activities. In terms of rebuilding there were also safety concerns. The green

team had built angled trampolines as a part of their thrill ride solution. The stands that held

the trampolines were built out of tubular steel stock and had jagged edges in almost every

place you could imagine a users leg might hit. The team hadn't discussed the fact that they

would need to add padding to make the trampolines useable, but it was obviously the case.

It was decided, therefore, that the engineers would modify the solutions to include a padded

frame, even though this was not an issue the green team members had necessarily considered

or mentioned on camera.

Another definition of functionality might be that the team decides that the projects are

not at a point where they would meet client standards. Client standards fall into a sort of

grey area of functionality and certainly don't apply to all customers. However, it is the

opinion of the engineering staff that certain customers have expectations that need to be met

in exchange for their willingness to participate in the show. In these instances it is up to the

engineering team to assess the level of finish and/or performance that they believe the
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customer expects as a baseline. The engineers must then take whatever steps necessary to

bring the cast members projects to the level of completion that has been deemed acceptable.
A strong example of this is the first episode from season 2: Meatball. IKEA was the

client for this challenge and had agreed to display results of the build in two showrooms at
their store. This challenge required quite a bit of attention to detail, and may have been
asking a bit much of the cast members for the first challenge. Regardless, at the end of the
build the projects were nowhere near a level of finish where they could be put into an IKEA
showroom. Figure 53 shows the results of the green team after the build. The purple team
fared somewhat better, but their projects were still not at a point where they could be placed
in the showroom. To remedy this situation the engineers had to do extensive rework on the
purple team projects, and ended up having to completely rebuild green team's objects. Such
extensive rebuild efforts caused a significant leap in the continuity of the episode, and

actually required a re-shoot of some extra footage in order to fill in the gaps. Extreme
measures like this complicate the shooting and editing of the episode, and greatly increase
the workload of the engineering team, and are to be avoided when possible. In this instance,
however it was deemed that having a team fail in the first episode was not good, and that
showing such coarsely finished projects in the IKEA show rooms would basically be a slap
in IKEA's face. So, despite the additional problems caused by the rework, it was deemed a
necessary evil.

Figure 53: Green Team Meatball Project
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The final functionality deficiency that will be discussed here is when the teams simply

ran out of time. Given the tight time frame on all of the builds, and the engineers' inability

to precisely predict the complexity of a given challenge, it is almost always the case that the

teams will come right to the wire with their build. If a team has not been working in a

dedicated and efficient manner throughout the build time, and if their design is not unsafe or

beneath client expectations, then it might be decided to just leave their project as-is.

However, sometimes a team, or both teams, work hard and steadily through the days of

building, but simply don't have enough time to finalize their build. In this situation it might

be said that the design of the challenge was the factor that didn't allow them to finish. In

such instances the engineers will again step in and complete the fabrication of the teams

concepts. In actual practice, even when the teams have not been working to their full ability

throughout the build period the engineers will tend to complete unfinished design for the

sake of having a better episode for the viewers.

A lesson in the IKEA example might be that the engineering and production teams

should consider carefully the order in which challenges appear in the season. It might be

unwise to schedule challenges that deal with demanding, and/or corporate, clients so early in

the season. The need for high levels of finish and detail work would also ideally be moved

to later in the schedule so that the cast members have time to develop their skills. In this

instance scheduling conflicts caused the IKEA challenge to be moved from a spot later in

the season, which is where the teams had originally wanted it to be. Looking back, though, it

might have been wise to work harder to keep it from becoming the first challenge of the

season.

7.4.1 Guidelines for Touchups and Rebuilds

Whatever the motivation might be for performing a rebuild task, there are several

guidelines that apply. The first guideline is to keep the changes as minor as possible while

still achieving the goal of the change. Whether attempting to fix safety, appearance or

functionality the scope of the change should be minimized. Often, once and engineer has

begun changing a design they start to see more and more things that they would change if it

was their project. To a large extent that is the nature of an engineer (and people in general

for that matter). Engineers working on rebuilding the team projects should be aware of this

innate tendency and consciously work to avoid it.
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Another guideline that fits quite well with the first one is to ensure that the changes

made to a project fit within the design intent that the cast members had when they designed

the project. Just as it is difficult for an engineer to only change small portions of a project, it

is also difficult for them to ignore the urge to change a design toward what they might think

is a better solution. If such an urge arises, it is important to remember that the rebuild

serves primarily to correct safety issues and finalize portions of the design that the team

didn't have time to finish themselves. It should not be viewed as a chance for the engineers

to tweak the solutions toward something that they find to be a better solution.

The need to adhere to design intent is the reason why it is so critical for the on-set

engineer to monitor the teams during the design process. Such monitoring will allow the on-

set engineer to pick up tacit cues and passing comments made by the team members that

indicate the details of their design intent. The observations can then be passed along to the

rest of the engineering team who are helping out with the rebuild activities. Without that

gleaned knowledge it is easy for the rebuild activities to take a slightly different course than

intended by the cast.

Another critical guideline for any touchup or rebuild is that the changes have to be as

fair as possible. This is a very difficult criterion to adhere to, and requires some amount of

future-prediction by the engineers. Experience has shown that in the past the engineers are

often quite poor at predicting which solution a client will find more appealing. In any event,

whatever it means to be fair, at least an attempt to maintain equity in the changes made to

each teams design should be in the mind of the engineer at all times. This equality means

that if one teams' design is superior to the others' that disparity should still be present after

the modifications are made. Similarly, if one team has achieved a higher level of completion

and finish details than the other that should continue to be evident after any rebuilds. The

IKEA example mentioned above was a challenge where it was quite difficult to adhere to

this guideline. It could probably be argued that the changes made were not quite fair to both

teams. In the IKEA instance there was also the conflicting need for all of the projects to

live up to the IKEA expectations though. In the end it really comes down to the judgment

of the engineers performing the work.

The key thing to keep in mind with any discussion of performing a rebuild is that,

whenever possible, the engineering team should do nothing. This is meant to be a reality

show, so it is ideal for no one but the cast members to perform any task on the projects. In
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actual reality, though, this is almost never the case, so the engineers should instead follow

the guidelines above and try to be as minimal and equitable with their changes as possible.

Questions of ethics abound in all of this talk regarding rebuilds. At the core, Design

Squad is a reality TV show, and, as stated before, having the engineers work on the team's

projects is not a part of reality that is conveyed to the audience. Does this mean that having

the engineers do this work constitutes false advertising? Can rework be looked at simply as a

byproduct of a tight production schedule that cannot be avoided? It might be the case that

viewers become disheartened if they attempt to do similar projects as the cast members and

see that the task takes significantly longer than it appeared to on TV. On the other hand, if,

for example, a brief sound-byte states that some additional work was done behind the

scenes, viewers might then get the impression that kids can't do this type of work without

the help of adults. If so, one of the key aims of the show is completely undermined.

During the filming of the first two seasons, it seems that the conclusion of the

engineering staff and the production staff was that the benefits of doing some behind-the-

scenes rework outweighed any potential cost to the 'reality' of the show. Additionally, it was

felt that there were not any overarching ethical concerns with performing such activities.

However, most of these conclusions were drawn tacitly and individually - there was no

extensive discussion of ethical concerns and an analysis of tradeoffs for doing reworks

versus having a higher number of 'failed' projects. These statements are based on the

author's observations of the actions of fellow engineering and production personnel, not on

actual statements from those persons. The ethics of rebuilds might be an area that warrants

further discussion in the future. At the very least, the fact that there are concerns regarding

the area of reworks should influence the thinking of the engineering team as they are

brainstorming future challenges. The key takeaway here is that a challenge that the cast

members complete successfully negates any need to even worry about these ethical issues.

7.5 Finale Site Preparation

The final task for the engineering team that will be included in this Mid-Production

Activities section is the preparation of sites for the finale and/or on-site build. The scope of

this preparation is dependant solely on the challenge in question. Many challenges require

essentially no preparation work form the engineering team, while many others require

extensive planning and effort.
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Planning for any on-site activities should begin with the site scouting that is part of the

initial challenge preparation work. At that point it should be decided whether or not there

will be any portion of the build performed on site and it should also be decided what the

nature of the activities will be during the finale. Initial notes and estimates regarding

placement of things such as hay bales should also be performed during the initial scout.

After the initial scouting has been performed and the general activities of the finale (or

build) have been decided upon, it is typically the task of the back-room engineers to work

out the details of the setup. When it comes time for that actual setup, though, the entire

team will help. Typically the tasks that need to be performed include creating lists that

contain all of the tools and materials that will need to be transported to the finale site,

outlining locations for any courses, fences or hay bales, and fabrication of any special items

that are needed for the finale.

Once those lists have been made the engineers must coordinate with the production

staff to work out the scheduling details. It is often necessary to reserve special transport

vehicles, such as U-Haul trucks, for transporting the equipment. Additionally, it is often

necessary to order things such as hay bales ahead of time. As in the builds, timing is almost

always short for setting up the finale sites. Thus it is critical that the schedules be worked

out ahead of time to ensure that all of the necessary tasks can be completed within the

allotted time.

The kayak challenge, aka Titanic, from season 2 provides an illustration of a typical low-

setup finale. The Titanic finale was held at the Charles River Canoe and Kayak dock along

the Charles River. During the finale the teams were to take their kayaks and race them

through a slalom course of buoys. There was not a pre-existing slalom course in the Charles

so it was necessary to make and setup buoys for the race. Other than the buoys, though,
there was almost no site setup required. In order to ensure that the slalom course would be

as desired, the team first built and tested buoys at other sites. Figure 54 shows the author

testing the buoyancy of a prototype buoy after sand had been added to the bottom of it.

After the buoys were made, the team went with the director to the finale site and two of the

buoys were put into place using rope and cinder block anchors. Luckily, the prototypes were

deemed suitable by the director and the depth of the river could be taken off the anchors

used in the test setup. Thus when it came time to set up the course on the morning of the
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finale all of the anchors, tethering ropes, and buoys were all prepared and ready to be

dropped into the water.

Figure 54: Buoy Testing for Titanic

An example of a more extensive finale preparation comes from the finale episode of

season 2. As described in more detail in Section 9.12, the finale episode, "Caddyshack",

involved the teams building off-road go karts and racing them through an all terrain rally-

style course. Thus it was necessary to find and setup such a course. A large amount of the

work, in this case, went into site scouting just to find a suitable location for the race.

Eventually the team found a private residence in New Hampshire that would fit the needs of

the show, and at that point the challenge became setting up the actual course.

The initial scouting trip provided the team with a layout of the course, but it was

covered with many fallen trees. A site was also determined along the course that could be

turned into a mud pit with water pumped from a nearby pond. With the general layout of a

course, and a rough idea of the tasks necessary to ready the course for the finale the scouting

team reported back to the full engineering team. With the whole team, production and

engineering, weighing in on the matter it was decided that this challenge would require two

full days of site preparation. The first would be prior to the start of the build and the second
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would be between the first three build days (this was an extended episode) and the two-day

finale.

Figure 55: The Test Car

Prior to the first setup day all of the large trees had been cleared from the path by Larry

Colby, the owner of the land. This saved the team considerable time on the site preparation,
and probably made the entire process feasible. With the major brush cleared the team did

several walk-throughs of the course clearing smaller trees and branches, and noting locations

that would need safety hay-bales and road signs. Once the clearing was completed the mud

pit was filled with water and initial testing began. The desired scheme for the finale was that

the cast members would race around the course being trailed by a camera crew in an off-

road Gator. In order to test feasibility it was necessary to actually run the course with a test

go kart and Gator. Figure 55 shows the test kart and its trail of dust. The test runs also

allowed for further verification of the hay bale locations marked during the walk-throughs.

The final task of the initial setup day was to take video and pictures of key locations on the

course. Those served to provide material for the roll-in and the challenge poster,
respectively.
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Figure 56: Hauling Hay onto the Course

On the final setup day, in between the build days and the finale, the rest of the setup

was completed. The crew tent to house the camera and sound staging area was set up and

outfitted. The tents for the teams to touch-up their designs were setup and stocked with

tools. The final setup was also completed along the course. The hay was placed in the

proper areas and the signs and stationary ("lockdown") cameras were placed. Figure 56

shows the tractor used to haul hay out onto the racecourse. Once the course was completely

set up a full "dress-rehearsal" practice race was completed with the test kart. This gave the

camera crews a chance to practice filming from the trail cars and allowed the technicians to

test the on-kart camera setups. The complexity of the test runs was high, but it ensured that

the finale race would go off without a hitch.

This is an example shows the most involved site setup scenario that Design Squad has

encountered yet. The engineering staff should be prepared for anything like this, or even

more involved, though. As the show matures and episodes get more exciting, technical and

complex the preparation efforts of the engineers will have to follow suit.
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8 Post-Production Support
In addition to the tasks described thus far in this thesis, there are a large number of

activities that require engineering input after the filming is over. These activities include

identifying engineering criteria to be illustrated with animations, creating story boards for

those animations, reviewing rough cuts of the episodes and other such tasks. This is a

substantial amount of work, and is critical to the success of the show, just as the tasks

described herein are. The author has not been a part of the post-production activities,

though, so is not in a position to knowledgeably comment on those activities. David

Wallace (drwallac@mit.edu) would be the person to contact regarding any questions related

to post-production engineering support of Design Squad.

Aside from post-production work on the show itself there are engineering tasks that are

associated with the website and outreach aspects of the show. The website contains

additional information and activities for viewers, and the outreach program trains engineers

so that they can organize activity sessions for kids - as well as outlining some projects to

have kids work on at those sessions. Dan Frey (frey@mit.edu) has consulted with David

Peth on engineering questions for the website and with Thea Sahr on aspects of the outreach

program. David and Thea are both WGBH employees. The website and outreach efforts

are instrumental in achieving the goals of the entire Design Squad program, as listed in

Chapter 1, despite their lack of discussion in this thesis. These areas would be a fruitful

place for future research, or at for least process documentation as is being done here for the

primary production efforts.

9 Season 2 Synopsis
This chapter gives an extremely brief overview of the challenges that made up season 2.

It is meant to show example of types of challenges that have been done in the past, and give

some comments on how they turned out. There are also material lists provided for each of

the challenges to give the reader a reference point for future sourcing of materials.

A large portion of the text from this section is taken from the Design Squad Season 2

wiki and is not necessarily the work of the author. Due to the nature of the wiki it is difficult

to pinpoint which portions of the text were written by certain individuals. Thus no specific

citations will be given, but the reader can assume that all members of the engineering team,
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as well as some members of the production support team had a hand in writing the content

to follow. The pictures in this section were also taken by a variety of individuals. However,

the vast majority were taken by Helen Tsai.

9.1 Cardboard Furniture - "Meatball"

9.1.1 Concise Statement

For this challenge, the teams were asked to design furniture to go into themed IKEA

display room. Each team has a roughly 180 square foot bedroom. The teams were to design

two pieces, one major and one minor. They could either substitute an existing piece or add

to the rooms. One room is a pink themed girls room and the other is a blue themed boys

room. The teams played musical chairs to decide the room assignment.

IKEA's design criteria for us are:

1. must be flat packing.

2. must be made from a recycled or renewable material (cardboard or corrugated

plastic).

3. must improve the quality of life for a customer in some way (for example, a chair

with a storage compartment).

4. comfortable, modem styling, innovative, and function.

5. must have some storage function.

6. each design must have and IKEA-like product name.

For the finale, the furniture goes into the rooms at IKEA, dressed w/IKEA

accessories chosen by the teams. IKEA people can comment, but there is a voting box so

that customers in the store can vote on the winner. Kids should be around working the

crowd to get customer comments - biker build-off style.
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9.1.2 Prototyping Efforts

There were minimal prototyping efforts for this challenge. A simple cardboard stool

was fabricated to assess ease of build and structural stability of the potential solutions.

Pictures of the stool can be seen in Figure 57.

In addition to the prototype, some testing was completed on fastening techniques.

These included a variety of plastic rivets to join corrugated plastic together. In the end only

cardboard was used for the build, though, so this did not end up being important

information.

9.1.3 Materials List

Materials for team areas - 2 sets are needed:

* Olpha knives

* Self-healing cutting mats

* Double sided masking tape

- 6 rolls of 2" [www.mcmaster.com] (McMaster Product Number 76405A15)

- 4 rolls of 1" [www.mcmaster.com] (McMaster Product Number 76405A13)

* Industrial hot glue gun

* Glue Gun: $282.75 ea. - McMaster (PN 7464A67)

* Glues - Cardboard: $18.79 /lb - (McMaster PN 7333A851)

* 4-foot stainless steel straight edge. They are heavy, nearly 3/32" thick
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* 4-foot square

* Large rubber mallets (for striking straight edges to make bends)

* 3M 77 high tack spray glue

* LOGAN 201 OVAL AND CIRCLE MAT CUTTER (This cutter cuts does both

circles and ovals.) $59.99 [[http://www.jerrysartarama.com/art-

supply/catalogs/0036735000000/?utm source=nextag&utm_medium= cpc&GCID

=C12646x008]]

Materials for the common area, so only one set is needed

* 100 sheets of corrugated cardboard (4x 8 sheets, Victory Packaging, 508-478-2349, in

Milford MA)

* 1 rolls of bending cardboard (250 feet long per roll x 4 feet wide)

* Cardboard Tubes

- Mailing Tubes http://www.nyli.com/secure/mailingtubes/regiona.html

* Need: 1 Carton of 2.5"x25", 1 Carton 4"x37", 1 Carton 6"x37", 2 of 12"x52"

- QUIKRETE sauna tubes (the big cardboard tubes that you pour concrete

into, come in 12", 8" and 6" Diameters - much cheaper, but might not be as

strong as the mailing tubes) - Could get from Home Depot

* 4 foot shear (going into the main area)

* 4 foot press brake or a finger brake (going into the main area)

* Hot wire cutter for working with foam

* Strip heater for bending plastic (should get a 4-foot long strip heater. Looks like this

[[http://www.delviesplastics.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?Screen=CTGY&Store

Code=DP&Category_Code=Strip_heaters]] but should source locally and get

correct length)

* An assortment of wooden dowels, from 1/4" though 1", several four-foot lengths of

each diameter.

* A leather punch set, minimally 1/4" though 1" in 1/8 increments

* Industrial plastic welder

* Welder: $263.48 [[2]]

o Tips (1 ea)

0 $84.82 [[3]]
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* $28.31 [[4]]

o Stock (5 lbs): $12.71 x 5 [[5]]

Plastic Rivets - All from McMaster.com

* Blind Rivets

- Install Tool: $44.67 ea. - (McMaster PN 97540A210)

- Rivet: $5.37 per 20 - (McMaster PN 90219A340)

* Snap Rivets

- Short: $12.72 per 100 - (McMaster PN 90243A720)

- Medium: $12.86 per 100 - (McMaster PN 90243A740)

- Long: $13.27 per 100 - (McMaster PN 90243A760)

* Keyhole Rivets

- Short: $5.62 per 100 - (McMaster PN 91010A120)

- Long: $5.62 per 100 - (McMaster PN 91010A160)

* Some colored, large sheets of bristol-like paper stock. Assortment of colors chosen

so that they can be themed with rooms

* Paints that fit the theme of the room and appropriate brushes. Need to do some

research about what to use to paint cardboard without making it warp. Can use the

aerosol but might also want to apply paint with rollers.

* Shellac (get from Charrette)

" Shellac Thinner (get from Charrette)

* A few sheets of cardboard honeycomb board, say one sheet 1/2" thick and one sheet

1" thick. Can get more during the challenge if the want it. Available at Charrette

* For this challenge we will need large floor mats (4'x8' or larger) to provide the teams

with a clean work area to cut and bend large pieces of cardboard without getting it

overly dirty and bent.

* Rolls of wax paper (How large do these need to be?)

* Roll of flooring/roofing felt underlay. From Home Depot - should be in a big roll

and a pinkish color

* Full 1" wide, self-adhesive vinyl "birch" veneer from woodcraft

* one gallon can of water-based contact cement

* short nap paint rollers and trays to spread the contact cement
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9.1.4 Cast Member Solutions

Figure 58 and Figure 59 show the cast member solutions to this challenge.

Figure 58: Green Team Lighthouse and Shelves
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Figure 59: Purple Team Shoe Chair and Spiral Table
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9.1.5 Comments

The Meatball challenge was, overall, a good one. The use of materials in a non-

traditional manner played out very nicely. The difficulty with this challenge, particularly as

the first of the season, was the need for fine detail work. In order to get a product with

enough quality to display at Ikea an attention to detail was required that was beyond the

current abilities of the cast members.

Because of this need for fine detailing there was a very significant amount of rework

that needed to be done by the engineers prior to the finale. In the case of the Green Team

this rework was essentially a complete rebuild. Such a significant rebuild required filming

some 'fill-in' footage, which was not a good thing. The lesson learned here is that it might

be best to start the season out with a build that doesn't require quite so much finesse.

9.2 PVC Kayak - "Titanic"

9.2.1 Concise Statement

The teams will be shown the client's traditional Kayak and be asked to make a

traditional-style Kayak, but instead of being designed for the ocean, they should be designed

for slalom, and instead of using traditional materials it should be made from inexpensive,

common materials. Those materials are to be PVC piping and planking, and shrink-wrap

sheeting.

This challenge is intended to have a cultural component, use somewhat traditional

building techniques, but also have a bit of a modem materials twist. The scope is limited to

the Kayak. Paddles will be provided to the teams. The kids will be taught a few techniques in

advance, as discussed on the materials and preparation page, in the special cast instruction

section.

As a second challenge, it is a significant build. We should plan for the teams needing

2.5 build days. This means that they would likely have the final half-day of build at the finale

location.

The kids will have the traditional Kayak as a reference and hopefully be able to do

the research to realize that the Kayak should be about 7 feet long, 20-30" wide, 12 1/2"

deep.
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Each team will be given a kit of materials, PVC tubing, strips of PVC, zip tie lashing,
artificial sinew lashing, boat shrink wrap, bicycle rim for cockpit.

The client will test for stability, tracking (whether it swerves by itself), and traditional

design and build techniques. He would like to test the kayaks on a slalom course on flat

water, or is willing to take kayaks down some MINOR rapids, no big water. Kayaks will be

judged on performance and craftsmanship, not speed.

9.2.2 Prototyping Efforts

The viability of the PVC kayak concept was not intuitively certain to the engineering

team. Therefore the prototyping for this episode was a complete build of a kayak. The

kayak prototype build proved to be successful and provided good insight into fabrication

techniques that could then be passed along to the cast members.

Figure 60: Prototyping the PVC Kayak
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9.2.3 Materials List

* 3/4" diameter x 10' PVC pipe gunwales, keel, and deck beams. Available at Home

Depot.

* 1" diameter x 10' PVC pipe gunwales, keel, and deck beams. Available at Home

Depot.

* Hole saw set, Bosch quick release "power change". $90. Buy the master set.

[[http://www.boschtools.com/accessories/accessories-

detail.htm?H=176227&G=54763]]. Will be used with bird mouth jig.

* 2 12' 1" x 6" 1/2 PVC to cut into ribs. Available at Home Depot.

* 500 7.5" black zip ties and zip tie pulling/trimming tool - Zip Ties: Part # 7130K59

@ McMaster - Install Tool: Part # 5401T11 @ McMaster

* PVC pipe cutting tool. Available at Home Depot.

* 30 degree and 45 degree PVC elbows, 8 of each in 3/4" and 1" diameter.

* 2 pair of high quality scissors.

* PVC cement and primer.

* Japanese pull saw [[http://item.express.ebay.com/Industrial-SuppliesProfessional-

Tools_Saws_GENERAL-CARPENTRY-12-SAW-by-

SharkSaw_WOQQitemZ4439711331QQihZ016QQptdnZSawsQQddnZIndustrialQ

20SuppliesQQadnZProfessionalQ20ToolsQQptdiZ1227QQddiZ1462QQadiZ1461

QQcmdZExpressItem]]

* 3 Bicycle rim for cockpit coaming. -26" wide rims that fit into the tubing? Used and

rusty are good!

* Heat Shrink Supplies from Allstar Supply

[[http://www.goestores.com/tabular.aspx?Merchant=allstarsupplyinc&DeptlD= 186

063]]

- 20' x 100' x 10 mil White Boat Shrink, multifolded roll, 2000 square feet:

$186.99 (MS-2010100W)

- White shrink wrap tape for seaming 2": $9.63 (MS-702W)

- Boat shrink wrap - Instructional DVD: $19.99 (MS-Inst)

- Propane Shrink Gun: $326.99 (MS-789)

* propane cylinders

* Benzomatic torch. Available at Home Depot.
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* PVC Welding Stock for the plastic welder: $6.67 per pound (should get 2 lbs)

[[http://www.usplastic.com/catalog/variant.asp?catalog%/5Fname=usplastic&catego

ry%5Fname=70&product%5Fid= 11514&variant%5Fid= 45081 &cookie% 5Ftest= 1]]

* Large hot-wire foam cutter.

* 1 full size buoyancy billet. Roughly 8-10" x 2' x 8' Need to check with Marine stores

for availability.

* 6 rolls of medium weight artificial sinew [[http://www.primitiveoriginals.com/]]

* 1/8" Welding Rods - probably 15-20

9.2.4 Cast Member Solutions

The cast members were basically mimicking a design, rather than coming up with

something on their own. Thus both teams created a boat remarkably like the prototype built

by the engineers. Stability was a concern with both teams' boats.

Figure 61: Green and Purple Team Kayaks

9.2.5 Comments

The Titanic episode was a great success. There was a lot of fabrication that had to

happen, so time was the biggest concern for this challenge. There also turned out to be a

learning curve for the cast members when it came to the shrink wrapping process. Both

boats ended up with large bum-holes in the main body area the day before the finale. The

engineers thus had to re-skin and shrink the bottoms of the boats. When it came time to put

the decking shrink-wrap on, though, the cast members did okay.
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9.3 Food Project - "Crapper"

9.3.1 Concise Statement

The challenge will be to design a device to lift and dump food waste into the new

composter that was developed for the Dudley Street location of the Food Project. The

composter is shown, on the site, in Figure 62. The hostile environment calls for crude and

simple; no high-tech stuff to steal, no batteries, all weatherproof, no need for instructions or

maintenance. This is intended to be a logistically simple challenge that can highlight local

community service opportunities.

Composter for The Food Poc The Food Project, an urban farm in Dorchenter
Massachuses, was in need of a new composter that prevented rat infisations and
was easier to use.

thifing a uniqwe men of
=afo wr parouýa tv

aer, this compoter doas not
requre unis t pruuc ny

qesuise coin to pmradneehgh

qualiy compe n 1-2 months

To dkina mOl ado&
dhe bonom ofde onemposer
a a emn ratw ha a
findm cmpos ofdw bomom
of the pik

The Coupott an be easily
direced by a rake Into a
whebarrow via a pywood
chaneL.

Figure 62: The Composter Designed in MIT's 2.00B
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The criteria for the device are:

* lift and dump 30 gallon garbage pails of waste into the composter (need to check size

and bin type)

* distribute the waste evenly around the composter

* is human powered

* is safe to use, and safe to leave unprotected in an open, non-secured urban area.

* requires no instructions to use correctly

9.3.2 Prototyping Efforts

The only prototyping efforts for this challenge were sketching out solutions that the

engineering team thought were viable. Those sketches are included below in Figure 63.

Figure 63: Crapper Concept Sketches

In addition to the prototyping, though, the engineering team had to perform other

preparation tasks for this challenge. A mockup of a portion of the composter was created

for each team so that they would have something to mount their devices to during building
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and testing. Also, a pegboard for linkage testing was created for each team. The composter

mockups can be seen in Figure 64.

Figure 64: Composter Mockups

9.3.3 Materials List

Steel square tubing: 1.5", thick wall: 1-1/2 x 0.120 from Turner Steel
Steel round tubing, .75", 1", 1.25" thin wall - should have a lot in the shop for both
this and road-rash.
Steel rod stock, 3/4" diameter
Steel rod stock, 1/2" diameter
3/4" thread-cutting die
1/2" thread-cutting die
Steel threaded rod stock, we should have an assortment in stock
1/4 thick steel plate
1/2 inch and 3/4 inch diameter bolts, washers, lock washers and nuts - 2", 3"
1/4 stainless steel cable, 100': 3458T91 (McMaster)
Oval cable compression sleeves, 4 packs (40 pieces): 3897T9 (McMaster)
Compression sleeve tool: 3377T18 (McMaster)
Wheels - For use as casters and pulleys.

- McMaster PN's 22835T41, 2315T62, 8369T63
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It might also be possible to use existing stock - there is a large bin of wheels
currently on set

* Bike chains
* Bike gears - make sure the gears match the chain pitch
* Scrap bikes (2 - can be pretty beat up)
* Flattened expanded metal to match the composter. Purchased from Turner.

- 3/32" thick, roughly 3"xl" opening size, flattened To fit the shear at Emily,
we should have turner cut the steel 3 feet wide by 4 feet (which will also give
us 1x4 pieces since the sheets are 4x8).

* 1/16 inch sheet steel. 1 4x8 sheet. To fit the shear at Emily, we should have turner
cut the steel 3 feet wide by 4 feet (which will also give us 1x4 pieces since the sheets
are 4x8).

* Green enamel paint to match the existing composter (At Home Depot. Forrest
Green Rustoleum)

* Painting supplies
* Concrete patio blocks
* Bags of quickcrete to make/pour counter weights.
* Linkage Mockup Station - 1 Per team, double quantities below

- 2 4'x8' sheets .25" thick pegboard
- 2 2"x4"x10', high-quality, not warped

* U-bolts (Square top U's) sized for the posts (1 - 1.5" square stock, heavy wall from
Turner)

- 2" square-end u-bolts, qty ??: 3060T71 (McMaster)
- 1.5" round-end u-bolts, qty ??: 8896T78 (McMaster)

* Supply of bin types that are being used by the Food Project for compost transport
* Compost material/ substitute - grass, straw, compost mixed together
* Bronze Bushing - 3/4" ID x 3" length: 6381K15 (McMaster)
* Cotter pins - 1/8" Diameter, 1.5" length: 98401A485 (McMaster)
* 2" Mahogany dowels from National Lumber [[http://www.national-lumber.com/]]

9.3.4 Cast Member Solutions

The cast member solutions for this challenge were each very unique. The green team

made a spring-assisted single-beam dumping mechanism. The green design was simple to

use and lighter than the purple teams' solution, however it was still very difficult to lift. The

purple team created a dumper with handles on either side. The purple device also

implemented a linkage mechanism to push the bucket upwards as the device was lifted. It is

questionable as to whether or not the linkage actually did anything. Figure 65 shows the two

devices.
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Figure 65: Green and Purple Team Solutions

9.3.5 Comments

This project proved to be very difficult for the cast members to sink their teeth into.

By the end of the first build day both teams only had vague concept directions. In order to

spur progress the rough concepts they had come up with were detailed out in sketches by

David Wallace. At the start of the second build day these detailed plans were then reviewed

with the teams, and the engineers gave help throughout the day. Even with the additional

help the teams didn't quite finish and a moderate amount of rework was required before the

finale. Both devices were marginal in regards to making the task of dumping compost into

the bin any easier.

9.4 Gravity Bicycle - "Road Rash"

9.4.1 Concise Statement

The challenge is for both teams to construct their own gravity bicycles. The bikes are

raced downhill and have no pedals or means for power other than gravity. Each team will

be given a number of non-chromoly BMX bike frames to modify. Bikes will be provided in

the shop.

This was intended as a season opener/first build. Very limited design and also rather

prescribed build... intended to be a constrained introductory project. The welding and

testing/off site excitement factor should add extra interest.
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* Day 1 will be a design and experiment day in the Emily street shop. Decision on who

the rider will be should be made in day 1 so gear can be obtained in time for day 3.

* Day 2 will be a setup day at the test site (shop and hay bales on race course). See the

GB Location page for info needed to estimate the number of hay bales.

* Day 3 will be a second day of building, this time on-location. Start the day by riding

normal bikes down the hill. Will want to have a fixed number of test runs during

development. 2 tests on the main course, plus and close-by, short "any time" testing

venue. See the GB Location page for the shop and tent locations.

* Day 4 (a full day, unlike our usual half day for finales) will be fine-tuning and a

predetermined number of practice runs, followed by a race between the two teams.

There is an individual practice run followed by a 'race simulation' practice run, and

then the race. No major changes to the bikes during testing. Client Tom will try both

bikes, and may not necessarily choose the winner of the race as the winner of the

challenge.

9.4.2 Prototyping Efforts

No prototyping was done for this episode. There was some research into bikes that

others had built, but that was the extent of the preparation. It was deemed that enough was

known about bike construction and assembly that a detailed materials list could be made,

and help could be given to the participants, without the building of any prototypes. Energy

was instead focused on preparing the site for a build and a race.

9.4.3 Materials List

For each team:

* 3 BMX bikes are provided for each team.
o Should be non-chromoly-based tubing for ease of fabrication.
o One should be kept un-alterted until testing on actual site, so they can do a

trial on an unmodified bike. Would like them to choose bikes.
o We need to preselect suitable bikes so they have ones that are workable (6

total). The teams will take turns picking the bikes, with some means of
deciding who goes first.

* Mig welders
* Bike Pump
* Spot welder
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* Sheet steel for kneeling boxes and seat fabrication (1/16" thick). Note: to fit the
shear, we should have turner cut the steel 3 feet wide by 4 feet (which will also give
us 1x4 pieces since the sheets are 4x8).

* 3/4" diameter rod stock to fabricate foot pegs.
* Thin wall steel tubing (1/2", 3/4", 1", 1.5", 2" diameters, at least 2 12' lengths of

each diameter. Order from Turner Steel
* Thin-walled square steel stock (same thickness as the thin wall tubing above)
* Foam rubber padding for seat
* Pipe insulation tubes for bars
* Brake components from

[[http://www.gaerlan.com/bikeparts/parts/brakes/brakes.html]]
o V-brake adapter kit (2 per team) - VMOUNTCNC---$47.95

* Second Source:
[[http://store.airbomb.com/Itemdesc.asp?ic=BR9121]]

o Brake pads (2 packs per team) - BRKSHOESALM------ $14.95 (salmon)
* Second Source:

[[http://rbikes.com/page.cfm?PagelD-=275&action=details&sku=B
R2148&affiliate=2]]

o Brake kits (1 per team) - BRKSETVDIA---$42.95 (set)
o Brake cables (4 per team) - BRKCABL---$1.45(normal)

* 4 Slick Tires (20" x 2.1")
[[http://www.bikemania.biz/Animal_ASM_Street_SlickTirep/animal_asmtire.ht
m]]

* 4 Wheels (Front, 14 mm 48 Holes)
[[http://www.jensonusa.com/store/product/WH407D00-
Eastern+Electron+20+Wheels.aspx]]

o Second choice: [[http://www.jensonusa.com/store/product/WH308A15-
Dimension+W+Alex+X2000+20+Bmx.aspx]]

* 10 Inner tubes - 20 x 1.74 - 2.125 Schrader valve
[[http://www.nashbar.com/profile.cfm?category=97&subcategory=1116&brand=&
sku= 20220&storetype=&estoreid=&pagename=Shop%20byo/o20Subcat%3A%20Tu
bes]]

* 4 Sheet metal pliers from Home Depot
* Sand for body ballast
* Steel dumbbell weights for bike ballast, perhaps 2.5 or 5 pounders might be easier to

work with and mount.
* Scales that can measure up to 140 kilograms for measuring bike and riders.
* Materials for making wheel coverings (rear) - use what's in shop
* PVC materials that allow them to do quick sketch models of bikes and test what

works well on day 1 - use what's in shop
* PVC pipe cutter (should have been purchased for Kayak)
* Plastic welder for joining the tubing
* Plywood and cardboard for use in the mockups. - use what's in shop
* U-bolts
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9.4.4 Cast Member Solutions

Figure 66: Green Team Bike

The teams took two very different paths on this build. The purple team chose to

modify and extend an existing bike frame - which is the primary method that 'professional'

gravity bikes are made. The green team chose to build their bike completely from scratch.

They scavenged some bent square tubes that were left over from making the composter

mockups and used those pieces to make a chopper-esque gravity bike.
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Figure 68: The Racers

9.4.5 Comments

Road Rash turned out to be an excellent episode. The cast members were all

enthusiastic and motivated throughout the build and little engineering rework was required,
which helped the continuity - and the reality - of the episode. The one difficult portion of

the episode was the extensive setup required for the onsite build and the racecourse. There

was also an exciting, but injury-free, crash during the final race, which should make for good
television.

9.5 Lisa Bufano - "Bufano"

9.5.1 Concise Statement

The task is to design swim leg and hand prostheses for Lisa Bufano for an

underwater performance (non scuba, more like synchronized swimming) podcast she will
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create. The focus is a propulsion device. We want to encourage a Sea Creature metaphor

to not encourage just strapping on regular diving fins. Costuming will be left to LB and co.

Client criteria:

* The prostheses first and foremost to boost her ability to swim

* The prostheses are themed to allow her to become a sea creature, real or fanciful.

* The prostheses are passive. The only source of motive power is the client.

Filming Schedule:

* Day 1 - at Emily St, Lisa not present but we will ask for her prosthetist or a

technician to be there.

* Day 2 - at Emily St, Lisa present with pool testing in an inflatable high-walled pool

for the alley. The ability to experiment with client will help a lot, so long as this does

not move both teams towards the same solution. Minimally, they should be able to

test buoyancy of devices.

* Day 3 - Finale - on location at a swimming pool w/viewing window, Lisa swims

with each teams devices and picks a winning design.

* Podcast - Lisa takes the winning fin home with her, and with open source music of

her choice and with moves from an underwater choreographer, shoots and edits (or

we edit) a new podcast for her site.

9.5.2 Prototyping Efforts

Prototyping activities were minimal for this challenge. The primary effort was some

concept sketches created by Woodie Flowers. An example of Woodie's sketches can be seen

in Figure 69. The engineering team felt that the primary effort should be on obtaining the

proper materials for the challenge, rather than extensive prototyping.
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Figure 69: Concept Sketch for Lisa Bufano

9.5.3 Materials List

* Pool Noodles [[http://www.9thtee.com/pooltoys.htm]]
- 1 set of 15 pool noodles (have a few but Order will arive 16th)
- 4 sets of three connectors

* 4 wood fans [[http://asianideas.com/sunhanfan.html]]
* 2 pet umbrellas

[[http://www.umbrellas.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD&Product
Code=2000s-petumbrella&Category_Code=AU&Product_Count=0]]

* 2 Asian Parasols (23 in) [[http://asianideas.com/noname53.html]]
* 2 Clear pink umbrellas

[[http://www.umbrellas.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD&Store_Co
de=U&Product_Code=24428a-clearpink&Category_Code=]]

* Plastics: http://www.jfreeman.com/acrylicpolycarbonate.html#acrylics Tap
Plastics carries TONS of plastic, they also have rubber stuff: :

- Sheets: http://www.tapplastics.com/shop/category.php?bid=24&
- Rods: http://www.tapplastics.com/shop/category.php?bid=14&

* Polycarbonate
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- 4 - 1/2" by 2" by 4 feet Clear Rectangular Bar (MC#: 1749K34)
- 4 - 1" Diameter by 3 ft Clear Rod(received 2) (MC#: 8571K16)
- 4 - .5" Diameter by 3 ft Clear Rod (MC#: 8571K14)
- 2 - Clear Polycarbonate .125" thickness 48"x72" Sheet (Freeman-cannot

order online but can over the phone) Their website is above....
* ABS Sheet

- 4 - 1/2" by 3' by 3' (white) (Tap Plastics)
* Vinyl Sheet

- Calendared Vinyl Sheeting .004" by 54" by 4 yards (Tap Plastics)
- Calendared Vinyl Sheeting .010" by 54" by 4 yards (Tap Plastics)
- Calendared Vinyl Sheeting .020" by 54" by 4 yards (Tap Plastics)

* Colourful, anstract patterned shower curtains. I think cheap and okay ones would be
Python, Newport, Cambridge Moire, but we should get more
[[http://www.bedbathstore.com/vinshowcur.html]] more at [[http://www.shower-
curtains.com/vinyl-shower-curtains.html]]

* Rubber Sheet and Film
- 4 - .006" thick by 42" by 3' (MC#: 8611K11)
- 4 - .01" thick by 42" by 3' (MC#: 8611K13)
- 4 - .014" thick by 42" by 3' (MC#: 8611K15)

* Surgical Tubing
- 25 feet - 1/4" OD by 3/64" wall Latex Semi-Clear Amber Tubing (MC:#

5234K962)
- 25 feet - 1/2" OD by 1/16" wall Latex Amber Tubing (MC:# 5234K35)
- 15 feet - 1" OD by 1/8" wall Latex Semi-Clear Amber Tubing (MC#:

5234K19)
* Pumps

- Bellow Pumps
- Check Valves

* Miscellaneous Goodies
* Fabric

- 4 pieces - Water-Repellant Cotton Fabric .013" Thick, 36" Wide by 3' long,
McMaster#: 2079T3, $1.05 per foot

- Elastic Fabric .055" Thick, 1" Wide, 36 ft/RI, Black McMaster#: 88225K68,
$8.00 per roll

- Cotton Fabric .026" Thick, 36" Width McMaster#: 8778K1 - qty 3 yards,
$1.06 per ft.

- 1/4" by 36" by 3' Extra Soft Neoprene foam rubber sheet MC#: 8570K13 -
17.75 per foot

- 1/4" by 36" by 3' Soft Neoprene foam rubber sheet MC# 8570K22 - 19.01
per foot

- 1/2" wide strip nylon fabric, 1 roll of 75ft. MC#: 87975K62 - qty 1 roll,
$8.95

* wood shutters that open and close (from the Deep)
* rip stop nylon (assortment of colorus, say 2m of each)

[[http://www.denverfabrics.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?Screen=CTGY&Categ
ory_Code=RIP&gclid= CI6kks3WnYOCFQIpFQodTWYA5w]]

* fiberglass rod stock (Tap Plastics, want 1/4" and 3/8" stock (two 6 ft section or four
3 ft section of each diameter))
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* 25 - 6' long by 3/4" diameter bamboo poles, $23.00
[[http://www.tikifocus.com/Bambool .html?gclid=COLT2Zr3nYOCFSgRGgodD2
Go6g]]

* material for ballast (can use foam for bouyancy)
- 316 Stainless Steel Ball 1/4" Diameter MC#: 96415K75, 2 packs of 100,

$14.64 per pack
- sand(plenty in alley)

* Alloy 6061 Aluminum Rectangular Bar 3/8" Thick, 2" Width, 3' Length MC#:
8975K593, qty 4, $20.17 each

* Aluminum Tubing 1-1/4" OD, 1.18" ID, .035" Wall Thickness, 3' length, qty 4,
$13.76 each

* some 1/2" ductile aluminum tubing that might be bent
* Fifty Foot Roll of 1 1/2" vinyl $25.00

[[http://www.chaircarepatio.com/products.aspx?req=Vinyl%/020-
Strapping0/o20Rolls]]

* bring the boat shrink wrap back out for use
* a few hot water bottles for badders? (Target?)
* a strip sealer

[[http://www.globalindustrial.com/gcs/product/categoryInfo.web?options.parentCa
tegoryKey= 147&index=28&catSearchParams.categoryKey= 1785&REQSUB_CAT
=Bag+Sealer&infoParam.campaignId=TNG&DCMP= KNC-
TNG&gclid= CKGcvfLNnYOCFQkaHgodzQuUlw]]

* Hinges (a variety from home depot? - Door hinges/ Piano hinges would be nice -
want not too heavy, but big enough to go on 2' x 4' plastic sheets)

* VELCRO (I think we have some, but it wouldn't hurt to get more - maybe ones that
are more like patches instead of the strips that we have.)

* fishing rods (from Target)
* 4 x Hand Braces (Target)
* 4 x Ping Pong Paddles (Target)
* 2-3 boxes of 3" (width) Elastic bands.... like stuff that wraps sprained ankles (Target)
* Glow Sticks: 50 pcs 22" Premium Quality Jumbo (6 mm) Necklace

[[http://glowrus.com/22 bulk_necklaces.html]]

9.5.4 Cast Member Solutions

The green team chose to outfit Lisa as a lionfish. They created two fins that would

strap to her arms and a mermaid-style fin that attached to both of her legs. Their prototypes

can be seen in Figure 70. The prosthesis functioned as basic flippers and a mono-fin,

respectively.
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Figure 70: Green Team Solution

The purple team had a less cohesive vision of which aquatic animal they were going

to turn Lisa into. They did come up with some interesting mobility prosthesis though. The

prostheses for Lisa's arms were modified umbrellas that would open and close as she moved

through the water. The prostheses for her legs were standard flipper-type fins. Both devices

can be seen in Figure 71 below.
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9.5.5 Comments

The largest issue with this challenge was the lack of proper testing facilities during the

build. A small pool was placed in the alley adjacent to the shop for the purpose of testing.

However, the pool was not large enough for Lisa to properly float, and she could therefore

not actually test any of the devices that the teams were working on. This might make for an

interesting impression once the episodes come out as a much larger pool was procured for

Daffy testing.

Other than issues with the testing of the prototypes, this episode went quite well. The

cast members were very involved with the challenge and interested in creating quality

prototypes for Lisa, which should make for an entertaining episode. There was quite a bit of

rework that was required of the engineers, though. Most of which was transparent to the

viewers.

9.6 Backyard Thrill Ride - "Half A Flag"

9.6.1 Concise Statement

Create an exciting activity for the backyard of the 13-year-old client. A high-tension

cable 20 feet high and 30 feet long will be provided. The apparatus designed by the teams

can use this cable as a zip-line or a rigid support.

Figure 72: Client Backyard
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9.6.2 Prototyping Efforts

Prototyping efforts for this challenge were minimal. The first step taken by the team

was to generate a list of possible solutions to a general 'back-yard-thrill-ride' concept. That

list was:

* zipline with a twist. provide a pair of ziplines for devices to run on. kids make the

device, kids are provided with a bunch of materials like bungee cords, harnesses,

pulleys, etc.

* basketball court with zipline and bungees -- power dunking.

* space 30' x 50', two ziplines 10' apart, can be anywhere from 10-30' high at each end.

Kids pick the height and are given harnesses, bungees, bballs, and small trampolines.

Challenge is to invent a new thrill-ride/game for small urban park

* water-hose driven super soakers that are remotely controlled and then have some

sort of capture the flag concept (Hasbro)

* provide a pair of trees with bungees in them

* bungee/blob combo - a safe, exciting version of the bouncing teeter-totter

* water ski toys

* make a carnival ride

* balcony bungee jumping (some imitation safety issues??)

* kid catapult

* obstacle course

* water ride
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Figure 73: Bungee Testing

Once the challenge had been narrowed down to dealing with something attached to

a high-tension cable, the prototyping task lay in attempting to make a near-zero-gravity

bungee setup that would allow the user to jump very high. This would be a similar device to

the door-frame jumpers that babies sit in. The test was marginally successful, and can be

seen in Figure 73.

9.6.3 Materials List

Zipline Setup

• Zipline Pulleys [[http://www.patrollersupply.com/equipment/item_790.asp]] - qty 4,
$69.95

• Steel Locking Caribiners -
[[http://www.patrollersupply.com/equipment/item_692.asp]] - qty 10, $9.00

• Turnbuckles - 12" Take-up, McMaster 2999T65 - qty 2, $76.92
• 1/4" Stainless Steel Wire Rope 7X19 Strand Core, McMaster 3458T82 - 150 ft
• 1/4" Single Saddle Stainless Steel Wire Rope Clips, McMaster 8913T14 - qty 15,

$20.43 (three for each end of cable)
• 1/4" Stainless Steel Wire Rope Thimbles McMaster 3495T52, qty 5, $4.48 (one for

each end of cable)
• Wire Rope Ratchet Puller aka Come-along, McMaster 3344T55, qty 1,49.25
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* Stainless Steel Bolt Hangers: Qty 8, $2.95
[[http://www.patrollersupply.com/equipment/item_1492.asp]] Could also be found
at REI/EMS or the like.

* 3/8" x 8" Stainless Steel Lag Screw: Qty 4, $10.38, McMaster PN 92351A662
* 3/8" x 1.5" Stainless Steel Bolt: 2 packs of 5, $15.09, McMaster PN 92245A657
* 3/8" Fender Washer, 1 Pack, $8.92, McMaster PN 90313A115
* All-Leather Heavy Side-Split Cowhide Glove, X-Large, MC:# 5379T14 - qty 2, 8.98
* Wire Eyebolt with Nut Black Oxide, 3/4"-10, 11-15/16" Shank, 3" L Thread MC#:

9489T152 - qty 2, $18.74 each
* Deep-Hole Wood-Boring Drill Bit 7/8" Bit Size, 17" Overall Length, 12" Drill

Depth MC#: 2818A16 - qty 1, $24.75 Each
* Zinc-Plated Steel Wood Screw Thread Wire Eyebolt 3/8" Wire Dia, 3" Shank

Length, 3/4" Eye ID, MC#: 9589T3, qty 1 pack, $11.71 per Pack
* 1/4" Stainless Steel Wire Rope 7X19 Strand Core, McMaster 3458T82 - 100 ft
* 1/4" Stainless Steel Wire Rope Thimbles McMaster 3495T52, qty 6, $4.48
* Copper Oval Compression Sleeve for 1/4" Rope Diameter, 1-1/8" Sleeve Length,

MC#: 3897T9, qty 1 pack, $12.13

Build Materials

* Bungee Material - McMaster PN 8858t5, 100 feet
* Arbor mounted spring spool - [[https://sdp-si.com/eStore/]] PN: A 3Z53-ML2801

qty 2, $162.44
* Mini-Trampolines like those used in half-time dunk shows - qty 4 (we can't find the

supper bouncey ones but regular ones are on toysrus.com)
* Large bearings - 3/4" ID - McMaster 5908K19, qty 4, $32.74
* Material for lining slides - roll of UHMW (found on Mcmaster)
* Exercise Balls (Lg - 3-5ft?)- qty 4
* Some more 2x4's (fir) Got 10 8' fir 2x4s at the Deep)
* Camo nylon rope from the Deep - 2 more packages
* Advanced Base Camp ABC Swivel with bearings, product number: LM-434559 - qty

8, $49.95 [[http://www.patrollersupply.com/equipment/item_1582.asp]]
* 2" wide by 50 yards webbing, blue, 2 lengths (100 yards total)

[[http://www.patrollersupply.com/equipment/item_231.asp]]
* 2" wide by 50 yards webbing, red, 2 lengths (100 yards total)

[[http://www.patrollersupply.com/equipment/item_231.asp]]
* hammock chairs, qty 2, $49.99 each [[http://www.hammocks.com/hammock-

chairs/rope-&-woven-chairs/hammock-chairs/rope-&-woven-
chairs /grandcaribbeanhammockchair.cfm]]

Safety Equipment

* Gloves
* Helmets, qty 2
* Body harness: [[http://www.patrollersupply.com/equipment/item_376.asp]] - qty 2

medium, 1 small, $117.25
* Heavy Duty Spike Plain Steel, 3/8" Size, 8" Length, Approx 20 EA/Pk, MC#:

97033A310, qty 2 packs, $9.23 per Pack
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9.6.4 Cast Member Solutions

The green team, in this case the all-boys team, came up with a zip-line, bungee, and

trampoline combination device. The user was strapped into a full-body harness and attached

to an array of bungee cords, which were in turn attached to the zip-line carriage 20 feet

above. This allowed the user to have a reduced effective weight. They then created angled

trampolines to bounce back and forth between. This device, or combination of devices, can

be seen in Figure 74.

Figure 74: Green Team Solution

The purple, all-girls, team came up with a swiveling and pivoting zip-line trapeze.

The device was a modified full-body harness that attached to the zip-line carriage in such a

way that the user could do flips and also rotate. They also constructed a large platform that

would serve as a launch pad to get speed up.
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Figure 75: Purple Team Solution

9.6.5 Comments

This build required somewhat extensive setup by the engineering team as a zipline,

with safety backup, was required both at the finale site and in the Emily street shop for

testing. Aside from that, the episode was quite successful. Both teams finished their designs

and required minimal rework by the engineers. The primary rework that was done was

simply to ensure the safety of the users.

An interesting lesson might be learned from the judging in the finale. The client

appeared to be having a much better time on the purple team's device. However, he played

on it a bit too much and ended up getting motion sickness. When it came time to decide the

winner, the sickness must have overcome his thinking because he chose the green team's

device, even though it was obvious that he hadn't liked it as much during the initial testing.

9.7 Big Bugs Outdoor Sculpture - "Roach"

9.7.1 Concise Statement

The cast members were asked to create their own version of a Big Bugs sculpture

using natural materials such as logs at branches. The client was the artist who created the

Big Bugs sculptures, Dave Rogers. One of his works can be seen in Figure 76.
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Figure 76: Dave Rogers' Ant Sculpture9

9.7.2 Prototyping Efforts

No prototyping was done for this challenge.

9.7.3 Materials List

* Dry build materials such as logs, brush and straw
* Green build materials of the same type
* 4 Draw Knives from Lee Valley tools
* 2 Chain Saw 16" Huskavarna from Lowes
* gas container
* gas
* chain oil
* 2-cycle oil to mix with the gas.
* 4 Nice Hatchets
* Lashing Material (6 rolls of medium weight artificial sinew

[[http://www.primitiveoriginals.com/]]
* 2 500 Foot rolls of twine (hemp)
* 8 2"x6" 10 ft to make log saw horses.
* 2 pair Chainsaw Safety Chaps, should be able to buy locally
* 2 face visors, should be able to buy locally

[[http://www.leevalley.com/wood/page.aspx?c2&p=56669&cat= 1,42207,]]
* steel toe workboots for all cast members.
* 2 japanese pruning saws. Should be able to buy locally.
* 2 bow saws, should be able to buy locally

9 From Dave's website: http://www.big-bugs.com/
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* 2 pruning shears, should be able to buy locally
[[http://www.leevalley.com/garden/page.aspx?c=2&p =45669&cat=2,42706,45668,]

* 2 pruning loppers, should be able to buy locally
[[http://www.leevalley.com/garden/page.aspx?c=2&p= 40918&cat=2,42706,40720,]

* 2 spade bit sets
* several (6) - 36 grit sanding disks for the cordless grinders
* 2 self feed drill bits

[[http://www.homedepot.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/ProductDisplay?storeld
=10051&langId=-
1&catalogId= 10053&productld= 100053616&N= 10000003+90401&marketID=401
&locStoreNum=8125,]]

* 2 forstner bit sets (bring from the shop)
* 2 chisel sets (bring from shop)
* 2 rubber mallets and hammers (from shop)
* cordless drills and battery charger
* cordless reciprocating saws and wood cutting blades
* cordless grinders
* straight edges, Olfa knives, measuring tapes, drawing materials.
* digging bar and shovels
* the plastic tables that were purchased for the gravity bike challenge

9.7.4 Cast Member Solutions

Figure 77: Cast Member Sculptures

The purple team created a giant walking stick for their sculpture. The body was a

large tree and the legs were smaller tree trunks. The green team created a luna moth using a

log for the main body and a tree-branch mesh for the wings.
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9.7.5 Comments

This challenge was significantly different than most of the other season 2 challenges,

and put different requirements on the cast. Both teams had difficulty in picking a concept

direction to follow, which slowed the build process. Additionally, this challenge, much like

Meatball, required a keen attention to detail, which is often lacking during a typical build.

Both teams did finish their designs, but only barely.

All in all this was not a bad episode, but it also wasn't a great one.

9.8 Super Duck Tour - "Daffy"

9.8.1 Concise Statement

Create a remotely controlled/actuated device to accentuate the Super Duck Tour.

Shock and/or humor is likely a key. The client is keen on a shark fin or jaws-style shark

mouth, but is open to other ideas.

Criteria and other notes from client:

* Remote control from either shore or the duck

* Deployed in 200' wide x >30' deep channel

* Not permanently installed

* Not deployed from duck itself - i.e. not a 'dragging' item

* SDT still likes the shark fin idea

9.8.2 Prototyping Efforts

Several tasks were completed as part of the prototyping effort for this challenge.

The first was to list and sketch some possible solution configurations. A sketch of one idea

can be seen in Figure 78 and the list of possible solutions is as follows:

* Remote control whale in the Charles with underwater spout. Big bag of air under

the water.

* Monster that comes up from the bottom

* Some sort of spoon-like device that has swimming dynamics that is towed behind

boat and can be reeled in and stowed

* Add additional remote control for jumping, 'U' control steering
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* Remote control device that docks onto the boat (shark fin?)

* Tipping sail boats

* Underwater gas releases at Bermuda triangle

* Whale

* Seagull

* Duck

* Whitney Bulger floats up

* Flying fish

two winches & an
air supply-maybe

buoyant whale back programmable?
with sPout

Figure 78: Daffy Solution Sketch

Waterproofing of the servos was another area where testing had to be done. The

engineers obtained the servos and sealed them with grease and RTV. The tests appeared to

show that the servos were in fact waterproof after the treatment, but that turned out to not

be the case, which caused some headaches during the filming of the episode.

In addition, the engineers had to modify the DPVs that were being provided to the

teams so that they would work with the RC equipment, and run off of a higher voltage. This

modification included removing the DPV control circuitry and replacing it with an IFI

Robotics speed controller. Then a control wire was snaked out of the DPV and the whole

device had to be resealed. Again, this was tested and seemed to work well, but began to

cause problems under actual use.
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9.8.3 Materials List

* 8 PWM Cables for the 883 speed controller (36" long) from
[[http://www.ifirobotics.com/]]

* 7.2V Battery Packs - qty 15, $17.99 [[http://www3.towerhobbies.com/cgi-
bin/wti0001p?&I=LXDND9&P=7]]

* Battery connectors - qty 10, $1.99 [[http://www3.towerhobbies.com/cgi-
bin/wti0001p?&I=LXD169&P=7]]

* IFI Robotics Speed Controller with 24v Fan - NEED 3, $149.95
[[http://www.ifirobotics.com/victor-883-speed-controller-robots.shtml]]

* DPV, qty 3 - $300, [[http://seascooterexpress.com/store/product4.html]]
* High Torque Servo - qty. 10, $39.99 [[http://www3.towerhobbies.com/cgi-

bin/wti0001p?&I=LXN610&P=ML]]
* High Capacity Receiver Batteries - qty. 4, $11.99

[[http://www3.towerhobbies.com/cgi-bin/wti0001p?&I= LXHUA8&P=]]
* Battery Packs for DPV 'chopping' - qty. 18, $19.99

[[http:/ /www3.towerhobbies.com/cgi-bin/wti0001 p?&I=LXMM42&P= 7]]
* Silicone sealant - Qty 2 Tubes, McMaster PN 7587A51, $16.32
* Waterproof Grease - qty 4, $2.69 [[http://www3.towerhobbies.com/cgi-

bin/wti0001p?&I= LXMPH8&P=7]]
* Battery connectors - Qty 20, $1.99 [[http://www3.towerhobbies.com/cgi-

bin/wti0001p?&I=LXD169&P=7]]
* Yellow polyurethane foam 4- 2'x4' and 4" thick pieces, 121bs limit

o Foam Supplier: HART Supply Company, 50 POND PARK ROAD,
HINGHAM MA 02043, Phone: 781 749 4000, Open 7:30-5:30 Mon thru Fri.

* Surform shaver tool - Qty 4, $3.57 McMaster PN 3758A15
* Surform standard size - Qty 4, $13.40 McMaster PN 3696A1
* WEST System Epoxy to coat foam - Qty 2, $139.99

[[http://www.jamestowndistributors.com/userportal/show_product.do?pid=3842&
familyName =WEST+ System +Epoxy+Kit]]

* 2 lengths of the large diameter PVC (sames as bouys)
* 1/8" Aluminium Sheets
* Aircraft Plywood:

o qty 4: [[http://www3.towerhobbies.com/cgi-
bin/wti0001p?&I=LXAS81&P=7]]

o qty 4: [[http://www3.towerhobbies.com/cgi-
bin/wti0001p?&I=LXAS82&P=7]]

* 5 min epoxy (2 part packages not plunger)
[[http://www.vobaker.com/adhesive/double.htm#Pricing]]

o one carton of Red
o one carton of Blu/Beige

* Dewalt Sanding disc (backer + discs)
* paint (will need after teams start building)
* Push/Pull Control Cable Grooved Mount, 10-32 Ends, 3'L O'all, 2" Max Stroke,

MC#: 3125K22, qty 8, $28.53 Each
* Strap Clamp for Grooved Body, 10-32 Ends Push/Pull Control Cable, MC#:

3125K11, qty 20, $1.43 Each
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* Ball Joint for 10-32 Thread Corrosion Resist Groove-Mount Push/Pull Cable, MC#:

2695K88, qty 8, $4.22 Each
* Forged Steel Clevis Rod End 10-32 Female Thread Size, 1-9/16" Length, MC#:

6071K111, qty 8, $7.02 Each
* 316 Stainless Steel Threaded Rod 10-32 Thread, 3' Length, MC#: 93250A120, qty 4,

$5.69 Each
* Right-Hand Threaded Connecting Rod 12" Overall Length, 10-32 Threaded Male

Ends, MC#: 6516K12, qty 8, $6.67 Each
* Type 302/304 Stainless Steel Spring Wire .063" Diameter, 1/4-lb Coil, 24' Coil,

MC#: 9495K93, qty 2, $5.21 each
* Type 316 Stainless Steel Wire .063" Diameter, 1-lb Coil, 94 ft/Coil, MC#:

89045K24, qty 2, $30.03 Each
* Silicone Caulking, 8 tubes
* Caulk Guns, 4

9.8.4 Cast Member Solutions

The purple team created a giant set of lobster claws on a floating platform. The

concept was that an anchor with a pulley system would pull the whole apparatus underwater.

When the duck boat came near to the device, it would rise up out of the water and the claws

would open and shut. Figure 79 shows the device in its 'completed' state.

Figure 79: Purple Team Solution
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The green team chose to use the DPV and attempted to make a device that

would circle around the duck boat. The idea of what went on top of the mobile 'platform'

was somewhat incomplete, it was likely to be some sort of amorphous hump, though. In the

end it never got implemented. Figure 80 shows the mobility platform in its final state.

Figure 80: Green Team Solution

9.8.5 Comments

This challenge was pretty much a disaster by all accounts. The teams didn't even get

close to finishing their designs, and thus the finale was a 'double-failure' where neither teams

got any points. That was the first occurrence of a failed challenge in Design Squad history.

In addition to the teams not completing their designs, the portions of the challenge that the

engineering team was responsible for were likewise not completed in a satisfactory manner.

An additional problem with this episode came from the client. It seems that the client

was expecting to receive a completed, production-quality device that he could use with his

duck tours. His demeanor was also not pleasant when he found that this was not likely

going to be the case. It is essential that clients understand that they cannot expect a finished,
functional piece of equipment at the end of the episode.
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The takeaways from this challenge, in the opinion of the author, are that dealing with

waterproofing electronics is something that should be avoided at all costs and that client

personalities and expectations need to be managed. This was not a fun episode.

9.9 Aerial Concert Filming - "Duff"

9.9.1 Concise Statement

Cast members are to make a radio controlled lighter-than-air vehicle to capture aerial

video at a concert. The client is Zili Misik (www.zilimisik.com) and they will place the

footage from the winning team on their website.

9.9.2 Prototyping Efforts

Initial calculations were performed to ensure that a helium-filled balloon could lift

the components the teams would need to use. The calculations looked promising so a very

rough prototype blimp was made to test functionality. A season one episode had utilized the

same miniature video cameras that would be used here, so testing the pan-tilt mechanism for

the camera was unnecessary.

The prototype blimp was not fully functional, but performed well enough to show

that the concept was viable. It also allowed the engineers to gain some insight into the

miniature motor speed controllers that were going to be used by the cast members. The

speed controllers were meant for radio controlled airplane which utilize a throttle controller

that can be set at a level from 0 to 100%. For the blimp designs, though, multiple motor

controllers were required and would be controlled by sticks that could not be set at a certain

level, but would instead spring to a 50% setting. This meant that the blimp would be

running at 50% power if the pilot let go of the controls. With each motor spinning,

essentially, a set of blades this could be very dangerous. Unfortunately, it was deemed that

there were no acceptable solutions at the time, so the cast members were simply warned of

the situation. And the enginjeers were vigilant in watching for safety concerns when the

blimps were in use.

9.9.3 Materials List

EyeCam Wireless camera (9 grams plus battery): qty 3, $299,
[[http://www.reallycooltoys.com/toys/i4info.html]]
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* Video adapter for laptops: qty 2, $93.99
[[http://www.bestbuy.com/site/olspage.jsp?skuld=7794737&st=pinnacle&lp= 10&t
ype=product&cp= 1&id= 1142291505775]]

* Helium tanks: rent large ones from Linde - probably want one for each team area
* Radio Kits: qty 4 at 4 different frequencies, $139.99

[[http://www3.towerhobbies.com/cgi-bin/wti0001p?&I=LXKJD8**&P=0]]
* Propeller Motor: 39g brushless motor w/controller, qty 9, $74.99

[[http://www.rctoys.com/rc-toys-and-parts/K-A20-34S-X7/RC-PARTS-
COMBOS-MOTOR-ESC.html]]

* Propellers: GWS 8x4 HD prop: qty 20, $1.15
[[http://www.hobbyhorse.com/propellers.shtml]], 2nd source: $1.49 [[http://m-a-
e.com/SubPages/Products/productsProps.htm]]

* Propellers: 4.5x3, qty 2 packs of 6 [[http://www3.towerhobbies.com/cgi-
bin/wti000lp?&I=LXHHW3&P=7]]

* Micro Servos: 8g, high precision, ball bearings, Karbonite gears: qty 10, $21.99
[[http://www3.towerhobbies.com/cgi-bin/wti0001p?&I=LXPTU6&P=0]]

* 3-cell Li-Poly Batteries, qty 10, TP-350-3SPLJ from [[http://www.draganfly.com/]]
* Li-Poly charger kit, qty 1, K-DF-EXBATSYS from [[http://www.draganfly.com/]]
* Box-a-Balsa Assortment: qty 6, $24.99 [[http://www3.towerhobbies.com/cgi-

bin/wti0001p?&I=LXJD35&P=ML]]
* 500 g spring scale: qty 2, McMaster PN 1757T33, $41.86
* Mono-filament: 4 rolls of each - 10-201b test, 3-51b test
* 2 'milk cartons' of bb's
* Thin glue - qty 4 [[http://www3.towerhobbies.com/cgi-

bin/wti0001p?&I=LXK284&P=7]]
* Medium glue - qty 4 [[http://www3.towerhobbies.com/cgi-

bin/wti0001p?&I=LXK288&P=7]]
* Glue accelerator - qty 4 [[http://www3.towerhobbies.com/cgi-

bin/wti0001p?&I=LXK297&P=7]]
* Glue debonder: qty 4 [[http://www3.towerhobbies.com/cgi-

bin/wti0001p?&I=LXK299&P=7]]
* Balloons and Balloon Material:

o 10 Mylar space blankets (should be able to get from EMS/ REI)
o 2 2" rolls of Mylar tape aka. polyester tape (MC #7630A23)
o 1 roll of PolyTube (Uline #S-1987), 18" x 750', $47:

[[http://www.uline.com/Browse_Listing_2107.asp?desc=4+Mil]]
o Thick Garbage Bags
o Latex weather balloons, black, 40" diameter, 100g: qty 20, $14

[[http://www.scientificsales.com/8234-Weather-Balloon-100-Grams-Black-
p/8234.htm]]

Other Propellers/Motors we looked at (for background reference only):

* 12g Coreless w/ speed controller: $58.04 [[http://www3.towerhobbies.com/cgi-
bin/wti0001p?&I=LXDJN2&P=7]]

* 400 speed motor w/ controller: $59.99 [[http://www3.towerhobbies.com/cgi-
bin/wti0001p?&I=LXWK46&P=0]]
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* 83g Brushless motor w/ controller: $91.95 [[http://www.rctoys.com/rc-toys-and-
parts /K-2025-4200-PH25/RC-PARTS-COMBOS-MOTOR-ESC.html]]

* 2 4g, 19.1 oz thrust brushless motor w/ controller: $75.95
[[http://www.rctoys.com/rc-products-catalog/RC-PARTS-COMBOS-MOTOR-
ESC.html]]

* GWS 8x4 HD prop: qty 20, $1.15 [[http://www.hobbyhorse.com/propellers.shtml]],
2nd source: $1.49 [[http://m-a-e.com/SubPages/Products/productsProps.htm]]

* 1 oz thrust Mini motor, propeller, gearbox: $25.95, Item #1550
[[http://j.piri.home.mchsi.com/parts.htm]]

9.9.4 Cast Member Solutions

Both teams based their designs around a balsa-wood framed blimp lifted by two

weather balloons filled with helium. Both teams also used ballast to make their craft just

slightly heavier than air. Altitude could then be controlled with brief pulses from a vertical

propeller.

Figure 81: Green Team Blimp

The differences in the designs, aside from craftsmanship, came in steering style and

treatment of the camera. The green team chose to keep the camera fixed to the blimp

chassis, thus only getting footage directly in front of where the blimp was pointing. Two

sideways-facing propellers at the very front of the blimp achieved the steering of the green

team vehicle. When a turn was to be made, one propeller or the other would be energized,

thus pulling the nose of the vehicle in that direction. Forward motion was achieved with a
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backward-facing propeller at the rear of the blimp. The green team also chose to have two

different team members controlling the blimp. One was controlling the left and right

propellers and the other was controlling the lift and forward propulsion.

The purple team chose to have one person controlling all aspects of their vehicles

motion. Forward motion and steering were both accomplished by two forward-facing

propellers mounted on outriggers from the main body. When one was spinning faster than

the other, the craft would turn. When spinning the same speed, the propellers would move

the blimp straight ahead. The camera was mounted on a pan/tilt mechanism and controlled

by a second team member. This allowed the purple team to get footage of the band even

when the blimp was not facing toward the stage. Figure 82 shows the purple team's vehicle.

I_
Figure 82: Purple Team Blimp

9.9.5 Comments

Duff turned out to be a very exciting episode. The cast members found the challenge

interesting, so they were involved in their projects. The fact that the propellers would not

stop when the pilot freaked out and dropped the controls also made for some exciting

scenes during the testing phases. The music during the finale was great, and during one of

the teams' filming their blimp crashed, which made for excellent footage.

Another aspect that was refreshing about this episode was the fact that is used very

light materials simply glued together. Light materials and glue were a nice change from the

steel and welding fabrication methods that were pervasive through season 2.

Almost no rework was required for this episode.
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9.10 Hot Dog Dresser - "Weenie"

9.10.1 Concise Statement

The teams are to create a diced-onion dispenser to apply onions to hot dogs at a

baseball park stand. The client is "The Dog Man" who runs a hot dog stand at the Lowell

Spinners stadium. The dispensers can use battery power, but will be used on a table where

electrical outlets are unavailable. They must use food-safe materials and be easy to clean.

9.10.2 Prototyping Efforts

No prototyping was done for this challenge. Some example sketches were

completed for the original challenge concept, which was a ketchup dispenser. Those

sketches can be seen in section 4.2.2.2. Once the challenge was changed to an onion

dispenser no further prototyping or concept generation work was done, other than creating a

material list.

9.10.3 Materials List

actuators and electronics:

* DC motors: use windshield-wiper motors
* Square rod for motor axle - Square Rod Stock: qty 4, McMaster PN 8986K113
* Panel Mount Push-Button Switch - Qty 8, Red Button, McMaster PN 6886K2,

$14.41
* car jump-start batteries for power
* DPV batteries

other:

* 1.5" ID Clear PVC, Qty 4, 4' Lengths: McMaster PN 49035K27
* 2" OD LDPE Rod, Qty 2, 4' Lengths: McMaster PN 8624K18
* Color-coded wire - 18 gauge, stranded wire in red and black, big spool of each
* Spot welder from LINDE
* Stainless steel feeder wire for MIG welder - 0.030" - from Linde
* steel to use as weights (use what's in shop already)
* spring kits: qty 1 each, McMaster PN's 9370K1 1, 9645K1, 9639K1
* pulleys (use what's in shop already)
* stainless hinges - qty 4, McMaster PN 1582A2
* Stainless steel mesh (for drainage) - 12"x12" Sheets, Qty 8, McMaster PN 9230T46,

$6.94
* coarse steel mesh - 12"x12" sheet, qty 8, McMaster PN 9230T25
* wood (2x4s) (use what's in shop already)
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4" ID clear tubing: McMaster PN 49035K33, qty 4 4' lengths, $94.27
Polycarbonate (use what's in shop)
stainless steel sheet metal - 2 4'x8' Sheets, 20 gauge from Turner or equivalent, 2 4'x8'
Sheets, 22 gauge
stainless steel perforated sheet - 22ga, 1/16" holes, qty 2, McMaster PN 9358T281
Delrin for bearings - 1/2"x2"x12" Qty 4, McMastert PN 9123K31, $16.97
Stainless steel rod : 1/4", 3/8" x 8' length of each from Turner
Diced onion dispensers, Qty 4 [[http://www.masterdispensit.com/products.htm]]

o NOTE: Cannot give them the full device, just pull out the auger
spade connectors for DPV batteries
fuses for wiring - 4 sockets and 10 replacement fuses, -10amp, 12v
Meat Grinder: [[3]] #5 Deluxe Sausage Maker, qty 2, $29.99
Flexible cutting boards qty 8

9.10.4 Cast Member Solutions

Figure 83: Green (Right) and Purple (Left) Dispensers

The purple team's dispenser used a powered auger to deliver onions out of an

elongated slit in the bottom of the hopper. Onions were fed to the auger by the funnel

shape of the hopper and excess onion juice was allowed to escape through the mesh that the

base of the hopper was constructed from. The green team solution utilized a very similar

hopper design. In order to dispense the onions, though, their design relied on a

reciprocating plunger. When the user pushed the plunger back, onions would fall into a
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tube. When the plunger was pulled out the onions would eject out of the tube onto the hot

dog. Both devices can be seen above in Figure 83.

9.10.5 Comments

The onion dispenser episode was a fun challenge, but there was difficulty in some of

the implementation. The majority of the problems came from cast member attempts to

make a product with finished details out of stainless steel sheet metal and mesh. In addition

to troubles with making the devices look finished, the edges of the sheet metal left many

areas where users might cut themselves during use. Even after some rework by the

engineers the devices were not fully up to the design standard that they should have been.

However, both devices were functional and were interesting approaches to the problem.

Additionally, having a finale at a ballpark was exciting for the cast and will likely make for a

good episode.

9.11 RC Hockey Net Targets - "Hanson Brothers"

9.11.1 Concise Statement

The idea for this challenge is to make remote control or timed device that moves a

target around the hockey net for people to practice aiming. The client will be a Boston

Bruins' player and will be taking shots from the blue line. In addition to electric power, a

compressed air source will be available for the teams.

9.11.2 Prototyping Efforts

No physical prototyping was done for this episode., although some of the

engineering crew and the director participated in plenty of practice shooting at the nets.

There are a lot of Canadians involved with Design Squad.

The main preparation effort involved brainstorming and listing potential solution

paths that the teams might take. The team also looked into existing products that came

close to what the cast members were asked to do. Below are the results of those efforts.

Existing Products:

* http://www.hockeyshot.com/prod_shootingintro.htm

* https://www.betterhockey.com/store/ItemDetails.aspx?itemid=200
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* https://www.betterhockey.com/store/ItemDetails.aspx?item_id=438

* http://www.madknuk-enterprises.com/The_Hockey_Shots_Target_Gam.html

Example Concepts:

* A big roll of craft paper so that a blank sheet can be automatically spooled into place

over the net opening.

* A bright spot is projected onto the sheet -- maybe from behind the paper -- one

could see through it well enough if the spot was bright.

* The player shoots at the spot -- puck tears a hole showing accuracy -- next sheet or

next spot -- maybe 3 or 4 shots per sheet.

* A board that covers the net. There are sliding gates that rapidly open and close in a

timed manner so that the shooter needs to aim and shoot respond quickly as holes

open and close. There are 5 key holes... 4 corners and the 5 hole. Ideally the order

would be randomized.

* Targets in the 4 corners of the nets and the 5 hole. The targets are timed so only one

is up at a time, and the quickly pop/swing out and retract, again requiring the player

to respond to an opening, aim and shoot. Targets need to deploy and redeploy

quickly.
* 2 targets. One that can travel along the cross bar from the left comer of the net to

the right, and one along the ice that has a similar motion from left to right of the net.

The top and bottom targets constantly move back and forth in the net, fairly quickly.

* Actual 'goalie' with RC controlled arms and side-to-side motion

9.11.3 Materials List

* Double-acting pneumatic cylinders, cylinder fittings, hose, etc (from McMaster)
* Solenoid valves: qty 20,

[[http://wwwl.mscdirect.com/CGI/NNSRIT?PMPXNO=3366624&PMT4NO=0]
]

* Compressed air cylinder or compressor
* Programmable relay timer: qty 3, [[http://www.omega.com/pptst/PTC-15.html]]
* MDO Plywood - 1 sheet 4'x8'(Sterritt Lumber)
* Plywood
* Spring Hinges (Light Duty) - qty 20, McMaster PN 15205A36
* Strap Hinges - qty 20, McMaster PN 1526A43
* Plastic-Coated Cable - qty 150 ft. McMaster PN 8912T14
* Cable Clips - qty 20, McMaster PN 30325T61
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* Pulleys for cable - qty 20, McMaster PN 3099T34
* 3" Vinyl coated hooks, qty 8, McMaster PN 1730A92
* U-clamps sized for goal - qty 20, McMaster PN 3042T16
* Roller hinge switches - qty 20

[[http://www.digikey.com/scripts/dksearch/dksus.dll?Detail?name=SW128-ND]]
* Momentary switches - qty 20

[[http://www.digikey.com/scripts/DkSearch/dksus.dll?Detail?name=502PB-ND]]
* Hockey goals - qty 2, borrowed, NHL regulation size (Borrowing from the Harvard

athletic depts.)
* 1/4" Thick, 4' x 4' polypropylene sheet, qty 4, McMaster PN 8742K835
* Industrial counters: qty 3, 5.5" #'s, $298

[[http://www.microframecorp.com/page/M/PROD/TC_5400/54302TC]]
* Netting - 10' X 20' section of #15, 1 3/4" Mesh, Diamond Nylon Netting

[[http://www.usnetting.com/HTML/sports-netting.html]]
* Focused beam flashlight - Qty 4, $19, [[http://www.rei.com/product/606190]]
* Red laser diode module - qty 4, $12,

[[http://www.lasersale.com/catalog/displayitem.asp?id=2518]]
* Latches - qty 10, McMaster PN 11265A71
* Blue Foam
* Sponge - foam rubber material from Mattress store (not egg-crate) (Queen size)
* Lexan sheets - spec - 4x 4' x 6' (1/4" thick) (will get locally from Freeman Plastics)
* Street hockey roller pucks - qty 10
* Hockey sticks - qty 6, cheapo

9.11.4 Cast Member Solutions

Both teams took a similar path on this challenge. The basic concept for both teams

was to have a sheet block the entire goal. Then, pneumatic actuators controlled by a relay

timer would open and close the doors at set intervals. The doors were all on different timing

cycles to give the appearance of randomness. The main difference between the two designs

was the number of doors and the coupling of those doors.

The purple team chose to have 5 doors that corresponded with the typical 5

locations that shooters aim for - the four comers and the 'five-hole' between the goalie's

legs. Each of the five doors on the purple team's device was individually activated.
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Figure 84: Purple Team Device

The green team took the 5 standard shooting locations and added three more: one in

the center of each side of the goal, and one where the goalies head would normally be. In

addition, they coupled the action of the doors so that there were only three separate modes.

One mode opened all of the left doors, one the center and the last mode opened the right

doors.

9.11.5 Comments

Hansen Brothers was a fun challenge. It was an interesting change to have the teams

working primarily with pneumatic actuators instead of DC electric motors. Having the finale

on an ice-rink was also a fun change. The devices both came out quite well and required

comparatively little rework from the engineering staff. The majority of the rework came in
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cleaning up the wiring and hose routing, programming the timers, and tightening up

connections to withstand repeated hits from a hockey puck.

9.12 Rally Car Race - "Caddyshack"

9.12.1 Concise Statement

Caddyshack draws on a slightly different model than other episodes. There was no

client for this challenge, and there was not really a 'product' that was to be designed. Each

team was given components to make their own off road go-kart. Instead of being judged on

their kart, though, the winner was to be determined by a race. During the race a passenger

would accompany the driver, and would have to get out to get flags placed along the course.

Each team had to complete two laps, each with a different driver/passenger combo. The

team with the lowest overall time (including penalties for missed flags) would win the

challenge. To make things more interesting, the course is interspersed with obstacles

including a mud pit, a hill climb, a jump and a rock-wall descent.

9.12.2 Prototyping Efforts

The main prototyping effort for this challenge was to build up one of the go-kart kits

as designed. This served two major purposes. First, it allowed the engineers to see how the

kart went together and operated. This then gave insight as to which portions of the kart

could be chopped apart to give to the teams, and which portions had to be left intact.

Secondly, having a functioning kart allowed for testing of the off-road course with a machine

that closely matched those that the teams would have in the end. This proved very helpful

for assessing the grade of slopes and the depth of the mud pit on the course. It also proved

to be very fun.

9.12.3 Materials List

* Go Karts - qty 3, stripped down for parts
[[http://boneskartshop.com/NewFiles/Hammerhead%2080.html]]

* Seat Belt Kits - qty 6, Roll Bar Mount, Bolt Ends
[[http://wescoperformance.stores.yahoo.net/ofsebe.html]]

* Padding for roll cage - Pipe insulation for 1" Pipe, from Home Depot, qty 10 lengths
* Mesh for brush protection
* Steel for frame / roll cage - 1" OD steel tubing, probably 8 10' sections
* Steel loading ramps to get onto trailers
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* Tool for bending roll-cage tubing: qty 1 [[https://www.autobodytoolmart.com/p-
12661-15778.aspx]]

* Gas cans: qty 4, 5-gallon (full) - will need to fill before challenge
* Oil: 4 quarts 10W40
* Paint Stripper
* Car primer paint
* Car paint
* Grommeting tools: qty 2, McMaster PN 9610K13 (eta. 8/14)
* Long-neck grommets: qty 2 (packs of 50), McMaster PN 9606K43 (eta. 8/14)
* John Deere Gator - for filming and site setup

9.12.4 Cast Member Solutions

Both teams pretty much build standard go-kart frames with integrated roll bars.
Many design details were different, but the fundamental concept behind each car was the
same. One of the most noticeable differences in the two designs was that the purple team
kart had significantly slower acceleration than the green team kart. This was likely due to the
angle that the rear shocks were mounted. At rest the purple team shocks were in a more
compressed state, so when their kart accelerated a lot of energy went into lifting up the back
of the kart.
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Figure 87: Green Team Kart

Figure 88: Both Karts, Side-by-Side
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9.12.5 Comments

This challenge was an extremely exciting one for both that cast and the crew. It should

also prove to be just as exciting for the viewers. It seems to be quite easy to get people

interested when speed, engines and mud are involved.

From a production standpoint this challenge was very expensive and complicated.

Three go-kart kits had to be purchased, but the real expense and complication came in the

filming of the race. During the race the karts were chased by off-road utility vehicles with

camera operators riding along. This allowed for great footage of the race, but proved to be

difficult. It was hard for the camera operators to hang on while filming due to the rough

terrain. Additionally there were cameras and microphones mounted on the vehicles that

proved to be challenging to troubleshoot.

One of the largest issues with this challenge was to find a location for the race to occur.

All of the rally car and motor-cross facilities in the area were not interested in hosting such

an event. In the end the team was able to use some private land in New Hampshire that had

some existing trails. The team then tweaked the course by adding a few hazards. The result

was an extremely interesting course that was perfectly suited for the needs of the challenge.

Many thanks are due to Larry Colby for the use of his land and all of his work in helping to

setup the course.

The final note should be on the safety of the challenge. At times the risks involved with

combining motor vehicles and race-day excitement were of concern to the engineering

personnel. However, the team was diligent in outfitting the karts and cast members with the

proper safety equipment and also discussed potential safety concerns with the cast members

so that they knew what types of activities to avoid. In the end there were no injuries, and

many happy cast members.
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11 Appendix A

ENGINEERING PROTOTYPE SUMMARY: Design a machine that will
automatically feed soccer balls to a player.

THE CHALLENGE: Make a machine that can automatically feed a soccer ball to a player.

The machine could be used for a passing drill or for practicing shots on goal. A member of

the pro soccer team, the New England Revolution will test the machines and pick a winner.

SOLUTION PROTOTYPED: Roto-Kicker - This device uses a mini-sledge-hammer

attached to a bicycle wheel to kick a soccer ball. An angled ramp feeds balls to the kickoff

stand. A motor connected to the bike wheel with a chain drives the rotation of the wheel

and lifts the sledge. When the sledge gets to the top of its rotation, gravity takes over and it

swings toward the kickoff stand and kicks the ball across the playing surface.

Prototype component summary: The roto-kicker is made up of a wooden
(2x4) structure, a rear bicycle wheel, a window motor from a car with a bicycle gear
attached to it, a 4-Lb mini-sledge and a chain. The power is provided by a sealed,
lead-acid battery (a car jump-starter).

* The base structure is made up of 2x4's. It's purpose it to hold the wheel
stable during the operation of the device and to provide a takeoff point for
the soccer balls. The main difficulty in the construction of the frame is
ensuring the stability of all of the connection, but at the same time leaving

round.
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* The drive is provided by a window motor connected to the bike wheel using
a bike chain. In order to provide dynamic tensioning to the chain (the way a
derailleur does in a real bike), the motor was mounted on a pivoting piece of
wood. The loose end of the wood was tensioned using a door-closer
cylinder (as used on standard storm or screen doors.V

* The sledge was connected to a piece of aluminum tubing using wood screws.
The wood screws were backed up with zip-ties. I was really looking to make
it impossible for the sledge to fly off and smack me. The aluminum tube
was, in turn, connected to the bike wheel using bolts. To aid in this process,
a semi-circle was milled into a portion of the tube to help it nest over the
central hub of the wheel. This is probably not necessary, but made the
connection much more stable.
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The soccer balls were fed to the kicker by using an angle ramp made of
chamfered 2x4's. The pieces of wood used were actually leftovers from the

1arvitXT-eF1 qtPm

* Observations about the design:
* This design yielded a very pleasing exit velocity for the kicked balls. They

definitely went flying across the room (part of the fun of testing in an office).
* There are also ample opportunities to make this essentially continuous. If

this concept was couple with a net funnel/feeder system (like at the top of
the gravity feed) you could just throw or kick the balls back and they would
be shot out again.

* Coupling the bike gear to the output of the window motor was very difficult.
Even just removing the motor from the stock housing it came in was tough,
and then attaching the gear required a lathe, some roughing operations and
epoxy. I'm still not sure exactly how stable it is.

* The drive gear and the gears on the wheel that were used were not exactly
the same pitch. I didn't know bike chains came in different pitches, but
apparently they do. This makes for a noisy drive train and makes alignment
and keeping the chain on the gears very difficult.

* Tensioning the chain dynamically is not necessarily a conclusion that the kids
will come to on their own, but it makes the design much more robust.

* Potential pitfalls with this design:
* Coupling the drive gear to the motor
* Aligning the drive gear to the driven gear well enough that the chain doesn't

fall off all the time
* Tensioning the chain properly so that it doesn't fall off all the time
* Combining the proper sledge weight, arm length and motor strength so that

the system will work optimally is tricky. I.e - it will not stall out the motor,
will kick the ball with enough force, will spin slowly enough (but not too
slowly), etc.
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* Materials used, cost, and where purchased:

Item Needs to be purchased (i.e. Store where Cost

not typical shop item) purchased

Pine 2x4's Home Depot -$20

Plywood Home Depot -$5

Steel Rear Bike * Cambridge $70

Wheel w/ Gears Bike Shop

Fixed-Gear Cog * Cambridge $15

Bike Shop

Single-Speed Cambridge $10

Chain Bike Shop

Window Motor * MIT ??

Car Jump-Start * AutoZone $50

Batter

Door Tensioner * Home Depot ??

Wood Screws Home Depot $5

4-Lb Sledge * Home Depot $15-20

10-Minute Epoxy ? Home Depot? $5

* Tools used:
* Machine shop tools: Table Saw (Cut-Off Saw would work fine), Mill

(not essential, but very helpful)
* Hand tools: Drill, Screwdriver
* Misc: Chain-tool

* Time spent:
* Time you spent total: -9 Hours (without shopping for any of the

wood)
* Approx time per area: Brainstorming/Planning. 1.5 hour, Shopping: 2

hours, Motor Prep: 2 Hours, Cutting/Assembly: 4.5 hours.
* Feasible for a team of 4 teens to build in 2 days: I think so. There are

tricky parts to mounting the wheel and the motor properly. Overall, it's not
especially complex, though. There are also variations on this theme that might be
implemented (like the 5-minute version the Bruce(?) built - although they probably
don't have access to a strong enough motor for that solution)

* How might we streamline this build? ??
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Items that I think should be 'left laying around the shop':
* Big, powerful 12-v batteries (I think that they're already there)
* DC motors (preferably with some gear reduction built in)
* Junker bike wheels with chains.
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12 Appendix B

ENGINEERING PROTOTYPE SUMMARY: Design New Musical Instruments for
a Band of MIT Engineers

THE CHALLENGE: Off White Noise is a quirky rock band composed of four MIT
engineers. They currently use very traditional instruments including: guitar, bass guitar, cello
and drums. The band would like to play new forms of musical instruments at their next big
show to reflect their "techy" backgrounds. The band would like working prototypes of
three new instruments; at least one instrument must be stringed and one instrument must be
percussion. It is suggested that these new instruments be played in a similar manner to the
instruments currently used by the band.

* Design and prototype three musical instruments
* At least one instrument must be stringed and be capable of playing a full octave of

notes
* One instrument must be percussion and be capable of producing more than one

tone
* All instruments must be loud enough or able to be amplified to be loud enough for a

rock concert.

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS:

SOLUTION #1: Strumbone - An electric mlitar ninvert like a trnmhinn

Prototype component summary: The Strumbone is composed of two main
parts: the body and the slider. The body contains six critical components; the body
structure, machine heads, nut, bridge, pickup, and jack.

* The body structure is made of fiberglass but could be easily machined from a
piece of wood. The length of the body is approximately 3 feet to be
comparable to a standard electric guitar.

* The machine heads, which are standard guitar components, can be purchased
at any music store. The machine heads are used to tighten and tune the
strings. Only three machine heads (three strings) are used in the Strumbone
to keep the concept simple and easy to play. The machine heads come with
instructions for installation and are very straight forward. They require a
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given range of body thickness and a .4" through hole. A piece of wood was
inserted to provide the required thickness.

* The nut guides the strings to their proper locations and tensions all the
strings at the same point on the body. The nut is made of a piece of nylon
with holes drilled at even spaces approximately 1/8th inch off of the body
surface. This hole height provides the string "action" or height off the body.
The holes are centered on the nut. The nut is attached to the body with
bolts

* The pickup is a standard magnetic pickup purchased at a music store. This
pickup takes vibrations produced by a metallic object (in this case a string)
and converts them to electrical signal. A hole was drilled in the fiberglass
body to house the pickup. This special shaped hole is made using a Forsner
bit to cut two circles for the ends and a jigsaw to cut the middle. The pickup
slide-fits into the hole and is secured with wood screws. The pickup must be
recessed slightly into the body so the strings do not make contact. A piece of
masonite was inserted in the body to keep the pickup at this desired position.

* The jack is a standard 1/4" jack. It was soldered to the pickup wires using
the diagram provided with the pickup. A hole was drilled in the side of the
body to harness this jack. Another hole was needed to be made in the
masonite to accommodate the iack.

* The bridge is located at the end opposite the nut. The bridge is identical to
the nut and keeps the strings aligned along the body. The bridge is attached
with bolts. The strings are strung though the bridge, then through the nut,
and finally through the machine heads.

* The slider has four main components: The block, the elastic, the spindle
roller

* The block is a piece of wood which acts a sliding bearing. This block must
have a length which is at least 2 or 3 times the width of the body. This will
ensure that the block will not jam while sliding.
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* The spindle roller is the part which presses on the strings and rolls along the
body to change the pitch. The roller is a spindle from a spindle sander
around a brass rod. The roller is covered in rubber to prevent extra noise.
Extra tape was added on the roller in the area which rolls over the thinner
strings. This was done to allow for even pressure on all strings.

* The bearing is made of bent welding rod. This connects the sliding block to
the rolling spindle. The welding rod was passed through a hole drilled in the
block and bent in a circle around the brass rod of the rolling spindle.

* The elastic tensioner is a thick rubber band. This elastic holds the roller
firmly against the strings.

Potential pitfalls with this design:
* The slider may jam - The length of the slider must be at least 2 to 3 times the

width of the body to be a good bearing.
* The pickup may not work - Make sure the wires are soldered correctly and

that the strings are above the metal sensors.
* The strings may not be firmly pressed down by the roller - Stronger elastic

may be needed. The action may be too high for the roller. The strings are
different sizes, perhaps the roller is only pressing on the largest diameter
string. Adding tape to the roller at the side of the thinner strings will balance
this.

* The strings may buzz when played - This is a result of poorly pinning the
strings at the nut and bridge. This can be fixed by wedging material inside the
bridge holes.
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* Materials used, cost, and where purchased: (see chart as ageneralguideline.
Please flag items that you don't think you'd find in a typical machine shop.)

Item Needs to be purchased (i.e. Store where Cost

not typical shop item) purchased

Machine Heads * GuitarCenter $30

Electric Pickup GuitarCenter $30

Guitar Strings GuitarCenter $5

Jack GuitarCenter $5

Wood and Home Depot

Fiberglass

Nylon/Delrin Block Machine Shop

Masonite Home Depot

Spindle Home Depot

Elastic Bands Anywhere

Welding Rod Machine Shop

Bolts

* Tools used:
* Machine shop tools: Chop Saw, Band Saw, Drill Press, Belt Sander
* Hand tools: Drill, Jigsaw
* Misc: Soldering iron, guitar tuner

* Time spent
* Time you spent total? After the design was set and all sketches were

made, the total time to make the basic instrument without fine tuning,
assembly and adjustment was about 4 hours.

* Approx time per component: Measuring and cutting - 30 min, the
body with machine heads, bridge and nut mounting - 2 hours, The slider - 1
hour, the electronics - 30 min

* Feasible for a team of 4 teens to build in 2 days? Yes, but it will be hard
when they will also be building two other instruments.

* How might we streamline this build? The design is relatively simple, but a
faster way to achieve the same effect would be adding the "sliding capo" to an actual
guitar. This will eliminate half of the construction.
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SOLUTION #2: B'Wugga-buh-buh

Prototype component summary: The B'Wugga-buh-buh is a percussion
instrument which takes the place of the standard bass drum or "kick" drum in a
drum kit. When the user presses the foot plate, the sheet metal is shaken resulting in
a deep "wugga-wugga" noise. The noise (although loud) is amplified using a contact
pickup. The user can drum onto the top of the B'Wugga-buh-buh or a separate
snare like instrument can be made to accompany it.

* The sheet metal support sides are made of 3/4" plywood cut on the band saw
to create the L-shape. A strip of wood was added to the inside of these L-
sides to attach the sheet metal.

* The sheet metal (approximately 3'x2' was attached to the L-sides with wood
screws using a foam/cork damping material on either side of the sheet metal.
This prevents rattling.

* The L-sides joined with the sheet metal was attached to a wooden plank (the
foot pedal) using wood screws.

* The foot pedal was hinged to a wooden base with two metal hinges
* Elastic bands were attached from the L-sides to the base using wood screws.

These bands keep the pedal raised off the base.
* Foam padding was added under the petal and base to reduce noise
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* The foot petal was tethered to the base with a strong fabric to reduce the
travel and create a quick stop.

* A contact pickup was taped to the sheet metal surface to amplify the sound

* Potential pitfalls with this design:
* It may be hard to cut nice pieces of sheet metal without a brake press
* The sheet metal may not be loud enough - the intensity changes with size of

the sheet metal, one may also want to add a contact mic
* The sheet metal may rattle - dampen and secure it

* Materials used, cost, and where purchased: (see chart as ageneralguideline.
Please flag items that you don't think you'dfind in a typical machine shop.)

Item Needs to be purchased (i.e. Store where Cost

not typical shop item) purchased

Contact Pickup * GuitarCenter $60

8' Sheet of Home Depot -$60

plywood

Weather Or any dampening material Home Depot
stripping

Foam tape Home Depot
Sheet Metal *May need to buy special -$100

Elastic Bands Anywhere
Wood screws Machine Shop
Hinges Home Depot
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* Tools used:
* Machine shop tools: Table Saw, Band Saw, Belt Sander, Break
* Hand tools: Drill

* Time spent
* Time you spent total? After the design was set and all sketches were

made, the total time to make the basic instrument was 4 hours.
* Approx time per component Cutting the wood - 1 hour, assembly - 1

hour, dampening - 1 hour, testing sizes of metal and tightness of screws - 1
hour

* Feasible for a team of 4 teens to build in 2 days? Yes. It will be nice to
have them build a second sheet metal percussion for a snare or high hat replacement.

* How might we streamline this build? The design is very simple. One could
hang the sheet metal and have a pedal that swings the free end

SOLUTION #4 Etc...

* Foot to hand guitar - make a special shoe and glove that are joined by a string,

you can change pitch by distancing your appendages

* Fishing pole-style one string cello - bow with one hand change pitch by

winding the string with the other

* Water Drum Set - using water surfaces instead of traditional drum heads

* PVC drum kit - adapting pvc pipes to a standard drum kit as toms, bass and snare

* Drum Inverted - placing the drummer inside the drum and they hit outward

* The led guitar - clear guitar body that lights up with LEDs when played

* The electric jug band - electric jug, electric washboard, electric 1-string bass

* 20 foot guitar - played with two people, one person on a rolling cart

* reed switch drum - drummer holds magnets which activate reed switches over

drum heads, somewhat like playing the air drums.

* Drumless drumkit - accelerometers inside drum sticks attached to speakers

* Foot guitar - like the strumbone but you slide your foot to change the notes

* Drillophone - adjusting the speed of the hand drill changes the pitch, add contact

mic

* The electric saw - adding a contact mic to a hand saw played with a bow
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PLAN B SOLUTION:

Prototype only one instrument and the band will use that instrument along with traditional

instruments and some self-made instruments.

Or

Put contact microphones on variable speed power tools.

Or

The band members will help out and get some working instruments made with the kids

Some Engineering principles found in the Strumbone and the B'Wugga-

buh-buh:

Basic Vibrations

Changing the length of a string or surface changes its frequency of vibration and

therefore changes the pitch. Guitar frets are used to allow players to create the exact

lengths of string required to play certain notes. A fretless guitar (or any fretless stringed

instrument) requires much more accuracy to play the correct notes. The Strumbone

does not have frets to allow for easy sliding and the continuous sliding sound.
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Types of Pick-ups: Magnetic, Contact, and Microphone

A magnetic pick-up senses vibrations of a metal object, such as a guitar string, and

translates these magnetic pulses into an electric signal. Magnetic pick-ups can only be

used with metal strings. The vibrating metal object must not contact the pick-up.

A contact pick-up takes vibrations off of a surface and converts them into an electrical

signal. Most contact pickups are made of a piezo-material film which generates a voltage

in response to a mechanical stress. These pickups can be applied to any surface with an

adhesive.

A microphone pick-up is common in acoustic guitars. It is basically a small microphone

that picks up sound in a hollow body.

Bearings and "Jamming"

The basic rule of bearing size is that the critical dimension (sliding dimension) must be

approximately 3 times the length of any other dimensions. This is called St. Venant's

Principle. If the critical dimension is equal or smaller then jamming may occur. The

jamming effect is common in home windows or sliding drawers.

Elastic Averaging

The elastic properties of a material allow for the size and position error of each

individual contact feature to be averaged out over the sum of contact features

throughout the solid body.
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13 Appendix C

Design Squad Boot Camp
Plywood-Racer Build Kit

Intro:
Design Squaders - this kit is for you to build your own remote control car from

scratch! Hopefully in this activity you'll learn a little about motors, gearboxes, servos and

mechanical assemblies - and maybe you'll even have a little fun in the process. A lot of the

terminology in these instructions will probably be new to you - so ask lots of questions,
we're here to help. Some of the instructions also list a website that will teach you more

about the concepts involved. We recommend checking those websites out - the knowledge

could help you this summer!

And now...on to the build!

Instructions:
Drive Modules:

1. Assemble your Tamiya planetary gearboxes (qty 2).
* Use the instructions included with the kits. For the racer we want a 20:1 gear

reduction - so make sure you build up the gearbox accordingly.
* For more info on this type of gearbox check out:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epicyclic_gear (epicyclic is another name for
planetary)
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Tamiya 72001 Gearbox Kit Assembled Gearbox

2. Add axle to rear drive wheels (qty 2).
* Drill out center of wheel with 1/8" drill bit
* Use one of the extra assembly bolts from the Tamiya kit, along with two

washers and a nut, to make the axle. Place one washer on either side of the
wheel, and be sure to tighten the nut well to make sure the wheel doesn't
spin on the axle.

* Use an angle-cutter to cut off the end of the bolt, leaving -3/4" extending
beyond the nut

Drive Wheel Components Drive Wheel Assembled and Trimmed

Attach the drive wheels to the gearbox assemblies using 2 set screws.
Please note that set screws are a quick-and-very-dirty attachment method.
They tend to loosen under extended use - use them sparingly and with
knowledge that they will likely fail over time!
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Drive Wheel Attached to Gearbox

Front End:
1. Assemble the front axle support

* Attach the 1/8"x8" aluminum tube to one edge of the 1"x8" plywood strip
using hot-melt glue. See if you can make your glue joint look less ugly than
in my example picture!

* Add a size 114 eyelet roughly 1/2" to the left of the pivot bushing along the
centerline of the plywood strip. This will be the connection point for the

Plywood strip with Aluminum Tube Steering Rod Eyelet

2. Attach wheels to front axle
* Attach a wheel to one end of the 3/32" brass rod using 2 collets.
* Slide rod through the aluminum tube and attach the second wheel using the

last 2 collets. Make sure both wheels can spin freely.
* Trim the end off the brass rod, leaving -1/8" sticking out past the outer

collet.
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Wheel on Brass Rod

Chassis Assembly:
1. Attach drive modules to chassis using #4xl/2" bolts and thread the motor wires up

to the top of the chassis.
2. Attach the front end assembly to chassis using a #8x7/8" bolt and a lock nut.

* This assembly needs to pivot (so your car can steer) so you'll need to include
spacer washers to keep it from binding up. You'll use three washers - one
on top of the chassis, one between the chassis and the front end assembly,
and one between the front end assembly and the lock-nut.

* Once assembled, tighten the lock nut so that the steering module doesn't
wobble, but still rotates freely.

3 Assemble the servo to the chassis using #6x3/4" bolts

Assembled Chassis -Bottom Assembled Chassis - Top

4. Create the steering bar
* Find the approximate center of rotation of the servo (so that it rotates the

same amount in either direction before it hits a stop)
* Without turning the servo rotor, reorient the servo horn so that one arm is at

a 45-degree angle from the drive axles
* Connect the servo horn and the steering eyelet using a straightened paper

clip. Adjust the length of the steering rod so that the steering module is
pointing nearly straight ahead with the servo horn at the 45-degree angle
described above.
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Crimping the steering rod close to the servo horn and the eyelet will ensure

responsive steering - but make sure that the rod doesn't bind when the servo

goes thro

Servo with Steering Rod

Final Steps:
5. Wire it up!

* Solder the two black motor wires together and cover with electrical tape
* Test the wiring polarity using a AA battery. Once you find which red wire

should be connected to the negative terminal, mark it with a piece of
electrical tape.

* Since the motors are mounted opposite of each other they will have to rotate
in different directions to make the car go forward - that's why we're wiring
the negative terminals together (black-to-black). We're also wiring them in
series to create an electrical version of a differential - this is kind of an
advanced concept, but it's pretty cool so ask me (Ben) about it if you're
interested in learning more.

6. Add Velcro hold-down areas for the receiver, receiver battery, motor controller, and
motor battery.

7. Connect to the RC components
* Plug the servo into the channel 1 socket on the receiver
* Plug the motor controller into the channel 2 socket on the receiver
* Attach the motor wires to the output terminals on the motor controller
* Attach the receiver battery to the on/off switch socket

8. Power it up - note that the following steps have to be done in the correct order for
the motor controller to work!

* Turn on the transmitter
* Turn on the receiver power switch
* Plug the motor battery into the motor controller

9. Tweak steering servo alignment
* Adjust the trim dial below the steering sticks to center the steering
* If the trim adjustment is not enough, re-center the trim dial and reposition

the servo horn to bring the steering closer to center. Then adjust the trim
dial for final steering positioning

10. Off you go!
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Notes on the racer:
* A modification that could help your car performance would be to add

steering stops to keep wheels from hitting the chassis
* This car uses a solid front axle for steering. Is this how most cars work?

Think about the differences between a fixed front axle and an Ackerman
style steering assembly. Check out these websites for more description -
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ackermann_steering-geometry,
http://auto.howstuffworks.com/steering3.htm

* What else would you change about this design if you had more time? There
are lots of things that could be changed this design is very basic!
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